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I

ABSTRACT
KEY WORDS: Reform, Decentralisation, State Reconstruction, Peacebuilding,

Transition Societies, Chieftaincy, Liberal Peacebuilding, Governance,

Democratisation.

Liberal peacebuilding, the means by which transition societies can be

reconfigured and reconstructed to bring about lasting peace, focussed on

chieftaincy reform and decentralization as part of the peacebuilding package in

Sierra Leone. The main focus of this research is to explore the efficacy of these

structures as durable peacebuilding mechanisms in a transition society like

Sierra Leone. The core argument is that liberal peacebuilding based on the

reform of chieftaincy and decentralisation has failed to deliver effective

peacebuilding mechanisms in Sierra Leone. Chieftaincy reform should have

taken into consideration the specific context of the nature of chieftaincy in the

country which in most cases transcends issues of leadership to one of collective

identity.

The decentralisation process is also fraught with a host of problems ranging

from tension between the councils and the chiefs on the one hand, to the

unwillingness on the part of central government to cede some of its powers to

the local government. The control of central government over the councils and

the decentralisation process is still very visible.

The relevance of this research is that it enhances our understanding of key

debates and policy intervention practices on post-war peacebuilding and state

reconstruction in transition societies. It also contributes to the existing literature

on post-conflict peacebuilding by positing that there is a huge challenge to the

Liberal Peace paradigm in bringing about peace in war-torn societies.
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Figure 1: The Map of Sierra Leone

Source: Nations Online Project

This Map shows Sierra Leone, a small country on the west Coast of Africa. It

shows the boundaries between Sierra Leone and her neighbours; Liberia on the

southeast, and Guinea in the northeast. It also shows the three provincial

regions of north, south and east with their headquarter tow
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CHAPTER ONE
Contextualising Chieftaincy Reform, Decentralisation and
Liberal Peacebuilding in Sierra Leone

Introduction

The aim of this study is to situate Chieftaincy within the context of the on-going

decentralisation, local government reform and peacebuilding processes in post-

war Sierra Leone. Decentralisation came to be a key policy to prevent the

recurrence of a key cause of the war; that of the over-centralisation of political

authority and the corruption and authoritarian behaviour of chiefs. The thesis

engages with the complexities and tensions emanating from the principles

underpinning the implementation of the decentralisation process in a country

that is emerging from war. The implementation of decentralisation reform of the

chieftaincy institution have both been highly problematic and potentially put

peacebuilding at risk.

This chapter discusses the genesis of the study, the research question and sub

questions, the objectives of the study, and the hypothesis. It further discusses

the research methodology and ethical issues. It proposes an analysis of neo-

liberalism as the conceptual and theoretical framework. Finally, this chapter

identifies limitations of the research.

Background to the Study

Historically, a chief was usually the leader or head of a clan or tribe. Before the

advent of colonial rule, rural communities or villages came together under one

leadership and it is commonly believed that they did so in order to achieve
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common aspirations of peace and security, physical and spiritual welfare and

progress1. At its best, the pre-colonial chieftaincy system was based on

a ’Social Contract’ between the rulers and those they governed. The people

collectively agreed to allow chiefs to rule over them on the understanding that

they would ensure security, protection, effective use of spiritual powers and fair

distribution of resources.

In some cases a person was identified as a chief because of bravery they

showed in warfare ; for example Kailondo of Kailahun, Nyagua of Panguma, Bai

Bureh of Kasseh and chief Fabaa of Dodo which was patterned very much on

the empire and kingdom building process of ‘might is right’ (Abraham, 1979). In

many cases chiefs were elected through a lineage system that emphasises

hereditary succession and patronage. The chiefs exercised political, spiritual,

judicial and executive powers and were the highest point of political authority

(Abraham, 1979). Chiefs were co-opted as part of the colonial governance

system and the institution of chieftaincy was co-opted as a part of a domestic

politics after independence, based on neo-patrimonialism and clientelism.

There was also a very powerful link between sodality institutions such as the

‘Poro’ and ‘Sande’ secret societies and the chiefs in pre-colonial, colonial and

post-colonial Sierra Leone.2 One of the most famous sodality institutions in

West Africa was the Poro of the Mende (Braithwaite Wallis, 1905:183-189), and

it has played an important role in the politics of the pre-colonial, colonial and

1 Interview with Momoh Taziff Koroma, 12th March, 2011.
2 Interview with Momoh Taziff Koroma, 12th March, 2011.
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post-colonial politics of Sierra Leone, and Poro literally means law and order or

one word.

Little (1965: 349 -365) highlights the importance of the Poro sodality institution:

“In West Africa they are concerned mainly with the ownership and use of

supposedly supernatural medicines and the propagation of certain cults”. He

further argued that, not only did the secret societies employ particular rituals,

signs, symbols, and forms of knowledge which were withheld from non-initiates,

but these things were regarded as a special source of power through being kept

private (Little, 1965: 349-365). Little also argued that, in many places the wide

range of their activities made them the dominant social force (Little, 1965: 349-

365).

The thesis considers the question of why and how external peacebuilding

interventions in post-war Sierra Leone focused on chieftaincy and

decentralisation. This study posits that particularly in the liberal peacebuilding

mode, decentralisation and local government reform are closely linked to

democratic governance, development, and peacebuilding especially for

countries emerging from war like Sierra Leone. Finally, I suggest that problems

with the design and implementation of chieftaincy reform and decentralisation

has meant these initiatives have not been as effective as originally expected.

Sierra Leone is emerging from an eleven-year civil war which was characterized

by a wave of violence, brutality and heinous crimes against humanity. One of

the major contributing factors to the war was the over-centralisation of the state

which led to the marginalization of a large population from the state (Alie, 2006).
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Large portions of society were excluded from the political process and also

deprived of social services and development opportunities. In spite of the

abundance of natural resources, the majority of the population were and are still

living in abject poverty (Lavalie, 2008). Youth employment was also identified

as a key cause of the war and so high rates give cause for concern regarding

the sustainability of peace; approximately 70% of youth in Sierra Leone are

underemployed or unemployed and an estimated 800,000 youth are actively

searching for employment (UNDP, 2017).

With the cessation of hostilities and the signing of the Lomé Peace Accord, on

the 7th of July 1999, Sierra Leone entered a new phase in its quest for lasting

peace and development. The international community especially the United

Kingdom Department of International Development (DFID) placed a very strong

emphasis on decentralisation as part of their rebuilding and reconstruction

efforts (DFID Draft Report, 2004). DFID supported the Paramount Chiefs

Restoration Programme (PCRP), Local Governance Reform (LGR) and Public-

Sector Reform. The main idea underpinning the PCRP was to address

allegations that chiefs contributed to the grievances that led to the war. It was

also meant to rebuild the chieftaincy institution which had been destroyed

during the war and also to reform the institution to meet modern standards

without interfering with its traditional ethos.3 It could be argued that the

chieftaincy institution is now anachronistic and therefore DFID and other

agencies should have just abolished it. But my own field research, as well as

3 Interview with Emmanuel Gaima, former Director of the Decentralisation Secretariat, 3rd March 2011,
Freetown.
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the work of others, suggests that many people still retain strong loyalty to their

chiefs.4

Some scholars, such as Dillion and Reid (2001), also assert that

decentralisation is a path to development which might in turn play a vital role in

combating violent instability. Its explicit aim is to transform societies in such a

way as to avoid future conflict, employing guiding principles that are generically

liberal: individual rights, social responsibility, accountability, democracy and the

rule of law (Dillon, M. and Julian Reid, 2001: 41).

One of the key issues to be addressed as part of the decentralisation process

was the District Officer (DO) administration. This was a colonial invention which

appointed an officer to each of the relatively small administrative Districts5. It

came about after the Hut Tax uprisings of 1898, when the colonial

administration first divided the hinterland into three regions known as provinces:

North, South and East, each headed by a Provincial Secretary.6 The provinces

were further sub-divided into districts and a white District Commissioner placed

in charge. When Sierra Leone achieved independence in 1961, the provincial

administration remained the same except that the name District Commissioner

was later changed to District Officers who were the heads of the administration

of the districts.7 The DOs worked closely with central government – as they

4 Interview with Mr. Steven Gogra, Lecturer at the Eastern Polytechnique, Kenema, 21st January, 2011.
5 Amadi Babadi, “Examining the role of District Officers in Sierra Leone” Standard Times Newspaper online:
2010, 17:25. Accessed, 20th February, 2019.
6 Amadi Babadi, “Examining the role of District Officers in Sierra Leone” Standard Times Newspaper online:
2010, 17:25. Accessed, 20th February, 2019.
7 Amadi Babadi, “Examining the role of District Officers in Sierra Leone” Standard Times Newspaper online:
2010, 17:25. Accessed, 20th February, 2019.
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were in effect civil servants. During elections they acted as returning officers for

rigged votes during the APC eras of Siaka Stevens and J.S Momoh.8

This system was in place right up to 2004 when a major reform of administration

took place with the Local Government Act (LGA) of 2004 and heralded the start

of the Decentralisation process. The LGA replaced the DOs and devolved

administration to District Councils9 and Chief Administrators (CAs) who were to

work directly with the district Councils. “There shall be Local Council Chief

Administrator (CA) for each local Council who shall be appointed by the Local

Council after consulting the Local Government Commission”, and that the Chief

Administrator “shall be the secretary to the Local Council and head of

administration of the Council”. Thus, in this new arrangement, the Chief

Administrator was now performing the administrative functions of the DO and

the CAs were now answerable to the Provincial Secretaries directly. The LGA

gave powers to the local councils to provide basic social services to the local

populace and to collect taxes to pay for these services. The Act also

established District Councils, Local Councils, Chiefdom Councils, and the

Chiefdom Ward Development Committees.

However, in 2010 the APC regime wanted to regain that central control and

replaced the Chief Administrators (CAs) with reintroduced DOs and explicitly

made this office answerable directly to central government, thereby also

increasing its direct control over all the districts. The stated intention was also to

facilitate the management of the chiefdoms, which had remained in an

8 Interview with Sahr Fanday in Koidu, Kono. 23rd February 2011.
9 Interview with Mr. Emmanuel Gaima, Director, Decentralisation Secretariat, Freetown, 3rd March, 2011.
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ambiguous position after the 2004 LGA, and a common view of chiefdoms at

that time was that they were disorganised and ineffective. But many people

regarded this administrative change as having major political implications to the

project of decentralisation.

Although the decentralisation process has been acclaimed by some key officials,

such as Emmanuel Gaima, as yielding some results,10 from the very start, the

process has nonetheless been fraught with complications and contradictions. In

the first place, some of the recommendations from the preliminary nationwide

consultations were not included in the Act; of particular significance being the

election of councillors.11

It had been agreed by all stakeholders that the elections were to be held on a

non-party basis to avoid central government interference in the process but the

Act ignored this and the elections were conducted on a party basis. The

Ghanaian model was referenced in setting up the decentralisation process, and

in that case councillors are not elected on a political party basis (Gaima, 2009).

The same applies to Uganda and Tanzania that were the East African models

referenced in the design of Sierra Leone’s decentralisation process (Gaima,

2009). Little wonder, that local council by-elections in recent times have been

marred by violence on the part of both the ruling All Peoples Congress party

(APC) and the opposition Sierra Leone Peoples Party (SLPP).12

10 Interview with Emmanuel Gaima, former Director of the Decentralisation Secretariat, 3rd March 2011,
Freetown.
11 Interview with Mr. Steven Gogra, Lecturer at the Eastern Polytechnique, Kenema, 21st January, 2011.
12 Interview with Dr. Julius Sandi, Director, Governance Reform Secretariat, Wesley House, Freetown, 2nd
March, 2011.
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Tension and confusion about the balance of responsibility and power between

the different local government offices and the chieftainship offices has persisted

throughout the period of initial reform in 2004 and the overall context of

decentralisation. This research uncovers views from the bottom-up with regard

to the working out of these tensions and highlights some key variations at the

local level between different regions which are often ignored. The re-

introduction of DOs in 2010 was intended to resolve some of these tensions but

at the local level it can be seen that this was not successful.

Objectives of the Study

 To examine the processes of decentralisation, local government and

chieftaincy reform and the implementation of those connected initiatives

from 2004 – 2012.

 To explore the continued relevance of both chieftaincy and the post-war

decentralisation process, as part of the reconstruction and peacebuilding

efforts in post-war Sierra Leone.

 To identify and critically analyse gaps in the legal and national policy

framework on decentralisation and chieftaincy reform.

Research Question

 How effective have decentralisation efforts been via the reforms of local

government in post-conflict Sierra Leone?
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Sub-Questions

 What are the pre-colonial and colonial roots of chieftaincy, how has it

changed and how varied was it? How did these roots survive or change

after independence?

 How should chieftaincy reform be situated within the context of

decentralisation?

 What is the nature of the relationship between chiefs and councils under

the arrangements created as a result of decentralisation?

Key Argument

The central argument is that the processes of chieftaincy reform and

decentralisation have not been effectively managed and implemented, leaving

the reform process in Sierra Leone with many challenges.

Research Methodology: Qualitative Research Method

Walliman (2006:37), has observed that “Quantitative techniques rely on

collecting data that is numerically based and amenable to such analytical

methods as statistical correlations, often in relation to hypothesis testing”. In

qualitative research, the techniques rely more on language and the

interpretation of its meaning. So, data collection methods tend to involve close

human involvement and a creative process of theory development rather than

testing.

This study uses the qualitative research method is used because; according to

Miles and Huberman, qualitative data are a source of well grounded, rich
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descriptions and explanations of processes in identifiable local contexts (Miles

and Huberman, 1996). They also argue that with qualitative data, one can

preserve some level of chronological flow, and also see precisely what event is

most likely to lead to what consequences: good data are more likely to lead to

new integrations; they help researchers to get beyond initial conceptions and to

generate or revise conceptual frameworks (Miles and Huberman, 1996).

Theoretical Framework: Liberalism

This thesis employs liberalism as the meta-philosophical stand-point which

underpins my analysis of the so-called Liberal Peace project of decentralisation

undertaken within the context of post-conflict peacebuilding in Sierra Leone.

Liberal models of governance suggest that when war ends, the building of

governance institutions, democratisation and marketization are the principal

means by which peace can be built and consolidated (Paris, 2004). However,

this work is not concerned with theory development, instead, the philosophy of

liberalism is being applied here as an underpinning framework for analysis. My

argument is that the implementation of that aspect of the Liberal Peace agenda

concerned with chieftaincy and decentralisation has been flawed largely

because it was co-opted by powerful local actors, rather than an internal,

intrinsic flaw in the liberal values.

Liberalism has been viewed as a political and moral philosophy that is centred

on two main principles of individualism and liberty. Liberalism places the

individual at the heart of society and regards the highest value of social order as

one that is built around the individual (Chau, 2009:2). Moreover, the purpose of
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society is to allow individuals to reach their full potential if they want to, and that

the best way to do this is to give the individual as much liberty as may be

possible (Chau, 2009:3).

Liberalism is therefore largely viewed as the principal of ‘freedom for the

individual’ with underlying ideals of respect for human rights, individualism,

universality, the right to be treated equally under the protection of the law,

freedom from authority and the duty to respect and treat others as ‘ethical

subjects’ as well as freedom for social action (Doyle, pp. 206-207; Fukuyama,

1992: 42). The concept of representative government is also understood as a

fundamental ingredient for the Liberal Peace, along with the importance of

private ownership of property and the right to engage in economic activity with

little or no state interference (Doyle, 1983: 209).

Liberal ideas are not only limited to the above mentioned rights, but are

presented by liberals as central to the mitigation and resolution of conflict and

promotion of peacebuilding. Burchill, (2009: 57) notes that liberal principles

provide solutions to violent conflict through democracy and free market

economics, in which democratic processes and institutions can manage to curb

the propensity to prevent violent conflicts. Burchill, (2009:57) also points out that

commerce at both local and international levels can limit barriers between

individuals and unite them into one community and likewise, nations of the

world can be united through international trade.

This research makes use of the case study approach because of the fact that

this approach has the ability to attain conceptual validity, identify causal
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variables (George and Bennet, 2005:12), and also address causal complexities.

We discern from Gillian (2001:30) that a case study is one which investigates

an individual, group, institutions and a large-scale community so as to be able

to provide answers for specific research questions. On the other hand, Stake

posits that one principal criterion for choosing the case study method is that it

can maximize what can be learnt (Stake, 1995). In addition, the case study

approach gives the researcher the opportunity to identify and choose a case

and at the same time be able to understand the features of what he/she is

researching. I therefore believe that the case study approach is appropriate for

this type of research.

This thesis examines and critiques the implementation of the Liberal Peace

agenda in Sierra Leone, focussing on chieftaincy and decentralisation reforms,

within the twelve District Councils in Sierra Leone. It focuses specifically on the

relationship and growing tension between the chiefs and the operations of

District Councils with a view to analysing the achievements of reform to date.

At the start of this research very little had been written on this topic in Sierra

Leone or comparative case studies

Field Research

The researcher undertook field research in Sierra Leone to conduct semi-

structured interviews with all the stakeholders – officials of the decentralisation

secretariat, paramount chiefs, District and Local Councillors. The interviews

were mostly useful to elicit information from respondents who could not read

and write as well as the officials and staff of the Local Government Ministry and
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members of civil society. Most of the field visit was done in the provincial/rural

areas of Sierra Leone with all the attendant problems such as bad road and

other communication networks, unfriendly terrain and health concerns.

An overall period of three and a half months from December 2010 to March

2011, was spent in three study regions in Sierra Leone. In addition, I visited

some other villages that had distinctive features that were useful for my

research. An example of one of the villages was Mobai in the Mandu chiefdom.

In addition to easy access, Mobai is a strategically located chiefdom

headquarter town in the Kailahun district. It borders the Dea chiefdom where the

first shots were fired in the village of Bomaru. But more significantly, it is the

only town in the whole of Kailahun district where almost every ethnic group in

the country were present. This was largely due to the existence of huge rural

development companies, known as the Eastern Clinic Group of Companies

(ECGC) and also the Eastern Clinic Rural Development (ECRD) Company,

which employed a large portion of the Sierra Leone population.

In the rural settings there are codes of behaviour and conduct which were taken

into account. For example, whenever entering a chiefdom I would ask for the

chief to an elderly person whom most times served as my gate keeper. He

would tell me my “dos” and “don’ts” and then lead me to the chief. There were

times when the real identity of the chief was concealed and somebody else

posed as the chief and started answering the questions. Only later would the

real chief step in and continue the narrative.
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It was not also possible to interview some of the people in their respective

locations as I had initially assumed would be the case; especially those who do

not reside in their various localities because of work; such as some chiefs who

are Members of Parliament and other government officials and councillors. In

such instances, I was able to interview some of them in Freetown.

This researcher is also aware of ethical issues that arise in researching such a

sensitive topic like chieftaincy which is closely connected to powerful sodality

institutions of the Poro. As a member of that institution this researcher was able

to have access to a lot of vital information to which would-be researchers who

are non-members would not have been able to obtain. The main ethical issue

here was the fact that as a member one is restricted by an oath of secrecy not

to divulge the society’s operations. So, bound by that oath some information

cannot be revealed here and also some members were anonymised in the

research or given pseudonyms to conceal their identity. More generally, where

respondents requested anonymity, this has been respected.

Data Collection and Analysis

Although there are varied forms and methods of qualitative data collection and

analysis, I have elected to use the case study data approach. Focus group

discussions and semi-structured interviews have been fully utilized in this

research. Some of the interviewees were selected purposively because of their

individual self-knowledge or specifically for the positions that they held as

important stake- holders. Snowball sampling was also utilised to select

participants in this research. Snowball sampling or snowballing is a recruitment
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strategy or method which employs research into a participants’ network to

access specific populations or information. It is also a process of choosing a

part of the population to represent the whole (Hejazi, 2006: 2). The point has

been made that if the researcher considers a part of a population as a

representation of the whole, the analysis will be more comprehensive (Hejazi,

2006).

It is also a fact that, in many research studies, factors such as lack of human

resources, lack of precision, high expenses, inadequate equipment and

population dispersion, do prevent researchers from studying the entire

population. In such a case therefore, it is preferable to study only a part of a

population (Ahmadzadehasl M, Ariasepehr S., 2010: 2). Finally, Burns, N., and

Grove, S.K (1993: 4), state that snowball sampling otherwise known as the

convenience sampling method includes members of the population who are

available to the researcher. Thus, snowball sampling method is a convenience

sampling method which is applied when it is difficult to access subjects with the

target characteristics. In this method, existing study subjects recruit future

subjects among acquaintances (Burns, N., and Grove, S.K., 1993: 4).

Three focus group discussions were held in the three study regions of the North,

South and East of Sierra Leone. Each of the focus groups comprised of ten

persons carefully selected by this researcher’s contacts in the three study

regions. There were three adult men, three adult women, and four youths
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between the ages of 15 and 35.13 Among the young people, were two females

and two males to make the sample more representative: the tables below show

the interviews and focus group discussions, the venue of the discussions and

the number of participants and their age brackets.

Table A: Showing the number of interviewees, their designation and the regions

where the interviews were conducted.

Category of Respondents No. of

Respondents

Region

Paramount Chiefs 6 North, South and East

Mayors 3 North, South and East

Councillors 4

Male Youths 6 North South and East

Students 2

Female Youth 6 North, South and East

13 The age 15-35 is the youth category in Sierra Leone. See UNDP Status of youth Report, 2009
commissioned by the Sierra Leone Youth Commission.
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Lecturers 4 North 2, South 1 and

FBC.1

Politicians 2 North and East

Individuals for self-knowledge 2 North and South

Total
35

Table B below shows the number of focus groups and their composition (one

from each study region; the north, south and east)

Northern region Eastern region Southern region

Comprised of 10

persons

10 persons in total 10 persons in total

3 men

3 women

3 men

3 women

3 men and 3

women

4 youths (ages 4 youths (ages 4 youths (ages
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between 18-35)

two females and 2

males.

between 18-35)

two males and

females

between 18-35)

two males and

two females

I have selected particular chiefdom case studies to try to understand the cultural

differences and similarities within the chieftaincy institution so as to be able to

analyse their role in the decentralisation and peacebuilding process.

Another data collection method that was utilised in this research is that of oral

history especially in the empirical chapter which deals exclusively with the

precolonial and colonial histories of the chiefdoms studied in this thesis. As it is

the case in research, oral history has become a multidisciplinary method used

in the humanities, social sciences, and interdisciplinary fields such as American

studies, cultural studies and gender studies (Leavy, 1975, Dunaway, 1996,

Grele, 1985, Moss, 1974, Kline, 1996, Thompson, 2000).

The point should however be made here that, often, people confuse oral

tradition with that of oral history. Whilst an oral tradition is one in which

testimonies are passed down through the generations, oral history draws on the

tenets of an oral tradition. Oral traditions are historical sources of a specific

nature. According to Jan Vansina (1965:1), their special nature derives from the

fact that they are “unwritten” sources couched in a form, suitable for oral

transmission, and that their preservation depends on the powers of memory of

successive generations of human beings. It is important to point out that, in

those parts of the world inhabited by peoples without writing, oral tradition forms

the main available source for a reconstruction of the past (Jan Vansina, 1965).
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Thus, the claim for the practical utility of research on the specific characteristics

of oral tradition, and on methods for examining its trustworthiness, is doubly

substantiated.

Unlike oral tradition, oral history is the method of collecting narratives from

individuals for the purpose of research (Leavy, 1975:4). Oral history is

fundamentally different from that of oral tradition. Moyer (1999:1), defines oral

history as the systematic collection of living people's testimony about their own

experiences. Oral history is not folklore, gossip, hearsay, or rumour. Oral

historians attempt to verify their findings, analyse them, and place them in an

accurate historical context (Moyer, 1999: 1-17). Oral historians are also

concerned with storage of their findings for use by later scholars (Moyer, 1999).

Whereas oral tradition is a way of transmitting general cultural issues from one

generation to the other, oral history refers to the act of collecting evidence

through various scientific methods, mainly through interviewing (Nouraei

Monteza, et al., 2011). In oral history interviews, the researcher needs to be

fully present. Epistemologically, oral history positions the researcher and the

participant in a close collaborative relationship (Leavy, 1975: 5).

Although there are 149 chiefdoms in the country, only six were selected for

analysis. Two of each to represent the three regions of the north, south and

eastern regions in the country to make the study regionally balanced; especially

so when funding was a major challenge. Thus before embarking on the field

research many contacts were made with chiefs directly through telephone calls.
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The chiefdom case studies were carefully selected so that they could help in

answering the specific research question posed above, so as to shed light on

the diversity of chieftaincy in the country. The idea was to investigate the widely

held belief about the homogeneity of chieftaincy, and also to observe and

evaluate the relationship between the local councils and the chiefs.

The three regional case studies, (North, South and East) make a useful

contribution to our knowledge of chieftaincy and the sodality institutions that

support them. In the East it is the Poro Society and the Sokoyafui, in the South

they also have the Poro (Little, 1965: 348-365) and the Wonde whilst some

parts in the north have the Poro, Gbangbani and the Kantha; the latter as

induction ceremonies of paramount chiefs.

Moreover, the Bombali, Kakua and the Nongowa chiefdom case studies help to

understand the nature of chieftaincy in the urban areas and those of the rural

areas. In a sense, it is a way of trying to distinguish between types of chieftaincy

practices and how they interact with state authority structures and especially so

within the decentralisation process. Furthermore, the case studies from the

three provincial regions of the north, south and east, shed light on the

relationship between the councils and the chiefs; as the latter wields much

greater financial influence, given its access to income from diamonds, it makes

and interesting contrast.

Ethical Issues in the Study

The focus of this part of the chapter is to explore and evaluate the ethical issues

associated with research on the thesis. In the United Kingdom, two notable
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codes have been developed as a strategy to protect the public from over-

enthusiastic researchers in the form of codes of conduct by professional

associations, funding bodies and universities such as the Sociological Research

Association (SRA) Ethical guidelines (2003), and the British Sociological

Association (BSA) - statement of ethical practice of 2002 (BSA, 2002). These

guidelines provide a template for the relationship and obligations of the

researcher to his/her participants, colleagues, funders, users of the research

and the public.

Since the 1960s, concerns about ethical issues have emerged in social science

research. Informed consent, privacy, anonymity, confidentiality, no harm to

participants, and the responsible dissemination of data or results have all

featured prominently as guidelines to social science researchers (BSA, 2002).

Informed consent is one of the major principles in social science research and

in many aspects the area within social science research ethics that is most hotly

debated. The issue of informed consent is so important in social research

because it establishes the fact that all human beings have certain rights such as

free will which should not be tampered with for whatever reason.

Thus informed consent is the provision for persons invited to participate in

social research activities to freely agree or disagree to be involved based on

fore- knowledge of the nature and purpose of the research including any risks to

which they would be exposed and the arrangements for maintaining the

confidentiality of data (Blummer, 2001). Along the same lines however there

emerge contentious issues arising from the use of methods such as disguised
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covert observation to simple continued observation in which the researcher’s

true identity is unknown (Bryman, 2004).

The other question about consent is how long does a participant’s consent last?

For example, the BSA guidelines clearly declares that consent should not be

regarded as a once and for all event but as a process subject to renegotiation

over time (BSA Ethical Guidelines, no. 25). It further states that sociological

research should be based on the freely given informed consent of those studied.

This implies a responsibility on the part of the researcher to explain as fully as

possible and in terms meaningful to participants, what the research is about,

who is undertaking and financing it, why it is being undertaken, and how it is to

be promoted (BSA Ethical Guidelines, 2002, no. 25).

Another significant ethical concern revolves around the right to one’s privacy. It

is very important as it relates to our daily activities and relationships. The right

to privacy is a tenet that many of us hold dear and transgression of this right in

the name of research is unacceptable. In our world today, information is

regarded as a commodity and therefore keeping information to oneself and

deciding what to release and to whom, is often a key means by which one’s

privacy is protected, thus control is maintained over what others can learn about

one (Bulmer, 2001).

The right to privacy is linked with consent and hence researchers must be very

cautious in their approach towards their participants to elicit information. The

principles of confidentiality and anonymity are also very important in social
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science research; they underpin the principle that the identity of a participant in

a piece of research should be kept secret or confidential to a third party.

Harm to participants in a piece of research is another serious ethical concern in

social science research. It stresses that, harm be it physical, psychological or

loss of self-esteem or anything that can affect the wellbeing of the participant is

regarded as unacceptable. SRA’s ethical guidelines (2003:14) emphasises that

the social researcher should try to minimize disturbance both to the subjects

themselves and the subject’s relationship with their environment. The codes

further emphasize care over the confidentiality of records. In other words, the

identities of the individuals on whom the research is conducted must remain

confidential; to an extent that when the findings are published participants would

not be identified or identifiable without their consent (SRA’s Ethical Guidelines,

2003:14).

Every research activity has its own inherent ethical challenges and my research

is no exception. As mentioned earlier, my study aims to examine the place of

chieftaincy within the on-going decentralisation process in Sierra Leone.

However, the discourse on chieftaincy is a very sensitive issue both on the

national political front with regards to the local level of traditional leadership.

The research was undertaken using semi-structured interviews and focus group

discussions for generating relevant data. In this research also, there was an

extensive engagement with primary and secondary sources. Thus, one has to

keep in mind the ethical considerations about doing this type of research

especially in a country still emerging from a brutal civil conflict.
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Ethical Issues envisaged included: access, security, consent, confidentiality and

harm to participants. As researchers one of the major ethical concerns is that of

access. Research on chieftaincy meant that the researcher had to travel many

miles into the field to collect relevant data. Some of the areas were not

accessible by car so the researcher had to reach them on foot. But more crucial

to the issue of access is the fact that it is always a daunting task to gain access

to the participants who may be of strategic importance to the research project.

They are either shy of talking to a stranger or may just not be willing to talk to

the researcher because of the sensitive nature of the research topic.

In typical traditional societies in Sierra Leone, chieftaincy is associated with

powerful sodality institutions or secret societies like the Poro society. Poro

society is a very powerful institution that epitomizes the traditional ethos and

cultural values of the people.14 Even the traditional leaders; the chiefs, consult

this institution before taking vital traditional political decisions.

Thus, for a researcher who is not a member of the society, it can be very

difficult to elicit information about the true nature of chieftaincy. On the other

hand, if you are a member of the society, it is an abomination to go about telling

non-members what the institution does. To gain access and also maintain my

security, I made good and effective use of my network with past students I

taught at the University of Sierra Leone who are members of the society to help

me get vital information. As a member myself, it was not difficult to access

information from the elderly folks and heads of various ‘Departments’ in the

14 Interview with Dr. Hindowa Momoh, Institute of Public Administration and Management, Tower Hill,
Freetown,2nd March, 2011.
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society who already knew me. Though a member, some of the people who did

not know me would ask me a few preliminary questions which every member is

expected to know before they spoke to me.

Informed consent was another serious ethical consideration in my research.

This principle requires the researcher to obtain consent from the participants

and the information should be freely given. I endeavoured to explain clearly

what the research was all about and how the end-product would be

used/disseminated. I also endeavoured to ensure respondents had a clear

understanding that they had the right to withhold information or even withdraw

the information which they had previously given. For those literate people on my

interview list such as, the politicians, academics, journalists, teachers and other

professionals, I provided official letters to them requesting their consent even

before I travelled to the study country. These set out the nature of the research

and how their interviews would be used and also their right to refuse or

withdraw consent. For those who could not read and write, I first had to explain

to them what the whole research was about and then went ahead to ask them

individually whether they would agree to take part.

However, the issue of consent is sometimes a difficult ethical situation for a

researcher in a rural setting. For example, women in such areas do not easily

give their consent away without the approval of their husbands. In other words,

her consent lies with that of the man. In that case I tried as hard as possible to

persuade the men to allow the wives to participate in the research by clearly

explaining to them what the whole activity was all about. Some of the men still
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refused to allow their wives to talk to me although these men were willing to talk

to me on their behalf.

In such cases, I allowed the men to speak on behalf of the wife; but I insisted

that the wife should be present and also, that the wife should consent that the

husband was actually expressing her views. This was so because, as set out on

the list of my respondents, I was meant to be interviewing the woman not the

man. By insisting that the wife was present and agreed that those views

expressed by the husband were actually her views, it was actually the woman

who was being interviewed; only that it was the man who directly verbalised the

wife’s views to this researcher.

Confidentiality and harm to participants are also crucial ethical issues. For the

purpose of this research both were treated in relation to each other as one may

lead to an infringement of the other. As confidentiality emphasizes that the

participants identity must be concealed, or the name withheld, there arises the

dilemma in my research whereby ideally certain individuals have to be quoted to

give authenticity to the data/information. Such people are those working in the

Ministry of Local Government and the Decentralisation Secretariat who were

very useful resource persons for me. Because they are government employees,

identifying them or disclosing their identity is highly likely to do them harm. They

could lose their jobs if their identities are disclosed. In trying to address this

issue especially in relation to government employees, I responded to their

request for anonymity formally in writing, stating that their identities will not be

disclosed and that they will only be recorded as anonymous respondents.
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Some of the traditional chiefs also did not want their identities disclosed. This is

so because there has been a lot of central government interference in the

chieftaincy institution. Consequently, the traditional rulers are also mindful of

what they say or do. To overcome this, I officially responded to their request for

anonymity in writing and where necessary spoke with the chiefs in confidence

that their real identities will not be disclosed. I also used local people to provide

me with information as to what the chiefs thought about their position in the

decentralisation framework and their functions for those working in government

offices. At the same time, some others were happy to be quoted by name and

gave clear consent in these cases.

Limitations of the Study

There is hardly any work of this nature that does not have its own difficulties

and limitations. In the first place this researcher is of the view that this work

needed more time and resources to fully address the contending issues in this

research. Clearly this thesis is limited in scope; especially so when the

researcher was limited to a few chiefdoms which cannot actually speak for and

represent the 149 chiefdoms in the country.

Another serious limitation to this research is poverty. Most of the interviewees

were poor and demanded money to give information to the researcher. They

regard all researchers as people with money and should pay for information that

they give. A classic case was a chief from a town in Moyamba district who

asked for dollars to respond to my interviews. Although he was a participant

whom I had hoped to get some vital information about chieftaincy, I refused to
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give him money because in my view that was unethical in research of this

nature.

One of the major challenges that I faced was with officials of the government. I

could hardly get government employees to talk to me about very important

issues like the decentralisation process. It was even worse at the

Decentralisation Secretariat because everybody seemed to be afraid of saying

anything that might jeopardize their jobs.

One particular paramount chief in the Kafu Bullom turned this researcher down

for a while even though he had been contacted earlier on his mobile phone

before I even proceeded on the research field visit there. A week before our

meeting he did call to confirm that he was available; but a couple of days prior

to the meeting he rang again to cancel the meeting. Upon further investigation it

was discovered that a certain person went to this chief for an interview and he

claimed that he was doing some research. The chief granted the interview

without knowing that this fellow was a journalist.

According to my interview with chief Pa Alimamy Kargbo Karpen of Kafu Bullom

chiefdom, the chief gave his unbiased view on some of the issues raised, the

journalist reported this on the national news, the government was very offended

by the comments the chief made and he was invited to go and explain himself

to the nearest police station which was embarrassing. However, after a lengthy

discussion with one of the section chiefs, they decided that the chief would sit

with the other chiefs to talk to me after a rigorous background check and the

presentation of my student identity card.
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Where the husbands only approved of their women talking through them, it was

time consuming but less stressful where the woman was speaking a language

that I understood; compared to a situation where I could not understand what

she was saying. In a situation such as the latter, I employed the services of an

interpreter. The crucial methodological challenge here was to check the validity

of the interpretations.

Structure of the Thesis

For ease of reading such a volume of work, this thesis has been broadly divided

into three parts. Part one deals with the background and conceptual framework

for analysis. It discusses decentralisation and post-conflict state reconstruction

within the context of the liberal peace paradigm. Part two deals with the

conceptualization of chieftaincy in Africa and the debates around it and the

relevance of the institution. It also discusses the Sierra Leone case study whilst

the third part focuses on the three regional case studies of the North, South and

East. Each study region has two chiefdoms. In the Eastern region, the two study

chiefdoms are the Nongowa and the Gbense chiefdoms. The two chiefdoms in

the Southern region are the Kakua and the Kayamba chiefdoms. Finally, the

Bombali Shebora and the Kafu Bullom chiefdoms constitute the northern

Region case studies.

The thesis is further sub-divided into six chapters including a concluding chapter.

The first chapter sets the scene and context of the study. Here, there is a

discussion on the background of the study, the objectives of the study, the main

research question and sub-questions and the hypothesis. It also discusses the
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research methodology which is informed by the qualitative research

methodology and the philosophical standpoint. It also covers data collection and

analysis, research ethical issues and the limitations of the study.

Chapter two engages with the theoretical debates on chieftaincy,

decentralisation and the liberal peace and the peacebuilding nexus. This

chapter also discusses the concept of decentralisation: types and the nexus

between decentralisation and peacebuilding within the context of the liberal

peace project.

The third chapter deals with chieftaincy reform and decentralisation in the

context of post-conflict peacebuilding. The chapter also examines the

chieftaincy reform promoted by DFID and decentralisation in the context of post-

conflict peacebuilding in Sierra Leone. It examines the Local Government Act

and other related institutions that were created for governance reform, post- war

state reconstruction and peacebuilding in Sierra Leone. This chapter also

explores the politics and rationales for the design of the decentralisation policies

from the end of the war to 2004/5 and then through to 2012.

The fourth chapter focuses on the origins of chieftaincies in Sierra Leone and its

operations today, drawing heavily on oral histories in the six selected chiefdoms

in the three regions in Sierra Leone. The historical accounts presented here

have their own distinct importance to our understanding of the evolution of

chieftaincy and local governance in Sierra Leone. The chapter provides a brief

historical background of Sierra Leone chieftain systems noting specifically their
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pre-colonial history and how colonial rule altered the existing socio-cultural,

economic and political organisation.

Chapter five of this thesis focuses on the processes of the decentralisation and

chieftaincy reforms from the point of view of the chiefs and the councils, the

Chiefs, sub-chiefs, and also includes views from citizens who participated in

focus groups. Chapter six is the concluding chapter where all the arguments are

brought together, with key findings and recommendations.
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CHAPTER TWO
Chieftaincy, Decentralisation and ‘Liberal Peace’ in Africa

Introduction

The previous chapter introduced the main thrust of the thesis which is to

investigate the effectiveness of decentralisation, local government and

chieftaincy reform in Sierra Leone in the context of peacebuilding. This chapter

presents the theoretical and conceptual framework for the research. It outlines

the key concepts of chieftaincy and decentralisation in Africa.

Conceptualizing African Chieftaincy

As described in the previous chapter chieftaincy is the office of a chief who is

regarded as the most important individual in a group or body of a people.

Chieftaincy was one of the principal forms of pre-colonial political leadership in

Africa.

Two broad types of political systems of chieftaincy are commonly identified in

pre-colonial African political systems; centralised and the non-centralised. In

the non-centralised political systems authority, law making, social control, and

allocation of resources was diffused through various clanship relationships such

as lineage groupings, village communities and age sets (UNECA Report, 2007:

3).

Decision-making was based on consensual arrangements which varied from

place to place. The fundamental principles that guide the consensual based

(decentralised) authority systems include curbing the concentration of power in

an institution or a person and at the same time averting the emergence of a
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rigid hierarchy (UNECA, 2007:3). In this system, the resolution of conflicts is

done through negotiations. The authority systems are based on respect for

individual rights and privileges (UNECA, 2007:3). A common weakness of this

system identified is that decision making is a protracted and time-consuming

business. It requires a lot of time to get people together to agree on a particular

issue.

There are many examples of places where the decentralised system is still

practiced today in Africa such as the Ibo Village Assembly in Eastern Nigeria,

the Gada (age set) system of the Oromo in Ethiopia and Kenya, the Eritrean

village Baito or Assembly, the council of elders (Kiama) of the Kikuyu in Kenya.

Decisions are largely made using variations of the consensual approach. Other

examples include the Teso and Lango of Uganda, the Tonga of Zambia, and

the Nuer of Southern Sudan and the local self-governance system of various

Berber ethnic and clan groups

Centralized Systems

In the centralised systems, power rested with the kings, monarchs and chiefs

and the office functioned with a range of checks and balances and the level of

concentration and centralisation of power varied from place to place. For

example, in Abyssinia (Ethiopia) and Rwanda, the rulers enjoyed absolute

powers (UNECA, 2007:4) and in the Buganda of Uganda and Nupe of Nigeria,

the formal institutions of checks and balances and accountability of leaders to

the population were rather weak (ECA, 2007).
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In most other cases, the powers of the ruler were restrained by various

arrangements, including the institution of councils (UNECA, 2007: 3). In the

Ashanti of Ghana, the Tswana of Botswana, Lesotho, and the Busoga of

Uganda, the systems of checks and balances were relatively better defined with

constitutional provisions and customary laws which authorized council of elders,

and the administrative staff of chiefs to check the powers of the chiefs (Busia,

1983). However, given that the chiefs wielded both executive and judicial

powers in centralised African traditional institutions, formal accountability

mechanisms were relatively weak. Also, the so-called councils were more often

composed largely of the nobility or close relatives of the chiefs because it was

not common to see people with a low social status sitting in the company of

chiefs or in their courts (UNECA, 2007).

Even in the examples where there was centralisation at the top, at lower levels,

the chiefs merely played the role of facilitators in consensual decision-making

process led by the elders of the community (Busia, 1983). Thus, at the

grassroots level, the centralised chieftaincy system, therefore, in many respects

with the decentralised consensus-based systems. For example, the

administrative structure of the Ashanti of Ghana allows each lineage, village or

subdivision to manage its own affairs, including settling disputes through

arbitration by elders (Busia, 1983).

Therefore, too rigid a classification of how chieftaincy was and is practiced

masks its diverse nature across Africa. In many countries the contemporary

political systems resemble what we understand of these pre-colonial
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characteristics. UNECA provided a more sophisticated typology of chieftaincy

models in use today.

Figure 1 Typology of Traditional Institutions on the basis of accountability

Source: United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, 2007 Report.

This table shows systems that are based on the chieftaincy system that have

both checks and balances and one based on limited checks and balances. As

this indicates, not all the chieftaincy systems had effective checks and balances.

It also shows the consensual system in which decisions from above are taken in

consultation with the ruled. This system considers the age- set and more

importantly the village and the kinship system.

Traditional Institutions

Consensual System Chieftaincy System

Chiefs: Checks and
balances

Chiefs: Limited
checks and balances

Absolute
systems

Grassroots
chiefs

Grassroots
chiefs

Village/kinship
system

Age set
system
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Figure 2: Map of Africa Showing Typologies of Chieftaincy
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Debating Chieftaincy and Statehood in Africa

Francis (2006:34) has observed that, the variety of traditional political structures,

and organisational forms of some of these pre-colonial communities in Africa do

have aspects of what we regard as statehood (Francis, 2006:36). He stresses

further that the vocabulary is rich with terms describing these pre-colonial

communities in different regions of Africa including, ‘City States’, ‘Kingdoms’,’

autocracies’, ‘vice royalties’, ‘confederations’, ‘peoples’, ‘theocracies’, ‘empires’,

‘sultanates’, ‘dynasties’, ‘nomadic confederations’, ‘pastoral communities’,

‘clans’, ‘tribes’, ‘warlords’, ‘semi-autonomous vassal states’, ‘tributary states’,

‘sub-dynasties’, ‘sub-kingdoms’, and ‘stateless societies’ (Francis, 2006:34). He

argues that these examples demonstrate that the state system is not a new

project in Africa and that what is ‘new’ with colonialism and independence is the

imposition of the Westphalian model of statehood through the colonial project in

Africa (Francis, 2006:41). Mamdani also argues that the impact of the colonial

project was devastating and fundamentally transformative on processes of state

formation and nation building in Africa (Mamdani, 1996:41).

Many authors, including Ayoob, (1995:36) argue that colonialism led to the

creation of new administrative units by the imperial powers without regard for

their population’s pre-colonial affinities and loyalties. In particular, the cavalier

construction of colonial political boundaries in the mid-1880s often cut across

ethnic, tribal, religious and linguistic ties, dismembered established political

units; and forced diverse colonial entities into administrative unions which were

only convenient to the colonising power. Furthermore the colonial powers did

not create a unified legal and administrative system for each stated but was
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allowed the co-existence of two different forms of state (Ayoob, 1995:36); the

colonial civic state and the native state to which the people owed loyalty largely

according to ascription at birth

The policy of indirect rule practiced in British colonies utilised pre-colonial

structures for the exercise of colonial bureaucratic authority. This introduced

impediment to the creation of modern authority structures based on rational

principles and legitimacy. Post-colonial African states, therefore, had to

compete with these alternative authority structures for the loyalty of their

population (Ayoob, 1995:37). Ayoob’s argument is that there is “inadequate

stateness” in Africa.

The security predicament of African states is generated largely by the twin

pressures of late state formation and their late entry into the system of states

(Ayoob, 1995:37). Ayoob agrees with other scholars like Strayer (1972), that the

building of states in Europe took a long time; in fact, it took centuries before

they reached the stage that they are at now. The demands of competition with

established modern states and the demonstrated effectiveness of socially

cohesive, politically responsive, and administratively effective states in the

industrialised world make it almost obligatory for third world states to reach their

goal within the shortest time possible or risk international ridicule and

permanent marginalisation within the system of states (Ayoob, 1995:36-37).

Pre-colonial sovereignty was not the same as the imposed post-colonial

concept of sovereignty. Political control in large parts of Africa was exercised

over people rather than land or territory. Land, which was in abundance was not
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a constraining resource; exercising political power primarily meant control over

people (Herbst, 1996:127-128). Herbst also observes that pre-colonial African

practices were thus not that different from feudal Europe. The point should be

made here that post-colonial states in Africa were at complete variance with that

of pre-colonial African states in their nature and character (Herbst, 1996:127-

128).

Francis again drives home the point that the concept and practice of European

and post-colonial African states as territorial entities are fundamentally different

from pre-colonial Africa (Francis, 2006:34). Furthermore, sovereignty in pre-

colonial Africa tended to be shared in that communities were predisposed to

have nominal obligations and allegiances to more than one political centre

(Francis, 2006:34). The exercise of political authority was not defined spatially

and few political centres could hope to wield unquestioned authority. Thus, the

imposition of colonial rule and the arbitrary creation of territorial states

registered a serious blow and severe disruption to the pre-colonial African

political system (Francis, 2006:36). Whilst nations made the state in Western

Europe, post-colonial Africa was faced with the difficult and complex task of

building states out of diverse nations (Francis, 2006:41). Thus, Clapham argues

that the attributes ascribed to states by the mythology of statehood do not

reflect the reality of statehood in Africa (Clapham, 1996).

Another very important feature of post-colonial African states is that the leaders

inherited a colonial state system predicated on control based on extraction of

resources and domination of society. With limited options and in a haste to
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consolidate their grip on state power, independence leaders merely replicated

colonial bureaucratic authoritarian control (Clapham, 1996:12). The imposed

state system in Africa and its associated western style institutions, such as

parliament, political parties, and bureaucracies, have brought spectacular

difficulties for African governments. Hence the African state in the post-colonial

era has not succeeded in shedding her colonial past or legacy (Francis,

2006:41).

Furthermore, the different colonial powers have left distinct legacies. Crowder

observes, that the Yoruba from Dahomey, in his “Parisian-cut suit”, may have

an indigenous language and social heritage in common with his cousin from

Nigeria, probably wearing agbada; but when it comes to talking in terms of their

respective present-day judicial systems and ideas about politics, administration,

or university education, then the gulf that is the heritage of colonial rule

becomes apparent (Crowder, 1965). He further argues that the legacy of

difference - that is, economic, political and cultural - still persists so that despite

its African cultural homogeneity with Senegal, and despite the obvious long-

term political and economic advantages of union with Senegal, tiny Gambia,

with a population of only 360,000, maintains its Anglophone independence

(Crowder, 1965).

Of serious significance to the debate about chieftaincy is Mamdani’s position

about chieftaincy in Africa. He observes that what is specifically interesting

about chieftaincy today is not what some perceive as a ‘continuity of tradition’

but precisely what he sees as the ‘break in continuity’ (Mamdani, 1996:43). To

Mamdani, chieftaincy exists as we know it today, not as a result of its own
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legitimacy, but because of its co-operation with the colonial and apartheid states

(Mamdani, 1996:43). He argues that, for the subject population of “natives”,

indirect rule signified a mediated- decentralised-despotism. Indirect rule also

signified a rural tribal authority. It was a system designed to incorporate

“natives” into a state-enforced customary order (Mamdani, 1996:43).

Reformulated, direct and indirect colonial rule are better understood as variants

of despotism: the former centralised, the latter decentralised. As they learned

from experience, colonial powers generalized decentralised despotism as their

principal answer to the native question (Mamdani, 1996:44).

Like all colonial powers, Mamdani asserts, the British worked with a single

model of customary authority in pre-colonial Africa. That model was

monarchical, patriarchal and authoritarian (Mamdani, 1996:43). To Mamdani, it

presumed a king or queen at the centre of every polity, a chief on every piece of

land, and a patriarch in every homestead or kraal. Whether in the homestead,

village, or kingdom, authority was considered an attribute of a personal

despotism (Mamdani, 1996:43). He concludes on a very negative note that

colonial conquest built on the administrative powers of the chief and introduced

a highly bureaucratic command-and-control system (Mamdani, 1996). Thus he

belongs to the school that advocates for the eradication of chieftaincy.

Like Mamdani, radical modernist theories propose the abolition of such

institutions. Most of their arguments revolve around the “ideal state”. Scholars

such as Zack-Williams and Martin Kilson, argue that chieftaincy has been

corrupted by the colonial state and by the clientelism of the despotic post-
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colonial state and is, therefore, no longer subject to accountability to the

populace (Zack-Williams, 1990).

Maloka (1996), posits that the chieftaincy institution in South Africa is totally

outmoded and hence in urgent need of replacement by democratic institutions.

He believes that the status of a chief is no more than that of a former Bantustan

petty bourgeois hoping to further his own career in the new dispensation by

exploiting tradition (Maloka, 1995). He reduces chiefs to the marginal role of

serving in advisory and ceremonial capacities in elected local government

structures. He invites “progressive forces” to galvanise and campaign vigorously

to reduce the material basis for the legitimacy of chieftaincy (Maloka, 1995:35).

His position is that, the abolition of chieftaincy is part and parcel of the

consolidation of democratic institutions and structures. He predicts that it will

not be the chiefs but the newly constituted local governments in South Africa

that will be a focus for popular participation at the local level.

Fokwang observes that Mamdani and Maloka tend to treat chiefs as a uniform

category (Fokwang, 2003:17). According to Mamdani’s logic, all chiefs have

been implicated in the violence and extraction of the colonial era and should

therefore be excluded from participating in the new democratic dispensation

(Fokwang, 2003:18). But he suggests most of their discussions are largely

based on scholarship that is not well grounded in intensive ethnographic inquiry.

Their theories tell us little about the relationship between chiefs and the people

on the ground today, nor do they demonstrate that the alternatives they

advocate are any better (Fokwang, 2003:18).
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At the heart of the debate also, is the issue of development. Tom Mboya asserts,

that chieftaincy impedes the pace of development as it reduces the relevance of

the state in the area of social services (Mboya, 1987). The view that the chiefs

have been compromised and co-opted as a result of their relationship with the

colonial state and post-colonial despotic state, drives their argument that the

chiefs do not have any place in the new democratic dispensation. But the point

should be made that chieftaincy carries different meanings in different societies

and contexts. In particular chieftaincy institutions that are driven and supported

by strong sodality institutions such as the Poro, Wonde, Gbangbani, Sokoyafui

and Sande secret societies tend to give a somewhat different meaning, and

focus especially in the case of Sierra Leone. From this perspective, chieftaincy

can be viewed as a form of, or an issue of, collective identity.

Sam Doe, (2009) argues that the ethnic rivalry that plagues post-independence

Africa is not a consequence of its mosaic of cultures and ethnicities. In contrast,

he argues that decentralisation and cultural pluralism are the immutable realities

of the African state. He concludes that decentralisation and cultural pluralism

ultimately determine the structures of governance and polities of Africa (Doe,

2009: 9).

Other literature on chieftaincy provides substantial evidence for the

compatibility of chieftaincy and democratic good governance as exemplified by

the pronouncements that underpinned the drive for decentralisation, local

government and chieftaincy reform in Sierra Leone. The debate revolves

around whether traditional institutions such as chieftaincy are useful for political
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transformation in Africa. Fallers, (1995:290-305) believes that political and

economic development will be more successful when rooted in widely shared

institutions and cultural values.

Scholars like Sklar (2003), and Ayittey (1992) have acknowledged the

limitations of traditional institutions; that the colonial state largely transformed

chieftaincy into its intermediate administrative institution, and that the post-

colonial state often co-opted chiefs to facilitate the extension of despotic control

over its citizens (UNECA, 2005:10). But at the same time they recognise that

traditional institutions constitute crucial resources that have the potential to

promote democratic governance and to facilitate the access of rural

communities to public services (UNECA, 2007:10). This view would suggest

that chieftaincy can provide the bed-rock upon which new mixed governance

structures can be constructed, particularly given that chiefs serve as custodians

of, and advocates for, the interests of local communities within the broader

political structure.

Osaghae, (1989:593-611) argues that in the conception of traditional institutions;

the source and raison d’être of power is the collective good of all members of

society, and this provides a strong philosophical basis for establishing

accountable governance. Given that over-centralisation of power in the hands of

predatory states often obfuscates community-based initiatives and democratic

practices at the grassroots, good governance can thus materialise through the

articulation of indigenous political values and practices (Osaghae, 1989:593-

611).
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Nonetheless, a few gaps are identifiable in the literature on chieftaincy. The

analytical problems associated with its relevance emanates from the

generalization that all chiefs availed themselves of the ‘blessings’ of both the

colonial and post-colonial despotic state to the detriment of their subjects.

Granted, many chiefs did, but there are examples of chiefs who actually stood

up to the colonial state by leading anti-colonial uprisings. A very good example

was Chief Bai Bureh of Kasse, who led the anti-house tax uprising against the

colonial government in Sierra Leone in 1898 (Abraham, 1979). Another is the

case of the Kabaka of Buganda, Uganda, who was exiled by the colonial

Governor for defying his authority. Also, chiefs have been widely accused of

contributing to conflicts in Africa but as in South Africa, no chief in Sierra Leone

was accused of gross human rights violations by the post-war Truth and

Reconciliation Commission and no chief has been indicted by the Special Court

in Sierra Leone. The person by the name of Chief Sam Hinga Norman, who was

indicted by the court in Sierra Leone (Special Court, Sierra Leone, 2002), was

actually not a chief in the true sense of the word. Chief Norman was never a

member of a ruling family nor was he an elected paramount chief. He was only

a regent who looked after the Jaiama-Bongor chiefdom when their paramount

chief passed.

The question that begs for an answer is why is it that with all the accusations

levied against chiefs, the rural population still remains protective of it? There

must be a relationship between the chieftain and his/her people which may be

difficult for an ‘outsider’ to comprehend. To the rural population, chieftaincy

transcends that of leadership or power. It is an expression of collective identity
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and refuge from the oppression of the state. Thus, analysis of chieftaincy should

be all embracing, taking into account the strengths of the institution as well as

weaknesses.

Otumfuo Osei Tutu, speaking at the fourth African Development Forum

concedes that, the colonial and post-independence eras had a profound impact

on traditional institutions, in particular chieftaincy (Osei Tutu, 2004:7). He

argues that, the colonial system ostensibly enhanced chieftaincy through the

system of indirect rule. But the perception that chiefs and kings ultimately

derived their power from the colonial powers eventually undermined their power

(Otumfuo, 2004:7). In African countries such as Sierra Leone, the colonial

authorities appointed chiefs directly, thereby underscoring the fact that they

were colonial creations, which were ultimately abolished with the demise of

colonial rule (Otumfuo, 2004: 2).

As a traditional chief himself, Otumfuo states that as far as post-colonial

regimes were concerned, traditional leaders and authorities were seen as a

dangerous bastion of rival political power and that both colonial and post-

colonial authorities largely succeeded in dismantling or attenuating their

authority (Otumfuo, 2004:7). According to him this led to the bastardisation of

the institution of chieftaincy. The reality according to him is that, in most African

states, traditional systems have been divested of their formal executive,

economic and judicial powers except in narrowly defined areas (Otumfuo, 2004:

2). Even more critical is the fact that they have been denied the requisite

resources for effective functioning even though chieftaincy has been

OtumfuoDeleted[Microsoft account]:
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guaranteed in the constitutions of many post-colonial African states. Certainly,

the chief of today cannot act in the way his predecessors behaved. He is now

neither the military leader nor the legislator he once was. Nevertheless, this

does not mean that the chief has no meaningful role in the modern era

(Otumfuo, 2004:7).

Otumfuo’s point is that even though his position is guaranteed by constitutional

provisions, the chief also has a significant place in the popular imagination.

Moreover, a UN study conducted in 2005, notes that chiefs often operate as

custodians of customary law and communal assets, especially land. They

dispense justice, resolve conflicts and enforce contracts (ECA, 2005:7). They

also serve as guardians and symbols of cultural values and practices.

Unfortunately, chiefs also operate largely in an informal setting without clear

definitions of their authority (ECA, 2005). Some countries that have realized the

resilience of the institution, such as South Africa and Uganda, are still grappling

with how to incorporate chieftaincy and monarchy into their modern governance

structure (ECA, 2005). It is against this background that various intellectual

engagements have focused on how chieftaincy can be reformed to fit into

modern democratic structures and governance.

Olusegun, for example strongly believes that traditional institutions still hold a

very important place in the collective imagination and many Africans are still

attached to them (Olusegun, 2000:5). These institutions have some values - the

idea that power is derived from the people for whom it is held in trust, the

search for consensus when dealing with controversial issues, the existence of
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checks and balances, their roles in promoting cohesion of the group, and

identity building, which can contribute to the edification of a more embedded

state (Olusegun, 2000:5).

Trutz Von Trotha, (1996:79-108) has contributed to the debate by proposing the

idea of transforming the ‘Administrative Chieftaincy’ into a ‘Civil Chieftaincy’.

The argument is that this transformation would be more just, responsive and

responsible just as the new type of central government would be (Von Trotha,

1996: 79-108). Mwayila Thiyembe (2001:121) for his part discusses what he

calls in French ‘republicanisation du pouvoir traditionnel’ which translates as the

‘transformation of traditional power into the republic’. This is a kind of marriage

of convenience between the levels of politics. Its viability requires that tradition

gets into the republic and the republic into tradition. In concrete terms, African

institutions should be associated with the state project (Mwayila Thiyembe,

2001:121).

This process implies, among others, at the micro-level, the recognition of the

power of chieftaincy and the rehabilitation of its institutions. It implies that

Chieftaincy should be endowed with a legal status and the consequent

administrative structure, and that it could become the site where people will be

introduced to and familiarize themselves with democracy.

Thus, the whole debate about chieftaincy and statehood in Africa as observed

by the contributors noted in the above mentioned ECA report of 2007 rests on

two very important issues – democratic governance and development. When

these two issues are seriously addressed other issues can then also be
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addressed such as corruption, the promotion of the rule of law, equitable

distribution of resources and more importantly extreme poverty. Also, the level

of political awareness and the level of education of the community can also be

expected to affect the ability of the community to articulate its demands and

exert pressure on chiefs (Mwayila Thiyembe, 2001:121).

In a democratic environment where the population exercises control over the

activities of the state, the demands that the latter places upon chiefs can be

expected to coincide largely with those of the communities. A democratic

system can also be expected to allow chiefs the freedom to choose political

positions without reprisals from the state (Mwayila Thiyembe, 2001).

Decentralisation: Definitions and Conceptualisation

The second key concept for the thesis is that of Decentralisation: is the process

of the transference of authority, legislative, judicial, or administrative, from a

higher level of government to a lower According to Ribot, (2002: ii)

decentralisation is not about the downsizing or dismantling of central

government; rather, it calls for mutually supportive democratic central and local

governance. Decentralisation is any act in which a central government formally

cedes powers to actors and institutions at lower levels in the political

administrative and territorial hierarchy (Ribot, 2002: 1).

According to UNDP (1999), decentralisation refers to the restructuring or

reorganisation of authority so that there is a system of co-responsibility between

institutions of governance at the central, regional and local levels according to

the principles of subsidiarity, thus increasing the overall quality and
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effectiveness of the system of governance, while increasing the authority and

capacities of sub-national levels (UNDP, 1999: 9). Such definitions may be

considered as a basis for the debates about decentralisation. Nonetheless, the

current debate on the subject suggests that these definitions are not all

embracing. In fact, a very critical engagement with the literature on

decentralisation suggests that there can hardly be a definition that can be all-

embracing unless it is put within a context.

Richard Bird (1993) suggests that decentralisation seems often to mean

whatever the person or persons using the term wants it to mean. Ostrom,

Schroeder, and Wyne (1993) have conceded that there cannot be any clear and

specific definition of decentralisation. Though one can observe that different

authors working on decentralisation are in fact talking about a broadly similar

idea, they use different labels in quite different ways which do result in different

interpretations of the conclusions drawn from the empirical studies (Schroeder

and Wyne, 1993).

Burki, et.al (1999) have used the classical definition which describes

decentralisation as the extent to which power is held by autonomous elected

subnational government capable of taking binding decisions in at least some

policy areas. These authors identify four variables to assess eight countries in

Latin America. These are, electoral autonomy, independence of sub national

party organisation, sub national share of total spending and functional

responsibilities in major sectors.
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Sharma (2004) observes that there is reason to believe that in different studies

decentralisation is defined and measured differently and that this difference may

account for wide divergence in the empirical literature on the topic over

questions such as which country is more decentralised. He further observes

that two studies using different indicators and methods of measurement arrive

at different results (Sharma, 2004).

Crook and Manor (2000) view decentralisation as being a generic term used to

describe the transfer of powers and resources from higher to lower levels in a

political system (Crook and Manor, 2000). To these two authors,

decentralisation can manifest itself in three broad forms, which can stand alone

or work together: Deconcentration, or administrative decentralisation, occurs

when agents in higher levels of government move to lower levels (Crook and

Manor, 2000) Fiscal decentralisation, occurs when higher levels of government

cede influence over budgets and financial decisions to lower levels (Crook and

Manor, 2000). Devolution, or democratic decentralisation, occurs when

resources, power and often tasks are shifted to lower level authorities who are

somewhat independent of higher authorities, and who are somewhat

democratic (Crook and Manor, 2000). It must be observed that these two

authors are well known for their thorough and pioneering work on

decentralisation in South Asia and West Africa.

Parker notes that governments in Bangladesh, Cote d’Ivoire, Ghana and the

Indian State of Karnataka all committed themselves to introducing systems of

democratic decentralisation (Parker 1995). It was hoped that by bringing
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decision making closer to communities and encouraging their direct involvement

in the political process, the prospects for sustained rural development would be

significantly enhanced (Parker, 1995). Political decentralisation was therefore

associated with the devolution of specified powers and responsibilities from

central government to lower-level political entities. However, the motivation and

aims of central governments in devolving political power can vary widely (Parker,

1995).

Theorists like Rondinelli and Nellis, (1986) have identified four popular

typologies of decentralisation: devolution, deconcentration, and divestment

(privatization). Deconcentration, according to these authors, occurs when the

central government disperses responsibilities for certain services to its regional

branch offices (Rondinelli and Nellis, 1986). This does not involve any transfer

of authority to lower levels of government and is unlikely to lead to the potential

benefits or pitfalls of decentralisation.

Delegation refers to the situation in which the central government transfers

responsibility for decision making and administration of public functions to local

governments or semi-autonomous organisations. In this sense, local

governments are not wholly controlled by the central government but are

ultimately accountable to it. Devolution, according to Rondinelli and Nellis,

(1986) refers to a situation in which the central government transfers authority

for decision making, finance and management to quasi-autonomous units of

local government. Divestment is the transfer of public services and institutions

to private companies and firms (Rondinelli and Nellis, 1986).
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Cohen and Peterson have identified six major approaches to classify

decentralisation. First, is the historical approach (Types: French, English, Soviet,

and traditional decentralisation) (Cohen and Peterson, 1999). The second is the

hierarchy and function approach of the Berkely Decentralisation Project (Types:

territorial and functional decentralisation) (Cohen and Peterson, 1999). Third is

the Problem and Value Centred approach (types: devolution, functional

devolution, interest organisation, prefectoral deconcentration, ministerial

deconcentration, delegation to autonomous agencies, philanthropy, and

marketization). Fourth is the service delivery approach presented by the United

Nations in 1962 (Types: Local level government systems, partnership systems,

dual systems and integrated administrative systems). Fifth is the objective

based approach (types: administrative, deconcentration, devolution and

delegation, political, spatial, market decentralisation) and the final one is what

they called, the single country experience approach (decentralisation, electoral

decentralisation and institutional decentralisation) (Cohen and Peterson, 1999).

Sharma’s (2004) argument and classification is based on extensive research in

which he collected data and statistical tests on about one hundred and fifty-four

countries all over the world. He argues that it is quite possible that some types

of decentralisation can improve governance while at the same time it impairs it

in other contexts. Sharma, (2004) thus concludes that, decentralisation is a

multifaceted complex issue. It has many shades depending on how different

kinds of decentralisations mix with each other in a particular context. He is of

the firm belief that no one type can be studied in isolation. For instance, fiscal

decentralisation cannot be analysed without taking into account which particular
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shade or variant of it we are attempting to investigate and how it mixes with

other kinds of decentralisation such as political, administrative and market

decentralisation in a historical-cultural-institutional context (Sharma, 2004). To

him, a true assessment of the degree of decentralisation in any country can only

be made if a comprehensive approach to measure decentralisation is adopted

as there is no simple one-dimensional, quantifiable index of degree of

decentralisation in a given country (Sharma, 2004).

Another very important dimension to the decentralisation debate is the issue of

the ‘order’ and the speed’ of the implementation of decentralisation. Scholars

have, and continue to, engage with the issue of where the decentralisation

process should begin. Some experts believe it is necessary to initiate the

process in the political sphere because without the institutionalised capacity for

action and the political know-how, fiscal decentralisation, for example, is

meaningless (Boex, 2001). Other scholars contend that initiating the process

with fiscal decentralisation is the best way forward because without proper

resources, political decentralisation is not possible (Blanchard and Schleifer,

2000). This school of thought is represented by authors such as Blanchard,

Oliver Schleifer, and Andrei in their work ‘Federalism with and without Political

Centralisation: China versus Russia’.

There is also a second strand of this debate which advocates the need to

implement changes in a phased manner; ‘in a slow and incremental deployment

of decentralisation policies - a model that is based on the learning curve of the

actors involved in and impacted by such changes’ (Prud’homme, 2001). This
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approach allows alterations and adjustments during the process of

decentralisation. In contrast, there are other scholars who advocate a ‘big bang’

approach to ensure that the process is not stalled because of the establishment

of alliances between actors who oppose decentralisation due to the perception

that it may impact them negatively (Sato, 2002).

Experts and scholars on decentralisation have postulated that it is a final stage

of the dialectical movement of the development paradigm (Sharma, 2004). They

have identified the mid-1970s as the period when trends were in favour of a

greater economic role for the state – a paradigm that led to extreme forms of

centralisation (Sharma, 2004). Centralised decision making was seen as a way

to ‘rationalise scarce resources and depoliticise the masses’ while

decentralisation was viewed as likely to heighten cleavages; political radical

ethnic and religious animosity (Sharma, 2004).

The second phase in the 1980s and early 1990s represented an era associated

with the reduction or perhaps curtailing of the economic role of the state and a

reduction of the size of the public sector, as they, were seen as major causes of

the financial crisis in developing countries (Sharma, 2004). The public sector,

far from being regarded an engine of development, came to be perceived as an

obstacle to it (Sharma, 2004). During this period, privatisation became the

vogue as it was also viewed as an extreme form of decentralisation. However,

in the mid-1990s, a renewed appreciation of the public sector’s development

role began to emerge. Indeed, economic development literature has, over the
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past decade, re-discovered the importance of a public sector that is sub-

national in focus (Sharma, 2004).

Ter-Minassian, observes that this trend is not only in federal countries but also

in many unitary countries including some that have a long tradition of centralist

government. He points out that, political developments in Latin America, Asia,

and Africa point towards a trend en route for increasing decentralisation. The

trend is visible in post-communist Central and Eastern Europe (CEE). This trend

can also be observed in essentially centralised countries such as Jordan and

Morocco (Ter-Minassian, 1997). He also observes that this trend is gaining

currency in countries such as India, Pakistan and Mexico where efforts are now

being made to improve on their fiscal federal arrangements to make them more

responsive and efficient (Ter-Minassian, 1997).

Other studies have shown that out of a total number of seventy-five developing

and transition countries with populations greater than 5 million, sixty-three have

embarked on some form of fiscal decentralisation. However, the trend towards

decentralisation is not only gaining currency in developing countries. The issue

of decentralisation has come to occupy the centre of policy debate in almost all

the countries around the world (Ter-Minassian, 1997).

The World Bank’s World Development Report of 1999, described that

“localization”-which is the emerging economic and political power of the sub

national entities, is one of the most important trends of the new century (World

Bank’s World Development Report, 1999). This report reaffirmed the resonance

of globalisation and localisation within the context of both transforming,
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simultaneously, the development landscape. It is this trend that has come to be

known as ‘’glocalization’’ (World Bank, World Development Report, 1999: 10).

According to Sharman (2008), the term has its roots in the Japanese term

dochakuka which first appeared in the late 1980s in articles by Japanese

economists in the Harvard Business Review. The term originally meant

adapting farming techniques to one’s own local condition. The idea was later

adopted to refer to ‘global-localization’’ (Sharman, 2008). According to the

Oxford Dictionary of New Words, the term ‘glocal’ and the process noun

‘glocalization’ ‘are formed by telescoping global and local to make a blend’

(Oxford Dictionary of New Words, 1991).It was Roland Robertson (1992) who

conceptualized such a phrase as the universalization of particularization and the

particularization of universalism. To Khondker, (1994) it combines the twin

processes of macro-localization and micro-globalization. As if glocalization is

not a problematic term enough, Ritzer (2004: xiii) introduces a somewhat novel

conceptualization – ‘globalization is glocalization plus grobalisation’.

“Grobalisation refers to growth imperatives forcing the organisations and

nations to expand globally and to impose themselves on the local’’ (Ritzer, 2004:

xiii).

Scholars observe that grobalisation does not have any conceptual or theoretical

underpinnings, yet it reinforces the fact that the two concepts - ‘globalization’

and ‘localization’ have become an important trend in the current century (Ritzer,

2004). Indeed, as early as 1990, the United States Agency for International

Development identified this trend as “the establishment of open markets and the
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movement toward more accountable and democratic governance” (USAID,

1990:1). But, Maschietto, (2016) has argued in her article on decentralisation in

Mozambique that at the state level there is a preference for what she calls

administrative deconcentration instead of political devolution whilst at the local

level there has been little change in terms of empowering of the people. Instead

she argues for a bottom - up approach one which she suggests has been

lacking in Mozambique.

However, what stands out clearly in the literature on decentralisation is the fact

that there has been little agreement among intellectuals on the subject. There

exists a variety of intellectual engagement underpinned by divergent

standpoints about the context of the degree, design and outcomes of

decentralisation. As Schneider (2003) asserts, the differences in kind of degree

of decentralisation have produced a conceptual muddle. The muddle has

multiplied the conceptualisations of decentralisation, imbued it with positive

normative value, conflated it with other concepts and ignored its multi-

dimensionality (Schneider, 2003).

There has also been an explosion of units of analysis in studying this concept

(Schneider, 2003). In addition, a World Bank report finds that the impact of

decentralisation – its effect on the efficiency of public services, on equity and on

macro-economic stability – depends very much on the specifics of the case.

The core argument is that one must look beyond the question of whether a

country has elections at the local level, whether a nominal transfer of functional

responsibilities has taken place or whether intergovernmental transfers have
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grown. Rather, one must examine the whole range of factors that affect the

behaviour of the people who are involved in public policy making and service

provision (Burki, et al, 1999).

Although all the above works have evidence on their side in support of their

respective arguments, yet it is to be realized that most of them use the

Government Finance Statistics (GFS) of the International Monetary Fund (IMF)

to measure decentralisation which unfortunately, do not include information on

the level of autonomy of sub- national governments in terms of their revenues

and expenditures, which is important information when analysing

decentralisation (Sharma, 2004). Sharma also asserts that, arriving at the

precise definition of decentralisation and associating it with particular outcomes

is neither possible nor desirable. The simple reason being that generalisation of

any kind can create pitfalls that can obscure rather than clarify the facts. What is

more important is the need for a strictly contextual, yet, comprehensive

approach that goes beyond blunt indices such as expenditure decentralisation

and takes politics and institutional arrangements specific to the case under

investigation into account. He concludes that any analysis of the impact of

decentralisation on macro indicators thus requires qualitative as well as

quantitative techniques that consider the countries’ institutional structures

(Sharma, 2004).

Decentralisation and Peacebuilding

Some scholars like Brancati (2006), argue that there is a link between liberal

peacebuilding and the advocacy of decentralization particularly the export of

western models of governance which has often proved to be problematic.
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As a starting point this researcher draws on the works of authors like Grasa,

Rafael and Camps, Arnau and Brancati. These authors focus on three major

areas driven by the notion of peace and the proposals of peace research –

democratic design and peace governance; power-sharing; and the pursuit of

human development. Their work also draws very much on the research

conducted by Bastian and Luckman (2003), which used six case studies of

South Africa, Uganda, Sri Lanka, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Ghana and Fiji.

Grasa et al argue that, far from considering the process as a general panacea,

an adjunct of capitalism or a device for engineering solutions to political and

social problems; including conflict, democracy is a value in its own right. The

emphasis is placed upon how democratic institutions can be reformed to ensure

they deliver democratic governance (Grasa et al, 2009:10). They place their

cases and analyse them in their respective historical contexts and evaluate

them in three broad categories.

In the first category, they consider how broad principles of democratic

governance, as well as the desire to prevent conflict, have been translated into

specific institutional choices in particular national contexts. Second, they offer

an analysis of the structure of the new or redesigned democratic institutions and

their actual operation, including an evaluation of power sharing arrangements

and incentives. Finally, they assess the impact of democratic reforms, in areas

such as the reduction or the elimination of identity or ethno-political conflicts, the

promotion of participation and the respect for minority rights (Bastian, et al,

2003).
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Three major findings have been recorded from their research, driven by the idea

that ‘institutional reform for conflict resolution is necessarily an open ended

process. They posit that, a) the strategies and procedures for power-sharing

and decentralisation, in order to prevent violence are varied and the results are

very different in each case; b) the success and failure depend in part, on the

context and the level of coherence between different policies and actions, and c)

decentralisation, in all war- torn societies, is not a panacea, and must be

tailored to the specific requirements of peacebuilding in the country’s particular

national context (Bastian, et al 2003).

Brancati asserts that decentralisation is a useful mechanism for reducing both

ethnic conflict and secessionism (Brancati, 2006). At a glance, her argument is

a relatively simplistic one; but it makes a very interesting contribution to the

debate as she identifies the positive impact of decentralised governance on the

prevention of conflicts and also, evaluates how these impacts are realized in the

real world. Rodriguez-Pose& Adala, (2003), argue that the political rationale for

devolution across the globe has evolved, and has shifted from an emphasis on

cultural, ethnic, linguistic, or religious factors to one of achieving economic and

social change (Rodriguez-Pose& Adala, 2003). Others argue that, despite the

often-proclaimed benefits of decentralisation for enhanced service delivery,

efficiency, convergence and growth, the evidence is at best inconclusive

(Brosio& Ahmad, 2008).

On decentralised governance as a conflict prevention and peacebuilding

mechanism, especially in transition societies, Grasa, et al, identify the strengths
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and weaknesses of the process. In the first place they have identified the

distribution of power as one of the major strengths of decentralised governance.

They argue that, the distribution of power, even if it is not entirely balanced, acts

as a war preventor through reducing the possibility of accelerators or

intermediate causes of conflict (Grasa &Campus 2009: 10). They drive home

the point that when the distribution of power is more equitable and a power

sharing arrangement is genuine and profound, whereby the parties and or

groups (ethnic, political, social, etc.) actually enjoy influence over governmental

decisions, the less likely the emergence of a violent conflict is going to be

(Grasa &Campus 2009).

Also, Schou and Haug, (2005) point out that, one of the key advantages of

decentralisation, as an element of conflict prevention, is its capacity to include

new political groups through the distribution of power (Schou and Haug, 2005).

Decentralisation also opens the political space for minorities to participate and

in this way, it can assuage the yearning of secessionist groups to separate

because they are now represented and recognised politically, subsequently,

minimizing the risk of violent dispute (Schou and Haug, 2005). Indeed,

decentralisation also promotes good governance (Hayek, 1939, Tiebout, 1956,

Rubinfeld, 1987 and McKinnon and Nechyba, 1997).

Also, fiscal decentralisation enhances political autonomy which in turn motivates

participation at the local level (Inter-American Development Bank, 1996). In

addition to the merits of decentralisation is the argument that, under constituent

pressure, local governments can manage resources and deliver services
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effectively (Putnam, 1993). Moreover, decentralisation has the potential to

improve macro-economic management (Shah, 1997), and also has a negative

effect on corruption (Fisman and Gatti, 2002).

Granted that clearly, decentralisation is supposed to open the political space for

minorities; but is this always the case? For some societies, it can foster

marginalisation and exclusion and sometimes even creates tension among the

chiefs and the councils as in the case of this study country Sierra Leone. Also,

decentralisation has been associated with slower growth (Davoodi and Zou,

1998, Zou and Davoodi, 1999), and also Prud’homme, (1995) and Tanzi (1996)

argue that decentralisation is inherently destabilising. Other scholars such as

Goldsmith, (1999), Bardhan and Mookherjee, (2000) have suggested that local

governments are more corrupt and that decentralisation leads to more sate

capture. However, Sisk (2001) agrees that if there is a more equitable

distribution of power, which incorporates a large number of actors in decision–

making processes, the legitimacy of public institutions is enhanced (Sisk, 2001).

To conclude this portion of the chapter, I summarise what scholars have had to

say. Their main arguments proffered for and against decentralisation and the

peacebuilding nexus are summarised below:

a) That decentralisation promotes good governance (Hayek1939, Tiebout,

1956, Rubinfeld, 1987 and Mc Kinnon and Nechyba, 1997).

b) It has the potential to improve macroeconomic management (Shah,

1997).
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c) It has a negative effect on corruption (Fisman and Gatti, 2002).

d) It limits the size of the public sector (Marlow, 1988; Grossman, 1989;

Ehdaie, 1994).

e) Under constituent pressure, local governments can manage resources

and deliver services effectively (Putnam, 1993).

f) Fiscal decentralisation enhances political autonomy which in turn

motivates participation at the local level (Inter-American Development

Bank, 1996).

g) Public scrutiny forces elected officials to appoint competent staff

(Fiszbein, 1997).

In contrast, scholars on the other side of the decentralisation debate argue that

there are limitations to the perceived advantages on decentralised governance.

They argue that:

a) It is associated with slower growth (Davoodi and Zou, 1998; Zou and

Davoodi, 1999).

b) It is inherently destabilizing (Prud’homme, 1995; Tanzi, 1996).

c) Spill overs, common pool problems and problems from soft budget

constraints result in efficiency losses associated with decentralisation

(Inman and Rubinfeld 1997, Sanguinetti 1994, Rodden, 2000, Stein

1998, Wildasin, 1997 and Willis, Garman and Haggard, 1998).
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d) That local governments are more corrupt and decentralisation leads to

greater state capture (Goldsmith, 1999, Bardhan and Mookherjee,

2000).

e) It has also been argued that there is no significant relationship between

fiscal decentralisation and public-sector size. Hence, the argument that

it limits the size of public sector is not true (Oates, 1985; Nelson, 1986).

Thus, although there appears to be some seeming confusion and contradiction

in the literature abound. However, the point should be stressed that the success

or failure of decentralised governance is hugely dependent on the specific

environment and context. No single context has the same historical, political,

socio-cultural and economic background. This perhaps illuminates the reason

why attempts to evaluate the impacts of decentralisation have largely remained

inconclusive.

Liberal Peacebuilding

The idea of Liberal Peacebuilding is a very contemporary concept that borders

on nation building especially for transition countries in Africa. Three major

scholastic strands have been identified by Newman (1999) in the peacebuilding

debates–transformatory, realist and the liberal peacebuilding. To him and other

scholars, transformatory peacebuilding ‘emphasizes the resolution of conflict,

which may include addressing underlying sources of violence’ (Newman, 1999:

43).

Here, there is an assumption that there can only be durable peace when there

is the interplay of certain forces or factors. Some of these factors as expressed
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by Newland are the achievement of positive peace and giving free expression to

local voices, desires and forms of politics. Thus, this approach to peacebuilding

is built upon bottom-up community initiatives and engages with local institutions,

customs and norms (Newman, 1999: 43). It is also argued that the

transformatory approach to peacebuilding addresses human security needs,

and promotes social justice and accountability for past human rights abuses.

According to the realist approach, peacebuilding should entail the containing or

repressing of conflicts in the interests of international peace and stability in

general or hegemonic interests (Newman, 1999: 43). In essence the argument

is that this type of peacebuilding does not necessarily concern itself with the

resolution of root causes of any conflict. Realist peacebuilding thus recognises

power as the ‘facts on the ground’ and hence engages with local power holders

as the key to achieving peace.

The third strand discussed by Newman is liberal peacebuilding. According to

Newman (1999), there are two strands of liberal peacebuilding: The Wilsonian

and the hegemonic neo-liberal approaches. He notes that Wilsonian liberal

peacebuilding is the classical model of liberalism based upon the promotion of

procedural democracy and market economics as a means of building peace

and stability within and between states. In other words, what makes a society a

safe one is a strong and viable democracy and free market economics.

He describes hegemonic neo-liberal peacebuilding as somewhat like Wilsonian

peacebuilding but different in the sense that this model is systemic. Hegemonic

neo-liberal peacebuilding involves the top-down promotion (or imposition) of
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political and economic values that conform to the interests pursued by leading

international actors; is primarily focused on avoiding market disruptions that

would require systemic adjustments and on serving the needs of global market

actors rather than individuals in conflict prone societies (Newman, 1999).

Other scholars have also contributed to the debate about liberal peacebuilding.

Roland Paris (1997), for example, has argued that “peacebuilding missions in

the 1990s were guided by a generally unstated but widely accepted theory of

conflict management: the notion that promoting “liberalization” in countries that

had recently experienced civil war would help to create the conditions for a

stable and lasting peace (1997). He further tries to make the distinction between

the political and the economic interpretations of “liberalization”. Politically, Paris

explains it as democratisation, or the promotion of periodic and genuine

elections, constitutional limitations on the exercise of governmental power and

respect for basic civil liberties, including freedom of speech, assembly, and

conscience. On the economic front, he argues that liberalization refers to

marketization, or the movement toward a market-oriented model, including

measures aimed at minimizing government intrusion in the economy, and

maximizing the freedom for private investors, producers and consumers to

pursue their respective economic interests.

Roland Paris’ attempt to ‘save the liberal peace’ has faced criticisms from other

scholars at the time for instance Cooper, Turner and Pugh (DATE). They

argued that for Paris, liberal peacebuilding was the only viable solution for

rebuilding war-torn societies. This is one of the issues that this thesis tries to
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engage with, in the context of post-conflict peacebuilding and state

reconstruction in Sierra Leone where liberal peacebuilding and advocacy of

decentralisation, particularly the export of western models of governance has

been central.

At the core of liberal peacebuilding is a belief in the potential for conflict

management through peacebuilding, an emphasis on reform of institutions and

governance, an identification of sovereignty as responsibility, a belief in the

interconnections between security and development, and the possibility of

healing social divisions therapeutically (Paris, 1997: 54-89). Furthermore the

discourse evolved in the peacebuilding literature known as ‘hybridity’ Richmond

and Mitchell (2011: 8, 33), posit that, hybridity demonstrates how ‘actors

attempt to respond to, resist, and ultimately reshape peace initiatives through

interactions with international actors and institutions. Hybrid forms of

peacebuilding arise when the strategies, institutions and norms of international,

largely liberal-democratic peacebuilding interventions combine with the

everyday practices and agencies of local actors affected by conflict.

Mac Ginty and Richmond (2013), have made the point that, several related

literatures have emerged, that have focussed on hybrid peace, hybrid

governance and hybrid political orders. They argue that its popularization is part

of a ‘local turn’ in the study and practice of intervention, with attention shifting

from the refinement or critique of intervener’s ideas and modalities towards

examining how recipients’ ideas, culture, institutions and agency shape

intervention outcomes.
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What I suggest we have seen in Sierra Leone is a deliberate attempt by

external actors to hybridise the liberal internationalism of the liberal peace by

integrating those who were viewed as living on the margins of the state, and

who were traditionally regarded as irrelevant to peacebuilding processes, as

part of the post conflict peacebuilding agenda. Indeed, the attempt by DFID in

particular to merge decentralisation, chieftaincy reform and peacebuilding, was

clearly in line with ideal of hybridity to situate liberal peacebuilding in local

customs and traditions.

As Patrick (2012), points out, DFID’s effort in Sierra Leone represented a

process of hybridity in which there was partial acceptance of internationalization

as a core process of building peace after war; but also the inclusion of

decentralisation reform processes that emphasised custom and traditional

practices such as chieftaincy - an attempt to create a neo-traditional civil society

that would serve as a launching pad for both liberal peace and customary

peacebuilding (Patrick, 2012). This involved the active participation of locals,

especially chiefs and civil society. Customary peace process at the local and

chiefdom levels was to complement the liberal peace (Patrick, 2012). In

essence, this represented the introduction of hybridity by design in the whole

externally mandated process of neo-liberal peacebuilding in Sierra Leone.

Conclusion

This chapter has discussed the concepts of chieftaincy, decentralisation, liberal

peace and hybridity within the context of post-conflict peacebuilding in transition

societies. It is a chapter that has examined the various debates around the

concepts above, particularly as they relate to the purpose of building peace.
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The key set of debates for this thesis are the ways in which decentralisation and

chieftaincy have been key issues in peacebuilding interventions which have

been influenced by the overall aims and values of Liberal Peace. The next

chapter focuses on how these issues – particularly reform of chieftaincy offices

and decentralisation worked out in the specific context of post-conflict

peacebuilding Sierra Leone.
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CHAPTER THREE
Chieftaincy Reform and Decentralisation in Sierra Leone
Introduction

This chapter explores the history of the office of Chieftaincy in Sierra Leone. It

does this in conjunction with the history of state fragmentation and formation

and the evolution of local government in Sierra Leone. This chapter thus

function as a meta-analysis of chieftaincy and decentralisation prior to the more

fine-grained analysis of the issues drawing on empirical investigation in the

succeeding chapters focussed on the case studies.

Each of the historical narratives is setting the stage for our understanding of

issues relating to Chieftaincy and the evolution of local governance in Sierra

Leone. This chapter argues that the pre-colonial Chieftaincy became fluid with

the advent of colonial rule; the institution was diluted by co-opting it into the

colonial governance project. This, as the chapter discusses, created the

situation for flawed chieftaincy practices that were replicated in the post-colonial

period. It also discusses the evolution of local governance, noting that there

were basically three strands of local government which were the Freetown City,

the area Rural Council and the institution of tribal headmen, and how that

contributed or otherwise to good governance and accountability and how the

abolition of local governance contributed to the descent into war.

This chapter also focuses on Chieftaincy Reform and Decentralisation in the

context of post-conflict peace building in transition societies like Sierra Leone. It

discusses key processes such as Chieftaincy and statehood: fragmentation and

formation in Sierra Leone, the evolution of local government in Sierra Leone,
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state reorganisation and the politics of decline, the political economy of post-

independence Sierra Leone and the nature of domestic politics. As noted above,

the significance of it is that the chapter functions as a meta-analysis of

Chieftaincy and Decentralisation preceding the more fine-grained analysis of

the issues in the ensuing chapters which focussed on the case studies.

Chieftaincy and Statehood: Fragmentation and Formation

The country that we know today as Sierra Leone has a very complex

inheritance for two important reasons. First, the problematic nature of its

historiography and the dynamics of the construction of the state itself. What we

have come to know about the early beginnings and the pre-colonial history of

Sierra Leone have been largely sourced from oral testimonies recorded by

some early Europeans in the 17th and 18th centuries, although this collection of

written documents cannot depict adequately a country whose peoples have no

writing (Fyfe, 1964)15.

In the precolonial period, governance, especially in the rural areas was largely

based on traditional kingdoms founded and governed by either famous warriors,

farmers or hunters, some of whom were called ‘Kings’ or ‘Queens’ (Conteh,

2013:5). This suggests that what we know today as chieftaincy existed well

before the first contact with Europeans who came to the West African coast in

the 15th and 16th centuries. Abraham (2002), has categorised chieftaincy in the

pre-colonial era into two main groups: the “ritual” and the “secular”.

15 15 He was assuming that there were no other sources available, perhaps discounting the
local oral traditions and the indigenous syllabic writing system known as Vai syllabary,
developed in the 1820s by Momolu Duwalu Bukele and other tribal elders in the area which
borders Liberia.
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According to Abraham, (2002) ritual chieftaincies also known as ‘Divine

Kingships’ were generally chieftaincies in which the person or the conduct of the

chief was usually governed by complex rituals and a whole order of taboos

commonly termed “Medicine” or “Mesm” in Temne and “Hai” in the Mende

language (Ndolleh, 1991:2). The secular chieftaincy on the other hand was

where the office and person of the Chief was not integrated into a religious

regime. In practice therefore, the Chiefs under this categorization, were free to

act and make decisions in concert with the secular authorities (Abraham,

2002:7).

In the pre-colonial period, the chieftaincy system was hierarchical. In

Mendeland, the king or Paramount Chief as it later became known in the

colonial period, was called the “Ndormahei” by the Mende, “Obai” by the Temne

and Bullom; “Mansa”, by the Mandingo, Kono and Koranko; “Manga”, by the

Yalunka and Soso; and “Gbaku” by the Limba (Fyle, 1981). Other political

offices that existed in the pre-colonial period were those of the “Speaker”, “Sub

Chiefs”, and “Town and village Chiefs” who were all there to assist the King in

his duties (Momoh, 2000: 5). Chief among the Temne, the “Obai” or king was

assisted by a litany of officials known as “Kaprs “Fyle, (1981) has listed the

official hierarchy of these officials among the Temne. The “Kapr Mesm” was

next to the “Obai” (or King) and he automatically became Regent (Pa Ronk)

when the king died. He was also the Chief priest or keeper of the sacred regalia

of the kingdom. Next was the “Kapr Kabin” who was the speaker or deputy who

directed the Obai. The “Kapr Loya” was the chief prosecutor or spokesperson of

the Obai. The “Kapr “Soya” was the Chief warrior or minister of defence who
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was in charge of the security of the kingdom whilst the “Kapr Kuma” was the

keeper of documents connected with office of the Obai. Finally, there was also

the “Kapr Fenthe” who was in charge of health.

There were also some female members who carried out important functions

although these remained largely ceremonial. In the precolonial period, some

chiefs were delegitimised where they were considered not to be exerting their

power appropriately. This was done by secret societies which claimed to do so

by the use of charms or other types of medicines, which sometimes could result

in death by poisoning (Abraham, 2002).

The Portuguese were the first Europeans to make a prolonged contact with

Sierra Leone in the second half of the fifteenth century. Pedro da Cintra arrived

on the coast of present day Sierra Leone in 1462 and named this coastal area

‘Serra Lyoa’ from its ‘wild-looking leonine mountain which has been corrupted

through the centuries into many variants –as Serra Lyonne, Sierra Leona, Serre

Lions, Sierraleon, Serrillioon -the form of Sierra Leone, has eventually prevailed’

(Fyfe, 1962:1). Pedro da Cintra arrived in the rainy season amidst loud roaring

of thunder and lightning and thought there were lions in the mountains

surrounding Freetown, although there is no evidence of lions having been

indigenous in the area. The arrival of da Cintra opened the way for other

Europeans which led to the development of commerce. Some Portuguese

stayed on the coast and, later, other Europeans also took up residence but they

exercised no rule. The African kings continued to govern with unimpaired

sovereignty (Fyfe, 1964:2). The Europeans concentrated on commercial

activities with the coastal people. They imported manufactured goods from
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Europe and traded for gold, ivory and slaves. From the sixteenth century slaves

were in great demand across the Atlantic on plantations in the Caribbean and

in North and South America and Sierra Leone area became a source of supply

Fyfe (1964: 2).

The watering place in Sierra Leone was a very important resource for

commerce. This was the place where European ships congregated because it

was a very safe anchorage and it provided the very best of water along the

West African coastline. It became a very valuable economic asset for the king

who controlled that area because it created an enabling environment for regular

trade. Thus as trade became more regular and organized, the kings would

charge duties on the water and also on those Europeans who were engaged in

the trade in other commodities like firewood (Fyfe, 1964: 2).

Over time more and more ships from all over Europe visited the watering place

and took part in the trading activities. ‘Sir John Hawkins is supposed to have

been the first Englishman; he also took slaves by force without payment. But

most captains traded peaceably, paying the regular dues for wood and water’

(Fyfe, 1964: 4). Through trade in European goods, African slaves and ivory, the

Portuguese brought all the peoples around the peninsula under the influence of

the western world. This intercourse was expanded during the succeeding three

centuries through British and Dutch slave trading, the human cargo of which

went to the plantation economies of the Caribbean Islands and North America

(Kilson, 1966: 24).
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Whilst the British were themselves beneficiaries of the slave trade and the slave

system they were the first to take steps to outlaw the trade in human beings at

the end of the eighteenth century. At this time the first steps were also taken

toward establishing a modern governmental system capable of sustaining both

commercial and cultural relations with the western world. Thus, in 1787, a group

of British businessmen, philanthropists, and missionaries, concerned partly with

ending the slave trade and with removing impoverished freed slaves from the

streets of London, arranged for the settlement of several hundred freed slaves

in the peninsula area of Sierra Leone (Kilson, 1966: 24-25).

They bought a piece of land from the local king Naimbana where they hoped to

create a “province of freedom” for the ex –slaves numbering up to four hundred

and eleven and a few white ladies. This settlement was entrusted in the care of

the Sierra Leone Company which was granted a charter by the British

government in 1791. The resettlement according to Akintola Wyse (1990:1) was,

an attempt at “social engineering”. It was meant to see the outcome of bringing

those Africans who had been taken into slavery who had imbibed some of the

western culture and those who had stayed back in Africa.

Company rule faced a host of problems which made the colony ungovernable.

As a result, the Sierra Leone Company relinquished its control and hence the

colony was transferred to the British government which declared it a full–fledged

colony on the first day of January 1808 (Wyse, 1990). The hinterland had an

overwhelming majority of the peoples of Sierra Leone and they lived in rural

communities under the direct political control of their traditional leaders (Alie,

1990:16). They lived a simple and modest life and they were mainly subsistence
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farmers who produced their own staple food of rice, cassava, yams and other

subsidiary crops like beans, okra, pepper, tomato and many more (Alie, 1990).

It was this relatively peaceful environment with their own well established

governance systems with the traditional leaders at the helm of affairs that the

British colonial administration interrupted with the passage of the protectorate

ordinance and its eventual declaration in 1896. The colonial administration went

ahead and divided the whole hinterland arbitrarily into five districts without any

regard to ethnicity, culture and above all respect to already existing governance

structures (Deveneaux, 1982:48). The five new districts created by the colonial

administration were: Bandajuma, Karene, Ronieta, Koinadugu, and Panguma.

Each of these Districts was headed by a white District Commissioner (Alie,

1990). They established three types of courts:

 The court of the District Commissioner

 The court of the District Commissioner and the Paramount Chiefs,

 The court of the Paramount Chiefs which only tried minor offences

This arrangement not only introduced an alien justice delivery system, but it

eroded the authority of the chiefs and their economic power base: a situation

that was exacerbated by the introduction of a house tax in 1898 (Alie, 1990).

For more than half a century what was known as Sierra Leone was only

Freetown and its immediate environs – the peninsula area. Throughout the

nineteenth century there were only minor commercial contacts between the

colony and the large portion of the country which was then referred to as the

hinterland which lay adjacent to the colony (Deveneaux, 1982). The hinterland
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held an overwhelming majority of the peoples of Sierra Leone and they lived in

rural communities under the direct political control of their own leaders. Warfare

was principally the means of acquiring territories in the hinterland even up to the

advent of colonial rule. There was a phenomenon which Fyle and Abraham

have described as ‘buying of war’. This was the practice of calling on other

tribes like the ‘Mende mercenaries’ ‘to fight in neighbouring wars, rewarded if

they were victorious, with a share of captives and plundered goods’.16

The Colonial Period and Local Governance

Chieftaincy in the colonial period became guaranteed and there were massive

changes in the chiefdom administration by the colonial administration principally

to consolidate their hold on the hinterland. Alie (1990), observes that, the

colonial administration intervened directly in the appointment and overthrow of

Chiefs so as to ensure co-operation from the office-holders.

British colonial administration profoundly changed not just the offices of

chieftaincy, but also introduced its own system of local government of

administration in the protectorate and colony. The colony area comprised of the

Sierra Leone peninsular and the adjacent islands and parts of Sherbro islands.

Freetown was the centre where all political activities took place and the

protectorate was the periphery which lay in the provinces of the country. The

inhabitants of the colony were mostly ex-slaves and returnees from England

and the Americas and also some re-captives from West Africa most notably

Nigeria and Ghana after the official abolition of the Slave Trade (Wyse, 1990).

16 Governor’s Despatches to the Secretary of State, 117/1875, Sierra Leone Government Archives; SLGA:
Governor’s Aborigines Letter-books, 44/1887, SLGA.
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Those who formed part of these returnees developed a new and independent

cultural group by the turn of the second half of the 19th century known as the

Krio (Wyse, 1990). The British elevated them to the status of British subjects

and they were governed in accordance with the English common law.

There were basically three strands of local government in the colony area; the

Freetown City Council, the Rural Area Councils and the institution of tribal

Headmen. It was a royal Charter that first established Freetown as a

municipality in 1799. It provided for a Mayor, Alderman and a Sheriff all

appointed by the colonial Governor but was replaced by a new arrangement in

which the colonial administration took full control of in 1893 - the Freetown

Municipality ordinance. In this arrangement, the Councillors were elected for a

three-year term and the Mayor was elected from among the elected Councillors

(Wyse, 1990).

In the hinterland, some 200 Chiefdoms were established under the Native

Administration (NA) Ordinance of 1905 with the paramount chief at the helm of

affairs in the chiefdom. (Alie, 2010:4; Viswasam, 1972: 84; Wyse 1990). The

main functions of these chiefdoms were to maintain law and order and to collect

taxes in return for some personal compensation from the colonial government.

There were however long delays in the introduction of the NA in the interior of

Sierra Leone; whilst the NA Ordinance was promulgated in 1905, the NA was

only formally introduced in the interior of the country in 1937. During this time

the local political systems continued and adapted to the new conditions.
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Thus before 1937 ‘native leaders’ governed under the auspices of a colonial

Governor, which could be conceived as a system of local government (Ochiai,

2017: 2) and which was to hold connections with post-independence local

government systems. The implementation of Native Administration (NA)

system in 1937 paralleled similar changes in other African colonies for a variety

of reasons, including the cost implications of administering vast colonial

territories (Ochiai, 2017).17

The NA system established the chiefdom treasuries which had the authority to

levy taxes in each chiefdom. The paramount chief and other chiefs were given

the powers to make by-laws and were made responsible for overseeing social

services and development programs (Alie, 2010). Furthermore, the NAs were

expected to raise funds from chiefdom tax, government grants, tax rebates and

fines. The chiefdom unit of administration was designated “Tribal Authority”

which was defined to mean the Paramount Chief, the Chiefs and other men

elected by the people according to Native Law and custom (Kilson, 1966).

The chiefs were also politically active in the struggle for independence, and

sought alliances with intellectuals to form the Protectorate Educational

Progressive Union (PEPU) in 1929. PEPU metamorphosed into the Sierra

Leone Organisation Society (SOS) in the 1930s and early 1940s and the

founding members were mostly chiefs and others like Dr. John Karefa-Smart,

D.L. Sumner, Frank S. Anthony, Siaka Stevens and the first president was

Paramount Chief Julius Gulama of Kayamba Chiefdom, Moyamba District. The

17 Chief Commissioner’s Office: Sierra Leone Protectorate Handbook, 1958. Bo: Chief Commissioner’s
office, Government Printing 1958.
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link through to independence can be traced via the SOS that also

metamorphosed into the Sierra Leone Peoples Party (SLPP) to which the

departing colonial administration transferred power at independence in 1961

(Alie, 1990).

The District Councils were established in 1946 under the District Councils Act,

Cap 79 with new functions to be carried out by the councils (Alie, 1990). The

District Councils were initially expected to advise the government on any

matters brought before it and make recommendations to government or the

Protectorate Assembly on matters in the interest of the people. They also

performed other functions such as making or modifying legislation to suit

customary law practice in the district and also operated Commissions of Inquiry

on matters such as land or boundary disputes and also any complaints against

the chiefs (Alie, 2010). These structures survived the transition to

independence as will be explored below.

At independence, ethnicity came to be seen as a challenging issue for

government. The SLPP was described as ‘Mende’ party especially by the

Creoles in the western area. But no single ethnic group was large enough to

dominate the rest and if one group tried to do so it would risk turning all the

other groups against it. This Sir Milton understood (Cartwright, 1978).

Cartwright makes the point that, for all Sir Milton’s animosity against the Creoles

and his love for his Mende homeland, his governments always included

representatives from every region (Cartwright, 1978).
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From the beginning of the post-colonial era, the institutions of local government

continued to perform poorly but from 1968, when Siaka Stevens took over the

mantle of leadership, a new era wreaked havoc on both state and society, and

was accompanied by the destruction of many state institutions. Sevens

developed a highly centralised and corrupt system of administration centred on

his person and the APC party. The excessive centralisation of public

administration thus further weakened local government structures (Alie, 2010).

His administration excluded the mass of the people from actively participating in

any development or governance processes and hence local government

crumbled. He finally dealt a heavy blow to local government when he officially

abolished it in 1972 (Ndolleh, 2002). He wanted to discourage the possible

emergence of genuine grassroots leadership which might challenge his

authority (Alie, 1990).

The dissolution of the councils seriously affected the socio-economic and

political landscape of the country. Visible evidence of this phenomenon was the

inequality in resource allocation, leading over the years to a feeling of

deprivation and alienation of the majority of Sierra Leoneans (Alie, 2010). The

over-centralisation of power was arguably an aggravating factor that contributed

to the descent into conflict in the 1990s.

After the war, the then president of Sierra Leone, Ahmad Tejan Kabbah, with

financial assistance and technical support from the World Bank, UK DFID,

UNDP and the European Union (EU) started to revive the local government

system. A fast -track decentralization process was put together with the aim of
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devolving central government functions to elected local authorities (Fanthorpe,

2005). A Ministry of Local Government was quickly set up and a

Decentralisation Secretariat created (Fanthorpe, 2005). The Decentralisation

Commission (DC) was also set up to serve as autonomous body to oversee

decentralisation and to also serve as a check on central government

interference in the process. As Fanthorpe has noted, ‘Decentralization in Sierra

Leone involves the reconstruction of an entire tier of local government that

disappeared long before the start of the conflict’ (Fanthorpe, 2005:34).

National Politics and Local Government

At Independence the population was barely two million and the country had all

the hallmarks of a democratic state with almost all democratic governance

structures in place. At that time there were only weak political cleavages along

tribal or ethnic lines. Since independence, there have been two major political

parties in the country – the SLPP having their power base in the South/East and

the All People’s Congress, APC drawing much of their support from the North.

The then government of Sierra Leone led by the Sierra Leone People’s party

(SLPP) still represents the old elite (Fanthorpe, 2005). The 1967 election set the

scene and context of politics in Sierra Leone for the coming decades (Alie,

2006). It was the first highly contested election which removed the incumbent

government from power and ushered in the first military coup and Siaka

Stevens as the first executive president who established a one party

dictatorship that ruled the country for 17 years (Alie, 2006). Harris also makes

the point that this election was the foremost political disaster for Sir Albert the

half-brother of Sir Milton who succeeded him as Prime Minister. He argues that
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although it was seen as a “momentous occasion, being the first victory for a

West African opposition party through the ballot box, in many ways, the events

of 1967 set Sierra Leone on an extremely difficult course (Harris, 2014: 51).

It can thus be argued that Sierra Leone was not the peaceful country that it

appeared to be from the outside; but instead, it was like a volcano, heating the

political molten magma which only erupted in 1991. This was apparent in

incidents of politically motivated violence, such as the Ndorgbowusu incident in

Pujehun in which many innocent people were butchered and some migrated to

other places as internally displaced persons. It was also apparent in the

violence that was a feature of the 1973, 1977 and 1982 general elections.

(Momoh, 2010).

Sierra Leone is blessed with huge natural resources such as diamond,

Chromite, bauxite, iron ore, one of highest exporter of rutile in the world before

the civil war, gold, titanium, and many more. She also has fertile stretch of

arable land for agricultural purposes. But this small West African state with a

population of barely 6 million people is unable to feed itself, and a large

population are living in abject poverty, filth and squalor, and worse, living on

less than a dollar a day (UNDP, HDI, 2007). Whereas some newly independent

states were trying to make the “great leap forward”, to locate themselves in their

place of emerging democracies with a relatively impressive beginning, Sierra

Leone failed to measure up to these demands (Alie, 2006).

The country and its leaders were faced with a series of challenges at

independence. Alie has summarized these challenges into two broad
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categories:(i) how to weld the different ethnic groups into a united ‘nation state’

where every group would identify itself with the goals and aspirations of the

state, and collectively work towards those goals; and (ii) how to improve the

material well-being of their people (Alie, 2006). Almost all post-independence

leaders, have claimed to address the above issues; but there are hardly any of

these regimes that have really pursued these goals with the honesty and

sincerity they deserve. Some of the forces that have tended to disintegrate the

country include, in particular, the omissions and the commissions of the ruling

political elite (Alie, 2006).

The institution of a highly centralised, corrupt, inefficient administrative system

and the seventeen-year one-party dictatorship of Siaka Stevens in the 1970s

and 1980s, effectively crumbled the fabric of the state and local government,

contracted its economic space and significantly reduced the government’s

ability to generate enough revenue and provide adequate services for its

citizens (Alie, 2006) and the refusal of post-colonial elites to promote an

inclusive political culture prevented sustainable progress and development

(Francis, 2001). Neo-patrimonial and political clientelism have dominated the

politics of the country since independence, with implications for all local

government offices and functions.

At the same time, liberalizing economic reforms associated with the structural

adjustment of the 1980s were imposed by donors and compounded the decline

of the political economy (Francis, 2001). Almost all African states accepted the

economic prescriptions presented by the IMF and the World Bank to respond to
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the imbalances that came to characterize their countries’ economies as the only

framework for economic development (Francis, 2001). Structural Adjustment

Programmes within the context of the “free market” approach led to radical

reductions in government spending on social services such as education and

health, currency devaluation, privatization and the erosion of the public sector

(Francis, 2001). It has also been argued that these policies also undermined

political authority, economic and fiscal (Francis, 2001; Sesay 1990). The

resulting high youth unemployment which in some cases made them vulnerable

to the temptations of recruitment into rebel armies or outfits (Mustapha, 1992).

Until 1992, when the APC was forcefully removed from power, the country was

led by a one-party dictatorship which foisted a very corrupt and exploitative

ruling class on the people (Sesay, 1999). The APC subjected the country to

over two decades of misrule, economic mismanagement, a weak civil society

and a debilitating war (Sesay, 1999). Politicians spent a greater percentage of

public funds on personal use; mansions at home and abroad, and fleets of

expensive cars, as well as family and political bank accounts used to fund the

‘shadow state’ (Richards, 1996).

In this period Sierra Leone experienced a dictatorship that was characteristic of

other post–independence African countries who pursued a high level of

centralisation of power. Wunsch describes this as extreme executive

centralisation and the erosion of formal institutions that facilitated the rise of

paternalistic bargaining patterns (Wunsch, 1990). Stevens established extra-
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legal institutions and channels which came to supersede the formal state

institutions and fatally undermined them for his own ends (Gberie, 2005).

National Politics, the Chiefs and Reform

Abraham (2013) states that in the independence period, distrust of Chiefs by

politicians, especially in the Stevens’ era, led to further weakening of the

institution, as chiefs were coerced into becoming political tools of the

government. Most of their previous roles and duties were neglected and they

depended almost entirely on government orders in an over-centralised political

system; chiefs lost all initiative as leaders of their local communities (Abraham,

2013). Harris (2014: 58), has suggested that in many ways, the chiefs

nonetheless continued to support the government because the “government is

the fount of many resources for their chieftaincy and because they do not want

to face the possibility of being deposed for opposing central authority, a tool that

colonial and post-colonial governments have found very useful, although

problematic”.

Stevens did not only interfere with the institution but went further to even

determine who was to be a chief, and in some instances who should be

removed as chief as in the case of P.C Yumkella of Samu Chiefdom in the

Kambia District and P.C. Madam Ella Koblo Gulama of Kayamba Chiefdom in

the Moyamba District whose staff of office were removed from them for

allegedly supporting the opposition SLPP. He had chiefs who were not

supportive of his APC replaced by more pliable candidates from rival ‘ruling

houses’ (Gberie, 2005) and even gave them the privilege of sitting in parliament

when they should have been focussing on issues in their local area. For
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example, P.C Kabba Sei Coomber of Mandu Chiefdom and P.C R.B.S Caulker

of Kargbo Chiefdom were once members of parliament representing Paramount

Chiefs (Abraham, 2013). The eventual result of this political interference in

chieftaincy led to the co-optation, corruption and emasculation of the institution.

In Sierra Leone, post-colonial governments – both the APC and the SLPP have

used the chiefs in the same manner as their colonial predecessors as

instruments for maintaining political control over the countryside.18 Both parties

present a picture to the public that the chiefs should be allowed to do their work

undisturbed; but at elections they use them to gain political favours from the

rural electorate. Some of the critics of Chieftaincy such as Fanthorpe, (2005),

and Jackson, (2006) even argue that poor chieftaincy was one of the major

factors that led to the war in the first place. This, this was partly why the former

president Ahmad Tejan Kabbah pushed for the reform of the Chieftaincy and

the restoration of the dignity of the chiefs; although at the same time using them

for his own neo-patrimonial gains. It was also an agenda that was pushed quite

strongly by UK DFID.

In spite of widespread allegations against the chiefs about their authoritarian

and dictatorial rule over the years, it has been suggested that even after the war,

the majority of people in the rural areas still valued the institution as the

embodiment of their customs and traditional practices.19 At the same time

18 See the report by civil society Organizations; namely, Campaign for Good Governance (CGG),
Methodist Church Sierra Leone, and Network Movement for Justice and Development. This report was
written and edited by consultants like Richard Fanthorpe and Mohamed Gibril Sesay with contributions by
Abu-Bakr Sidique Sesay and Momo Taziff Koroma. The report is about some recent consultations across
the country about the reform of the Chieftaincy institution – “Reform is not against tradition: Making
Chieftaincy Relevant in 21st Century Sierra Leone”.
19 Interview with Momoh Taziff Koroma, Freetown, 12th January 2011.
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Chieftaincy has some deep- rooted problems20 as chiefs have a history of

becoming political agents and putting the interests of their patrons and/or the

political party in power above those of their people (DFID Draft Report, 2004).

This is why they have been contemptuously referred to as AGIP (Any

Government in Power).21 For these reasons there is a tension around the need

for reform and what the objectives should be in their future relationship with

other parts of government and the balance between central and diverse sources

of government authority. These issues will be investigated in a variety of

contexts in the case studies of Chapter Four.

Another key issue that has long historical precedent is that of finances, which

some argue have never been adequate (Alie,1990).Decreasing grants from

central government to chiefdom administrations have been insufficient to pay

the large numbers of chiefdom staff who are in post, and funds are not available

from the Ministry of Local Government and Community Development which has

responsibility to supervise the proper functioning of the chiefdom authorities and

administration nationwide (DFID, 2004).

Since the end of the civil war, the Government of Sierra Leone and its

development partners decided to employ the twin concepts of Chieftaincy

reform and Decentralisation as a strategy of post–conflict peacebuilding in the

country. In line with the government’s policy of devolving some of its powers to

councils, the 2004 Local Government Act (LGA) was established to provide the

20 Key informant, Ministry of Local Government, Youyi building, Freetown, 6th March, 2011.
21 Personal discussion with a senior official of the Cabinet Secretariat, Freetown, 10th March, 2011.
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legal framework that was meant to guide the implementation of the

decentralisation process (a document that will be closely interrogated below).

National Politics, Local Councils and Reform

Development functions were also transferred from the chiefs to the District

Councils. It was hoped that the District Councils would eventually assume most

of the District Commissioner’s tasks in supervising the chiefdoms (Barrows,

1971). Local public works, community development, social welfare and town

planning became the sole responsibility of the councils, while agriculture,

forestry, education and medical health were to come under their auspices but

with professional personnel seconded from the central government (Barrows,

1971). Thus by trying to empower District Councils and providing them with

more powers to undertake certain functions from the central government,

attempts were now made for the first time to decentralize and devolve the

administrative structure at the centre.

District Councils also survived the transition to independence, but little effort

and energy was directed to their restructuring so as to make them better able to

articulate the needs and aspirations of the people. The First Prime Minister’s

gradualist approach is evident in a quote from his independence speech: “I

would like to make it clear that Independence will not result in any sudden

changes in our day-to-day life. Whether you are a farmer, a clerk, a trader, an

artisan, a daily wage worker, a fisherman, a lawyer, a judge, life will go on, just

the same” (Sir Milton Margai’s, independence speech, 1961:1). Harris also

comments, equally noticeably, the conservative nature of the Milton-led SLPP

hierarchy showed no signs of changing (Harris, 2014:51). Harris, (2014: 51)
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also goes on to say that if state-building can be described as rapid and

economic planning as largely state-led in immediate post-colonial Africa, then

despite the conservative nature of the SLPP government, Sierra Leone was

very much part of this drive, in line with contemporaneous global economic

discourse.

The RUF justified the carnage that was inflicted on the people of Sierra Leone

on the grounds that, “there were high levels of exclusion, marginalization,

deprivation, and poor service provision and delivery in the country; and that

these had culminated in extreme poverty, especially in rural Sierra Leone”

(Gaima, 2009). The national decentralisation programme was designed to

adequately respond to the antecedents of the war by embarking on a local

governance and decentralisation reform programme (Gaima, 2009). It was

hoped that the decentralisation process would address key issues that had led

to the descent into war.

The decentralisation design in Sierra Leone was led by the World Bank and UK

DFID rather than the government. A grant called the Project Preparation Facility

(PPF) was sourced from the Japanese government (Yongmei, (Eds), 2009: xx)

and was administered by the government of Sierra Leone through the

Governance Reform Secretariat (GRS) (Yongmei, 2009: xx), which operated as

a unit under the Ministry of Presidential Affairs that was housed in the office of

the President of the government of Sierra Leone (Yongmei, 2009). It was made

implementer, and a World Bank-supported project (Public Sector Management

Support 11) grants manager on behalf of the Bank (Yongmei, 2009: xx).
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Through its Ministry of Local Government and Rural development, (MoLGRD)

the Sierra Leone Government piloted the Local Governance and

Decentralisation Reform Programme (DRP) with the assistance of a National

Task Force. This taskforce comprised of government officials and was chaired

by the Honourable Vice President. Terms of Reference (TOR) of the Task Force

(TF) were to review the consolidated laws supporting local government and

decentralisation in Sierra Leone and make recommendations for the preparation

of a draft bill for the government’s consideration and enactment into law (Gaima,

2009:3).

Thus, from the inception of the decentralisation process, the design and

formulation of the country’s decentralisation programme was a partnership

between the government of Sierra Leone and its major development partners.

Nonetheless the development partners advised the Ministry of Local

Government and Community Development to ensure a policy document was

developed through Parliament so as to avoid implementation bottlenecks

(Yongmei, 2009: xxi). The policy was developed by a Sierra Leonean consultant

who worked closely with international consultants hired by development

partners as technical support to introduce international best practice (Yongmei,

2009: xxi). Therefore, the international direction was very strong, and not well-

informed about local circumstances.

Decentralisation was handled by the Ministry of Local Government and

Community Development. The drafting of the policy was aligned to the structure

and content of the draft bill in preparation. The policy document was weak in

addressing issues relating to structures, institutions, regulations and sectors. It
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failed to address the fundamental issues relating to the relationships between

the Chiefs and the Councils let alone other stakeholders in the decentralisation

process. Conteh (2016) argues that inconsistent political and legal

frameworks blurred and distorted the delineations of authority between

central and subnational government institutions from the very inception of

the decentralisation process.

A further aim of the decentralisation process was to address some of the

causes of the war that emanated from an over-centralisation of power and

resources. It was anticipated that the decentralisation programme would bring

positive trends to governance that would bolster peace and development and

avert war.

The document that was produced by the task force became known as the Local

Government Act when it was passed in parliament on the 4th of March 2004.

There are broadly speaking, twenty sections in this Act; these are: The

Composition of Local Councils, Election of Councillors and their functions;

financial provisions and development planning. Each provincial District was to

have a District Council (12), and the townships of Makeni, Bo, Bonthe, Kenema,

and Koidu town Councils. The Western Area would have two local government

institutions. Freetown City Council and Western Area Rural District Council, with

Waterloo as its headquarters (Alie, 2010). These arrangements were not very

different from the pre-1972 set up, except that in the case of provincial District

and town Councils, law now limited the number of Paramount Chiefs on those

Councils (Alie, 2010). No District Council had more than three Paramount
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Chiefs who were elected by their colleague Paramount Chiefs to represent them

in Council.

The first local council elections were held in May 2004 in which councillors for

twelve District Councils, 5 Urban Councils and one Rural Area District were

elected for the first time in 33 years (DFID, 2004) under relatively peaceful

conditions. With the establishment of the Local Councils, new executive and

administrative arrangements for governance in the Provinces came into effect

and the strategic roles of Chieftaincy were changed. Responsibility for key

development and service delivery functions were relocated from Chiefdom

Councils to the Local Councils (DFID, 2004).

The 2004 Local Council elections returned elected representatives called

Councillors on a political party basis. Each District was divided into wards and

each ward elected one councillor and every town had three wards; each ward

elected four councillors and same applied to the western area. The tenure of all

councillors was to be four years (Alie, 2010). With the passage of the Local

Government Act, the legal framework was now set in motion for the

implementation of the decentralisation process. This Act was “accompanied by

the World Bank’s funding of the Institutional Reform and Capacity Building

Project (IRCBP) and the establishment of the Decentralisation Secretariat which

was to be responsible for the technical implementation of decentralisation (Kanu,

2009). Also recognizing the fact that the capacities of key stakeholders needed

to be developed as quickly as possible, GoSL created the Capacity Building

Unit (CBU) within the Decentralisation Secretariat (Kanu, 2009: 29).
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The Local Government Act expressly stated that the Chiefdom Councils were to

co-operate with Local Councils in the performance of the functions of the local

councils and that the Local Councils have the option of delegating some of their

functions to the Chiefdom Councils (DFID, 2004). This provision is one grey

area in the Act that has not been quite understood by both the councillors and

the chiefs which has created tension between them. Even DFID conceded that

if the nature of this co-operation was not made explicit, there was the potential

for conflict over authority and usage of natural resources (DFID, 2004). This is

because the Paramount Chief is by custom, the custodian of the land and he

holds this resource in trust for the people and has the power to decide how land

is allocated, therefore although the law states that Chiefdom Councils have to

co-operate in development, in practice a chief can hinder the local councils

through, for example, refusing to make land available for the construction of a

health post or for agriculture, (DFID, 2004). Some of these tensions are already

visible across the country especially in areas with rich agricultural potential and

other resources like diamonds and gold.

Local government arrangements left the collection of local taxes under the

responsibility of the chiefdoms on condition that such monies were declared to

the councils. Local Councils would then disburse monies to the chiefdoms for

specific development projects and or activities. Unsurprisingly, the chiefs are

not satisfied with this arrangement as they believe they have lost the financial

autonomy they hitherto enjoyed.
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The Act also calls for the establishment of Ward Committees to support the

local Councils in promoting and fostering local development. Their functions

included mobilizing the residents of the ward for the implementation of self-help

and development projects and serving, at the same time as focal point for the

discussion of local problems and needs, and take remedial action where

necessary (DFID, 2004).

As already noted, the most contentious clause in the Act which has created a

host of friction and tension is part V, 20, (1) of the Local Government Act which

discusses about the functions of local Councils. It states that the “Local

Councils shall be the highest point of political authority in the locality and shall

have legislative and executive powers to be exercised in accordance with this

Act or any other enactment, and shall be responsible, generally for promoting

the development of the locality with the resources at its disposal and with such

resources and capacity as it can mobilize from the central government and its

agencies, national and international organisations and the private sector” (The

Local Government Act, 2004: 20).

National Politics and Chiefdom Reform

Chiefdom governance reform was addressed by the Chiefdom Governance

Reform Unit (CGRU) at the Governance Reform Secretariat (GRS) under the

Ministry of Presidential Affairs, so it was completely separate from the Local

Government Ministry which is supposed to be directly responsible for all local

governance issues. This was a notable failure in the design of decentralisation

process and the chiefdom reform. Instead chiefdom governance reform started

from a completely different point from the decentralisation programme - as
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housing projects to repatriate and re-settle the Paramount Chiefs after the war;

was the initial focus although it was later expanded to cover a broader agenda

(Gaima, 2009:5). Key actors (the government, DFID and even politicians and

civil society) were hopeful that the reform processes would create space for

wider political participation and engagement, yet the design and implementation

was either done in a hurry or was not properly thought through.22 Putting

chiefdom governance reform under the Ministry of Presidential Affairs was a

decision for political reasons to extend the arm of the presidency over chiefdom

governance.23 Chief Internal politics played a very significant role in the design

and implementation of the whole process. A classic case in point was the

lacuna that was created by the legal and policy framework itself on

decentralisation within the LGA. Part V, Section 20, sub-section (1) states that

the “the Councils shall be the highest point of political authority in a Chiefdom”.

This clause was clearly misunderstood by both the newly constituted councils

and the Paramount Chiefs. Some councillors construed this clause as giving

them more powers than the paramount chiefs at both the council and the

chiefdom level. Moreover, the issue of the local tax which used to be the

exclusive domain of the paramount chiefs was now strongly contested between

the councils and the chiefs.24

In spite of government intentions to ensure effective co-ordination between

councils and chiefs, the local government arrangement did not adequately take

22 Personal conversation with a senior official at the Governance Reform Secretariat, Wesley Street,
Freetown, 10th February, 2011.
23 Personal conversation with a senior official at the Governance Reform Secretariat, Wesley Street,
Freetown, 10th February, 2011.
24 Personal conversation with a senior official at the Governance Reform Secretariat, Wesley Street,
Freetown, February, 2011.
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account of the chieftaincy institution. Although different explanations may be

offered for this state of affairs, Chapter Four reveals the reflections on this

process from the grassroots in the case study areas.

Chief DFID prioritisation of support to chieftaincy through the provision of

building of shelters for some of the Chiefs (about 50 out of 149 Chiefdoms)25 to

be repatriated did not begin to address the difficult issues in reform of the

Chieftaincy which were only considered much later in the life of the project.

Moreover, there was significant discontent among the paramount chiefs

especially those who did not benefit from the project.26. The greatest concern of

the government and donors was to resettle the chiefs back to their chiefdoms

which was intended to facilitate the return of large numbers of internally

displaced persons to their respective Chiefdoms.27 The chiefs were also

supposed to be relocated back to their chiefdoms so that the decentralisation

process could effectively begin. The displaced people had refused to go back

because their chiefs had not returned. When asked to go back, they would reply,

how can I go when “Maada,” (a name of reverence for their Chiefs) has not

gone back yet?

One major aspect that this researcher observed in the field is that many of the

houses built by the DFID housing project for chiefs are no longer inhabited by

any chief. This may be because the design of those houses was not “culturally

sensitive.”28 The houses did not facilitate “Kpakpei” (a practice whereby some

25 Interview with Alhaji Kanja Sesay, Freetown, 15th February, 2011.
26 Interview with Alhaji Kanja Sesay, Freetown, 15th February, 2011.
27 Interview with Alhaji Kanja Sesay, Freetown, 15th February2011.
28 Interview with Momoh Taziff Koroma, Freetown, 18th March 2011.
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traditional medicines and sacrifice are put under the earth before the foundation

is laid for the protection of the chiefs), and so chiefs refused to live there.29 Also

the design did not include compounds (kateiyhun) with an extension for

adjudicating minor offences and for receiving important visitors in the

chiefdom.30 The DFID housing project was also viewed as a symbol of

individualism and western imposition of the “nuclear” style of family and thus, a

contravention of the communal way of life in rural Sierra Leone.31 The houses

have been re-purposed as guest houses for passing visitors32, and in some

cases for guests of the chiefs.33

The first step for any meaningful reform of the Chieftaincy system was identified

by DFID as being to repair the relationship between the chiefs and their people

and to protect that relationship from political interference from above (DFID,

2004). Unfortunately, this was not an outcome of the approach that was taken.

A classic example is the chief of Mambolo in the Kambia District, Bai Shebora

Somanoh Ka-Pen who was forced to resign his position as chief because of the

attacks he was receiving from agents of the government because he was

perceived as belonging to the opposition Sierra Leone Peoples Party (SLPP).34

His house was attacked on a number of occasions and all sorts of invectives

were used on him which he interpreted as being because he was a paramount

chief, and so he resigned. This was the first time a paramount chief had

resigned his position in the history of Sierra Leone.

29 Interview with Momoh Taziff Koroma, Freetown, 18th March 2011.
30 Informal discussions with a resident in Kafu Bullom, a retired primary school teacher, 19th March, 2011.
31 Informal discussions with a resident in Kafu Bullom, a retired primary school teacher, 19th March, 2011.
32 Interview with Momoh Taziff Koroma, Freetown, 18th March 2011.
33 Interview with Alhaji Kanja Sesay, Freetown, 10th February, 2011.
34 Interview with Chief Somanao Kapen in Mambolo, 18th February, 2011.
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The reform process as is now debated ought to have involved issues around

good chiefdom governance, accountability issues surrounding chiefly rule,

human rights, expunging and or amending various laws inherited from the

colonial times particularly the 1960 Chiefdom Councils Act and the dissolution

of the Chieftaincy houses. The chieftaincy ruling house was a colonial creation

and any meaningful reform of that institution begins with the issue of chieftaincy

ruling houses.35 The point should be made clear here that reform of chieftaincy

is absolutely important because of the damage that has been done to it in the

past. There is profound consensus even within and among the rural population

that, while Sierra Leoneans must be culturally sensitive in dealing with

chieftaincy reforms, the institution in its current form requires a significant

overhaul as a condition for engaging the chiefs in the reconstruction (Momoh,

2011:5) and peacebuilding process.

Momoh suggests that chiefs should have the authority to appoint their Speakers

to give them the opportunity to choose people they think can best work with

them for the good of the community (Momoh, 2011:5). This is necessary for the

smooth running of the chiefdom as there are instances where the paramount

chiefs are at logger heads with their speakers because they are also elected. In

one chiefdom that I visited the chief and his speaker have not been on speaking

terms for years.

A further problem is the way in which Paramount Chieftaincy elections are held

- using an Electoral College system commonly known as Tribal Authorities

35 Informal discussions with a resident in Kafu Bullom, a retired primary school teacher, 19th March, 2011.
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(TAs). TA status is achieved by paying the local tax for 19 people plus oneself

making 20 (The Chieftaincy Act, No.10, 2009), which is a very clear case of

exclusion of the poor who cannot afford to pay for themselves or even have a

decent meal a day; let alone paying for other people. It is very undemocratic

especially so in some chiefdoms where women and the youth can hardly

achieve the status of TA. Opening up the voting population by allowing all local

tax payers to vote in chieftaincy elections would be an obvious reform to allow

greater citizen participation at the local level.

Finally, the issue of remuneration for chiefs is central to any serious reform of

the institution. At the time of conducting this research the stipend of chiefs in

Sierra Leone was one hundred thousand Leones which is about £17 per month

and to say this is inadequate is merely stating the obvious. If chiefs are to

respond to the demands made on them by their constituents and the state, then

adequate remuneration for them must be a priority (Momoh, 2011). Indeed, it

was partly because both the colonial and post-colonial regimes did not

adequately reward the chiefs that they resorted to malpractices and corruption.

Because the people look to their chiefs for support in times of bad harvest,

natural calamities, and lean periods, they need adequate resources to enable

them respond to these demands (Momoh, 2011).

The Local Courts Act 2011

The Local Courts Bill was first introduced in Parliament in 2008 and became law

on the 3rd of March, 2011 when the bill received Presidential assent. The

relevance of this new legislation is the fact that the local justice delivery system

which was identified as one of the contributing factors for creating the context
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for war was brought under the national justice delivery system (the Ministry of

Justice). The local justice delivery system that had been marred by blatant

injustices, massive corruption, antiquated and obsolete laws, political

interference, and delay in administering justice, ill-trained personnel, and above

all the denial of justice to the poor has now been made to account directly to the

Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP). Nonetheless there are aspects of this

reform which present serious challenges to Chieftaincy reform, as is highlighted

below.

The Act is divided into seven parts: these are the constitution and administration

of local courts, jurisdiction, procedure and powers of local courts, appeals,

transfers, and reviews, offences, miscellaneous. The Act establishes a local

court in each of the Chiefdoms across the country and it consists of a chairman,

vice chairman, and such other member or members as the Minister may

determine (The Local Courts Act, 2011). The election and or the appointment of

the chairman, vice chairman and any other member shall be done by the Chief

Justice in consultation with the Judicial Service Commission. Section 2(5) of the

local courts Act clearly spells out the qualification of the chairman and the Vice

–Chairman. It states among others that these two offices shall be held only by

someone who is proficient in the dominant ethnic language in the chiefdom,

should have resided in the chiefdom for a minimum of not less than five years,

has not been convicted of an offence involving fraud or dishonesty and is

knowledgeable and experienced in the customs and traditions of the chiefdom

(Local Courts Act, 2011).
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Each of the courts set up by the act comprises of the Clerk of the court who is

directly appointed by the Chief Justice, the finance clerk and a bailiff. None of

the above positions can be occupied by someone who is not literate in the

English Language. The Act also establishes a body known as the Local Service

Committee, charged with the responsibility of regulating the business of the

courts. The members of this committee consist of a resident provincial high

court judge who is the Chairman, a Paramount Chief who represents the

Council of Chiefs in the Province, a representative of the Minister, the provincial

Secretary, and a representative of the District Council (Local Courts Act, 2011).

All of these officials are directly appointed by the office of the Chief Justice.

This arrangement has the potential for central government to extend its

authority into local cases which assume a political dimension, such as where a

stalwart of a ruling party is involved. Section 7(4) b, and (e) of sub-section 2, of

the Local Courts Act state, that the local courts committee shall hold office for a

period of three years and there after shall be eligible for re-appointment for not

more than two other terms (Local Courts Act, 2011). This is a significant

provision because it at least has attempted to streamline the tenure of office

especially of the local court chairmen who had occupied that position for long

period of time before.

The Act also makes provision for the remuneration of the members of the Local

Court Service Committee. It states that, members of the said committee “be

paid allowances as the Chief Justice may, subject to the approval of the

Minister responsible for Finance determine” (Local Courts Act, 2004). Section
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10 of the Act speaks about the role of the Finance Clerk of the Courts. It states

that the Finance Clerk receives and pays into the Consolidated Fund all fees,

penalties, fines and other monies taken by the court and keeps an account of all

the moneys so received and paid by him (Local Courts Act, 2011). But it should

be pointed out that much as this section of the legislation is vital for

transparency and accountability, it also has the potential to enhance the already

growing friction between the Councils and the Chiefs. This is so because the

chiefs have started viewing all these efforts as eroding their power base; and

this provision takes away from the chiefs one of their main sources of income

which was the fines levied against offenders.

The Chieftaincy Act 2009

This Act was intended to link the offices of Chieftaincy with the official legal

framework of the country. It provides for the “qualification, election, powers,

functions and removal of a person as a paramount chief and for other matters

connected with Chieftaincy” (paragraph 19 page 10) and is the first

comprehensive national legal policy framework on Chieftaincy.

One of the major bottlenecks that the Chieftaincy institution has always faced is

the election of the paramount chiefs. Cap 60, as amended by Act number 4, of

the 1961 constitution, recognised any person aspiring to contest Paramount

Chieftaincy elections, to have hereditary claims to the Chieftaincy as per

colonial treaties. He or she must have descended from a Paramount Chief. Cap

60, 4, was amended and replaced by Cap 60, 49 of 1961, known as petition of

rights. It provided for an appellant in a chieftaincy election to first consult the

Attorney General before proceeding with the said matter to court. The 1991
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constitution establishes the office of Paramount Chief by customary law and

usage, and it cannot be abolished by legislation. In pursuance of this provision,

parliament was empowered by the constitution under section 72, (5), to make

laws for the qualification, elections, power and functions connected with issues

of Chieftaincy.

From its conception the Chieftaincy Act was fraught with a lot of problems and

disagreements. In the view of many, the Act was to a great extent a replication

of the “Code of Practice for Chiefdom administration” adopted by the previous

(SLPP) government to fill in the vacant seats of paramount chiefs (The

Chieftaincy Act, 2009) who were either killed in the war or died of natural

causes. This code of practice contains very contentious provisions which were

challenged in the past. For example, some have expressed concern about the

potential for government functionaries to “manipulate elections of chiefs without

objections from any party who may be aggrieved of the outcomes of the

elections” (The Chieftaincy Act, part IV, sub section 13, 2009).

Section 5, b discusses the declaration of rights to the Chieftaincy “Establishing

the claim of persons to be qualified to stand as candidates in the election” (The

Chieftaincy Act, part 111, sub section 15, a, b, c, 2009). In the past, this practice

of declaration of rights has created serious tensions which even led to

protracted conflicts in the rural areas even before a chief was elected. A lot of

bad mouthing and use of derogatory remarks against and amongst ruling

houses tend to occur in establishing the right to contest. There had been and

continue to be instances where ruling houses are literally fighting each other. A
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classic case is the Banya, the Gobeh, and the Bundeh ruling houses in

Kailahun District. These ruling houses are often physically fighting each other

for the position of Paramount Chief; before, during and after chieftaincy

elections.36 This has the potential to even undermine the peacebuilding effort

and create yet another instance for violent conflict.37

Section 7, 1, of the act makes it quite clear that “In any Paramount Chieftaincy

elections, the responsibility of the Government is limited to only the facilitation of

the process so that the election is conducted in a fair and transparent manner”

(part 111, 14, 2009). It also states that “No government Minister or other official,

and no political party, whether collectively or otherwise, shall promote or show

support or preference for the candidature of any particular contestant in a

Paramount Chieftaincy election”, (The Chieftaincy Act, 2009:15). However,

recent developments in one of my study Chiefdoms – the Kayamba Chiefdom in

the Moyamba District, was completely out of line with the provision of this Act

which will be explored below and also in Chapter Four.

At the time of conducting this research, there was no Paramount Chief in that

Chiefdom; (Kayamba) not because the people had not voted or elections had

not been conducted, but because the then Resident Minister of the South, and

later the Minister of Internal affairs, Musa Tarawally was alleged to have

nullified the elections.38 The reason is that the person who won the Chieftaincy

elections, Foday Gulama was perceived by the Minister as belonging to the

opposition SLPP. This is where section 15, 1, comes into serious contestation.

36 Interview with Councillor Janga Braima, 22nd January, 2011.
37Interview with Councillor Janga Braima, 22nd January, 2011.
38 Interview with Foday Kai, resident of Moyamba, Kayamba Chiefdom, 23rd February, 2011.
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It states that “in any Paramount Chieftaincy election, candidate shall be

declared duly elected if he obtains 55% or more of the votes cast” (The

Chieftaincy Act, 2009: 15). Although Foday Gulama had clearly won the

elections by a large margin he did not get the so-called 55% of the votes cast so

a further round of voting was called. At this stage, only simple majority is

required in Chieftaincy elections especially judging from the sensitivity of the

institution and country’s recent history. The fact that Kayamba Chiefdom has

been a Regency for over a decade has increased the tension as the people

wanted their own Paramount Chief from their own community. (Regents are

usually appointed from other chiefdoms as caretaker Paramount Chiefs).

Finally, another contentious issue in the Act is part V, which discusses the

removal of a Paramount Chief. It states that “a Paramount Chief may be

removed from office by the President for gross misconduct in the performance

of functions of his office”, (The Chieftaincy Act, 2009). In the context of Sierra

Leone politics, this clause has the potential to be abused by governments

wishing to remove chiefs on political grounds.

An analysis of the National Decentralization and Local Government
Reform Policies and processes.

Local governance and decentralization are not new practices in the governance

system in Sierra Leone as already discussed above. The reintroduction and re-

establishment of elected Councils; both District and urban Councils, were part

of President Kabbah’s government’s commitment to devolve power. Its

expressed intention was that it was supposed to be part of the framework for

peace, recovery and development which was developed at the Paris
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Consultative Group Meeting in 2002. The main rationale behind the framework

was to address two fundamental causes of the war; exclusion and the

deprivation of the rural masses. Also, political decentralisation was seen as a

way of re-energising local political leadership across the country and also to

open the political space for wider political participation.

The old guard of the ruling Sierra Leone People’s Party (SLPP) and the new

President had pledged much of their campaign promises on the re-introduction

of the local Councils thereby stimulating some nostalgia for local Councils39

which managed schools, roads, clinics and other development projects at the

local level, 40 although critics have accused them of using this approach to

extend protection over the Chieftaincy system which is seen as their political

constituency41.

At its promulgation, the LGA specified that the first four years was to be a period

of transition for implementing the new intergovernmental relations and

processes. During this period, authority and corresponding financial resources

for a defined set of functions was to be transferred to Local Councils. During

this period, Sierra Leone's government established elected District and Urban

Councils across the country, transferred certain responsibilities for primary

services and local investment and some financial resources to the new Councils,

and invested heavily in building the administrative infrastructure and capacity of

the local Councils.

39 I Interview with Emmanuel Gaima, Decentralisation Secretariat, Freetown, 14th January 2011.
40 I Interview with Emmanuel Gaima, Decentralisation Secretariat, Freetown, 14th January 2011.
41 I Interview with Emmanuel Gaima, Decentralisation Secretariat, Freetown, 14th January 2011.
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Unfortunately, even the National Decentralisation Policy (NDP) of 2010 did not

adequately address these fundamental issues. The policy only came six years

after the promulgation of the Act. All that the policy states with regards to the

relationship between the Chiefs and the Councils is:

The local Councils shall continue to exist as the highest development

and service delivery authority in the locality. They shall be corporate

bodies, with legislative and executive powers to be exercised in

accordance with LGA 2004 or any other enactment, and shall be

responsible generally for promoting the development of the locality and

the welfare of the people with the resources at their disposal. The

traditional authorities shall continue to play important development and

governance roles in the local areas. There shall be extensive interaction

between the traditional authorities and the local Councils for the benefit

of the socio-economic development of their localities (The National

Decentralization Policy, section 3, 2.2, 2 010).

A careful look at these provisions in the 2010 policy reveals that there was now

a change from ‘highest point of political authority’ in the Act to “highest

development and service delivery”. The point that is stressed here is the fact

that the fundamental problem with decentralisation is the legal and national

policy framework.

In comparison with other countries in Sub-Saharan Africa that have embarked

upon decentralisation, Sierra Leone's progress in building local government

capacity and restructuring the fiscal system at the initial stages was enviable
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(Yongmei Zhou, 2009:10). This was particularly possible as a result of

improved security and Sierra Leone's progress would not have been possible

without significant effort at fiscal decentralization and intensive investment in

local government capacity building. However, a critical look at the

decentralization process from its inception reveals that that there were some

serious problems with the language of the LGA. The most contentious clause in

the Act was part V, 20, (1) of the Act which states that “the local Councils shall

be the highest point of political authority in the locality and shall have legislative

and executive powers to be exercised in accordance with the Act”. This

provision created confusion between the Chiefs and the Councils with regards

to roles and functions. Any attempt at addressing such confusion in the

language of this provision in LGA only came into being six years later with the

promulgation of the National Decentralisation Policy in 2010. Among other

provisions, the policy replaced the phrase “Councils shall be the highest point of

political authority” to “Councils shall continue to exist as the highest

development and service delivery authority in the locality” (The National

Decentralization Policy, section 3, 2.2, 2 010). However, even the change in the

phraseology of the provisions did not address the tension between the chiefs

and the councils, particularly the fundamental issue of who has the right to

collect and retain tax revenue, as will be explored in the next chapter.

The ambivalent role played by the oversight ministry; the Ministry of Local

Government and Country Development (MLGCD) towards both Chiefdoms and

Local Councils led to the Ministry being very reluctant to act as arbiter between

the two authority structures. First-hand accounts from officials suggest that the
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Ministry gives informal advance grants to some Chiefdom Councils with high

shares of the local tax and market dues instead of allowing a level playing field

for fair negotiations between and among them.42For the decentralisation

process to be effective there has to be fair treatment between and among all the

Councils by the oversight ministry.43

Conclusion

This chapter has posited that over-centralisation of state power under the

leadership of the APC and flawed chieftaincy practices were among some of the

main causes of the war in Sierra Leone. As part of the peacebuilding efforts,

reform of the Chieftaincy institution and Decentralisation have taken centre-

stage. The chapter also looked at the evolution of Local Government, and one

party dictatorship under Stevens and Momoh.

It has been argued that the decentralisation process, local government and

Chiefdom reforms are fraught with tensions, contradictions and challenges. The

next chapter presents empirical evidence from six study Chiefdoms and

Chapter Five explores the problematic relationships between Chieftaincies and

Councils.

42 Key informant in the Ministry of Local government, Youyi Building, Freetown, 20th, March, 2011.
43 Key informant in the Ministry of Local government, Youyi Building, Freetown, 20th, March, 2011.
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CHAPTER FOUR
An Investigation of Six Case Study Chieftaincies in Sierra Leone.
Introduction

As set out in Chapter One, this chapter uses primary qualitative data collected

from six regional case-studies to investigate the extent of diversity and similarity

in the interaction between government decentralisation and chieftaincy reform

on the one hand and the local politics that have emerged from long histories of

contrasting and disrupted governance, and civil war, on the other. It is therefore

necessary to investigate the particular (as well as shared) political histories of

these cases. They have not been studied widely and so whilst secondary

sources are cited where they are available, in some cases it has been

necessary to report considerable detail gleaned from interviews and focus

groups, which hopefully will be of service to future researchers and community

advocates. The cases provide data and insight for the analysis of chieftaincy

and decentralisation in chapter five.

Chiefdoms are the smallest units of governance in the rural areas in Sierra

Leone, and thus chieftaincy in itself is a form of decentralisation at the local

level. Broadly put, the evidence from these cases suggests that the institution of

chieftaincy is regarded as” pro-people” at the local level. To many people,

chieftaincy is not only part of their governance infrastructure, but also an

institution that plays an indispensable role in many aspects of their lives, which

tends to reinforce a collective identity.

As set out in Chapter Two, the office of chieftaincy dates back to the pre-

colonial period, when many local polities/kingdoms existed, having been
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founded and governed by great warriors, farmers or hunters, some of whom

were called ‘Kings’ and ‘Queens’. This chapter includes a description of the

‘founding narrative’ of each chiefdom, passed down through oral history, as

reported in interviews. In each fieldwork location interviews were held with

chiefs and other office-holders, and focus groups with local people. The focus

was two-fold: 1) to uncover the narratives concerning the history of the authority

and functioning of the chieftaincy, and 2) to trace the ways in which the two

authority systems of chieftaincy and local councils interacted, particularly in

more recent times of decentralisation.

The Eastern regional case study examines the Nongowa Chiefdom in the

Kenema District and the Gbense Chiefdom in the Kono District. The Southern

region case study is represented by the Kakua and the Kayamba Chiefdoms;

whilst the northern region is represented in this thesis by the Bombali Shebora

and Kafu Bullom Chiefdoms.

As part of the background to these cases it is clear that in all them one of the

major obstacles to the implementation of the decentralisation process has been

political interference from central government, especially under the APC.

Government had still not thoroughly devolved those powers and resources that

the councils needed to operate effectively and if for any reason a council was

not on favourable terms with the political class, then development projects were

stalled and resource allocation very slow. For example, Kenema town had one

of the worst road networks in the country because it was perceived as an

opposition support base, compared to that of Makeni town, which was the home
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of the president and the stronghold of the ruling APC government. Makeni town

could boast of the best road networks in the country.44

A careful examination of the resource allocation to councils in the ruling APC

strongholds suggests that it is by far more disproportionate to the opposition

strongholds. For example the government of Sierra Leone announced that it

has “allocated over Le3.5 Billion to eight Local Councils, which ministers say is

for the delivery of devolved services in the period – April to June 2012.”45

Freetown – a massive electoral ‘swing vote’ district, as well as key districts that

are believed to be the oppositions’ stronghold are being deprived of much

needed funds.46 They are now faced with crippling difficulties to meet their legal

and civic obligations.

As the Sierra Leone Telegraph noted in 2012: “Of the Le3 Billion allocated to

Local Councils, announced this week by the government, Le2 Billion will be

disbursed to councils located in the north of the country – the political base of

the ruling APC party and home of the president and key ministers.”47 What is

striking about the government’s funding decision is that key eastern districts –

Kailahun and Kenema, considered by the government to be opposition SLPP

strongholds, have not received a single cent for the quarter ending June 2012.48

The table below illustrates real government disbursements to Councils by

districts and municipality Councils in 2012.

44 Interview with Braima Kwiwa in Koidu, Kono District 17th, January, 2011.
45 Abdul Rashid Thomas, The Sierra Leone Telegraph: Sierra Leone News online, August 24, 2012.
Accessed March 11, 2019.
46 Abdul Rashid Thomas, The Sierra Leone Telegraph: Sierra Leone News online, August 24, 2012.
Accessed March 11, 2019.
47 Abdul Rashid Thomas, The Sierra Leone Telegraph: Sierra Leone News online, August 24, 2012.
Accessed March 11, 2019.
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2012
COUNCIL

HEALTH EDUCATION AGRICULTURE RURAL
WATER

SOCWELF
WASTE

WARD
COMMITTEE

Unconditional
Block Grant

Bo District 525,489,212 255,320,505 893,174,323 79,380,869 29,121,293 79,389,313 310,632,836

Bo City 2,830,399,804 327,817,888 242,380,834 - 18,996,020 9,160,305 442,368,479

Bombali District 489,427,017 337,765,933 1,111,699,193 74,687,956 29,064,558 82,442,748 274,035,860

Makeni City 2,715,241,272 203,437,815 268,551,723 - 10,157,838 9,160,305 220,472,776

Bonthe District 280,139,000 201,012,168 474,975,374 38,366,145 12,897,930 54,961,832 113,461,843
Bonthe
Municipal 397,785,777 50,337,617 184,658,082 - 796,718 9,160,305 117,056,262

Freetown City 10,969,896,096 1,225,647,166 189,723,535 - 72,043,943 149,618,321 1,820,644,178

Kailahun District 1,382,563,182 344,401,829 825,999,778 81,811,164 35,525,619 88,549,618 405,029,592

Kambia District 1,130,256,255 323,422,317 816,823,696 66,928,966 26,897,011 76,335,878 273,826,064

Kenema District 561,743,689 279,759,561 1,150,730,925 78,748,918 32,150,129 88,549,618 377,934,242

Kenema City 2,449,218,358 288,401,401 248,817,705 - 16,677,282 9,160,305 373,752,223
Koinadugu
District 1,314,548,035 287,636,478 1,575,718,788 71,633,000 25,013,188 73,282,443 236,130,607

Kono District 363,341,525 178,028,433 1,060,640,897 49,445,629 18,641,219 73,282,443 196,461,000
Koidu/New
Sembehun City 816,078,595 184,511,183 233,853,564 - 6,114,920 9,160,305 142,520,289
Moyamba
District 980,013,650 328,423,275 1,114,689,649 57,940,188 21,714,756 73,282,443 211,172,334
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Port Loko District 2,066,099,701 470,242,564 1,272,865,553 103,648,643 42,206,684 103,816,794 440,922,064

Pujehun District 999,248,881 209,213,565 672,336,361 72,341,696 28,355,021 67,175,573 235,461,855

Tonkolili District 1,459,777,089 416,097,701 1,120,315,023 83,053,282 33,699,926 82,442,748 344,368,745
Western Area
Rural District 1,768,732,862 302,922,602 482,044,997 42,013,544 19,925,945 61,068,702 282,648,750

Port Loko City

Karene District

Falaba District

National Total 33,500,000,002 6,214,400,001 13,940,000,000 900,000,000 480,000,000 1,200,000,000 6,818,900,000

Source: Local Government Finance Department, Treasury Building, George Street Freetown, Sierra Leone.
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As shown above, there were some districts and city councils that did not even

have any disbursements. These are the Falaba and the Karene districts and the

Port Loko City Council.

This chapter also functions as part of the historical comparative analysis

method utilised in this thesis. The aim is to situate contemporary discussions

and practices of Chieftaincy in the context of its historical evolution and its

operations in the decentralisation process. In this chapter another key theme

that emerges is that, chieftaincy has often been influenced by migration, which

has in turn led to constant socio-political, cultural and economic transformations

in the institution of chieftaincy itself.

Much of the information that is presented in this chapter has been derived from

a systematic gathering of oral testimonies from each of the six chiefdoms in this

study with the ambition to access the experiential knowledge of people living in

their communities. This was the first time that an outsider has undertaken a

systematic attempt made to chronologically codify the historiographies of these

chiefdoms.

From pre- literate times to the present, the oral tradition of these societies has

enabled people to pass on their narratives between generations. Of course,

such narratives usually change in the telling to suit the interests of the

community at the time, and come to form part of the mythology of chieftaincy in

Sierra Leone. As such, they have attained a ‘truth’ irrespective of their

correspondence with historical events, practices, and customs of chieftaincy for

which we have no other record. Indeed, in many respects such histories have
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actually generated the specification of customs and practices and it is clear from

the variety here that there is no unifying, ideal chieftaincy in Sierra Leone. The

narratives recounted to me provide explanations and justifications for today’s

practices and expectations regarding the relationships between the offices of

chieftaincy and their subjects, and so play a key role in the working out of

politics in the context of reform and decentralisation. I have summarised the

consensus views presented to me in the following sections.

Eastern Case 1: Nongowa Chiefdom

The Nongowa Chiefdom is situated in the Eastern Province of Sierra Leone and

its chiefdom headquarters, Kenema, is also the District and provincial

headquarter town of Kenema District and the Eastern Province of the country.

Nongowa as a Chiefdom has seven sections: Konia Falia, Dagbanya, Konia

Kpindibu, Kargbando Jegba, Gbo, Dakpana, and Kargbando Kamboima. Each

of these sections is governed by a section Chief and other sub- Chiefs (Sellu,

1981:15).

The area of the chiefdom is 215 square miles; and it is bounded on the north by

Kandu Lekpeyama Chiefdom, on the west by the small Bo Chiefdom, on the

south by Dama and Koya, on the East by the Lower Bambara and Dodo

Chiefdoms. The Nongowa Chiefdom was originally ruled by Chief Nyagua of

Panguma.49

Geographically, the east and the north are hilly. The main range of the Kambui

hills forms the western boundary. The North of the country is more undulating

49 See Decree Books: Railway District Intelligence Report, December, 12, 1906, 1
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(Sellu, 1981:15). There are a number of large streams which drain into the

Maleh River on the east and the Moa River on the south. The region is very

fertile with arable lands for agricultural activity and there is a lot of cash crop

production of cocoa, coffee, and oil palm in this area. Although agricultural

activity was the mainstay of the people the discovery of diamonds in the 1930s

seriously affected the socio-economic and political landscape of this chiefdom

(Sellu, 1981, 15). Alluvial diamond deposits are found in almost all the villages

and towns in and around the chiefdom. Notable examples are, Hangha,

Ngelehun, Largo, and Mano Junction.

Mining activity in the area altered the demographic picture of the place; people

especially the youth migrated to these areas from all the regions of the country

to have a share in the benefits of the mining activity.50 This population

movement not only changed the demography of the area but further carried with

it all the hallmarks of such movements ranging from crime, violence, disrespect

for existing cultural practices to abuse of Chiefly powers.51 The latter represents

a notable similarity between the two eastern region case studies – the

relationship between diamonds and/or resources and the exercise of chiefly

authority at the local level (in contrast to other chiefdoms such as the two in the

Northern Region that do not have such resources).

The chiefdom under review is predominantly Mende–speaking; but due to the

alluvial diamond mining and viable commercial activity, there are substantial

50 Interview with Dr. J.S Momoh, Department of Geography, Fourah Bay College, mount Aureol, University
of Sierra Leone, 16th March, 2011.
51 Interview with Dr. Hindowa Momoh, Institute of Public Administration and Management, Tower Hill,
Freetown, 16th March 2011.
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number of immigrants (strangers), as they are referred to by the indigenes of

Nongowa Chiefdom. Some of these people are Yoruba, Hausa, and Lebanese

who have settled in the chiefdom in search of fortunes (Sellu, 1981: 28). There

is also the presence of other ethnic groups from Sierra Leone who are found

mostly in government departments, commercial institutions, in the commercial

sector as traders, and Non-Governmental Organisations.

As observed earlier, the effect of diamond mining is enormous. It has seriously

transformed the landscape through the creation of trenches and large heaps of

soil which has also drastically reduced the space, and the fertility of the soil, for

agricultural purposes (Sellu, 1981:30). In addition, the removal of plant cover

induces the process of erosion; thus, the top layer of the soil which is the most

fertile is exposed and washed away.

The structure of the society was also affected; in the sense that in most of the

commercial towns like Kenema, and surrounding villages such as Mano

Junction, Ngelehun, Largo and Hangha, many “strangers” settled in separate

communities, such as, the Susu Towns, Limba Towns, Temne Towns, Kissy

Towns. They established their own tribal political authority structures known as

Tribal Headmen who have wielded much power, sometimes with strong support

from central government.52 Central government now regards these Tribal

Headmen as a parallel authority to those elected chiefs and other local authority

structures. For example, they have their own judicial process which they follow

52 Interview with Dr. Hindowa Momoh, Institute of Public Administration and Management, Tower Hill,
Freetown, 16th March 2011.
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in the adjudication of minor civil offences committed between or among a

certain tribesman and the other.53

On the cultural front, it has been observed that the arrival of these “strangers”

led to the introduction of new cultural values and patterns and changed some of

the customs of the indigenous inhabitants. For example, in the mining areas of

Hangha and Mano Junction, Poro society, one of the strong sodality institutions,

has almost been abandoned because of the influence of more cosmopolitan

values and fear amongst the members that strangers might interfere with the

ritual and sanctity of the organisation (Sellu, 1981:30).

Figure 4: Chieftaincy Map of Kenema District

53 Interview with Dr. Hindowa Momoh, Institute of Public Administration and Management, Tower Hill,
Freetown, 16th March 2011.
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The Mendes are the dominant ethnic group in the Nongowa Chiefdom. Whilst

there is some controversy surrounding the origin of this ethnic group, there is

broad consensus that the Mendes, as an ethnic and cultural group, are a result

of historical merging of different groups (Rodney, 1967). More specifically, the

Mendes were an off-shoot of invasions into Sierra Leone in the 1550s known as

the Mane invasions (Alie, 1990). But the local oral tradition recounted by

participants suggests that the Mende ancestors came from “Koh” meaning, the
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Far East or ‘up-country’. For example in Dodo54 the founders are said to have

been great warriors who came from Kono, called Fakoi and Faba, who

migrated from Kono and settled in this area, and had conquered much of this

area by the turn of the 19th century (Reed and Robinson, 2012).

The penetration of the Mendes in the interior of Sierra Leone led to many wars,

which as explained in chapter three was a fairly common way for new polities to

be created55. The local oral history tells how the first war in the Eastern

Province56 was led by a man called Kenei Kartei who founded the town of

Dodo.57 He was the son of Jobo Kpenei who was also a great warrior. Kartei

invaded the Kono war boys in a war that was dubbed ‘Mende Goi’. He defeated

the Konos and established his war town known as Dodo.58

The war according to Alhaji Gassimu Kaisamba, (who is acclaimed as the

repository of the history of the chiefdom) was one of territorial expansion. The

Konos fled and hid in caves and whilst some were killed, others were drafted

into Kartei war- boys machinery.59 A series of similar wars were subsequently

fought in this Chiefdom. There was the “kporna goi”, which was fought with

truncheons (truncheon war) and there was also “Kpoveh goi” and the “Jama-

Jama goi”. The former, the Kpoveh goi, was fought using human waste in which

enemies were ‘painted’ with human waste; whereas the Jama-Jama goi was a

54 Interview with Dr. Hindowa Momoh, Institute of Public Administration and Management, Tower Hill,
Freetown, 16th March 2011.
55 Interview with Dr. Hindowa Momoh, Institute of Public Administration and Management, Tower Hill,
Freetown, 16th March 2011.
56 Note, that for the purposes of this work Eastern Region and Eastern Province are used interchangeably
referring to the same case study area under review.
57 Interview with Alhaji Gassimu Kaisamba in Kenema, 13th January, 2011.
58 Interview with Alhaji Gassimu Kaisamba in Kenema, 13th January, 2011.
59 Interview with Alhaji Gassimu Kaisamba, in Kenema, 13th 2011
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war fought by assorted people from different areas and backgrounds.60 Whilst

both the Mende goi and the Kpoveh goi were destructive they made Dodo the

most important centre in the Kenema area.

There were other villages of prominence in the early 19th century. One of these

was Gorbu only five miles from Kenema and it was from this town that one of

the powerful warriors in the Kenema area known as Chief Ngombulango hailed

(Sellu, 1981). He is said to be the founder of present day Kenema, the

headquarters of this chiefdom. While Ngombulango founded Kenema, the name

of the chiefdom Nongowa is associated with a notable hunter by the name of

Nongo, who was also regarded as a man of great wisdom and considered a

great arbitrator of disputes.61 Local sayings at the time were testament to his

importance, such as during a quarrel a man might say ‘mawoo Nongo ee wa’

meaning ‘wait till Nongo arrives’. As soon as he arrived, you would hear people

shouting ‘Nongo Waa’ (Nongo has come). ‘As a result, of his ability to settle

disputes, coupled with his hunting and military prowess, Nongo’s fame spread

far and wide. This was how the name ‘Nongowa’ was coined in memory of this

great man’ (Sellu, 1981: 32).

Before the advent of colonial rule, there were great Chiefs in Mendeland in

general and in Nongowa in particular. The ancestral line of modern-day chiefs in

present day Nongowa dates back to Chief Faba Kpogbowa of Dodo, the father

of Nyagua who founded Panguma, who gave this portion called Nongowa to his

60 Interview with Alhaji Gassimu Kaisamba, in Kenema, 13th January,2011
61 Interview with Alhaji Gassimu Kaisamba, in Kenema, 13th January,2011
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eldest wife Mama Mato to rule over as chief.62 She led a peaceful life and ruled

the chiefdom well; which is why she ruled for a long time. However, in later life

she had a serious accident which meant she could not continue to rule. She

therefore passed the mantle of leadership to her daughter Madam Humonya,

the wife of Korgbandi Vangahun who was one of the great warriors in the

chiefdom.63

It is important to point out here that contrary to the views that are widely held

about gender imbalance in Africa and the relegation of women to the

background or to the kitchen, the above information confirms the strong position

that sometimes women were able to hold in Sierra Leone society. Indeed there

are “Mami Queens”64 in almost all of the chiefdoms in the eastern region. This

shows that chieftaincy practice is not as homogenous as some scholars like

Fallers, (1995) and Mamdani (1996) suggest.

After Madam Humonya, came Chief Boakei Kpasaamoi and after him came

Amara Bajimoi the son of Korgbandi Vangahun; although he only spent a year

on the throne before he passed away. After Chief Bajimoi, came Chief Momoh

Songa who was the maternal younger brother of Amara Bajimoi. Chief Alpha

Lalugba Kaisamba succeeded the throne, and his son Solomon Borbor

Kaisamba then succeeded his father. After Kaisamba came Chief Foray

62 Interview with Alhaji Gassimu Kaisamba, in Kenema, 13th January,2011
63 Interview with Chief Foday Soko Kaisamba, in Kenema, 14th January, 2011.
64 A Mami Queen is a female version of a Paramount Chief. She rules over her fellow women only and she
is the head of the Sande secret society in which no male can enlist. She takes decisions on behalf of the
women in the Chiefdom in consultation with her own Council of Chiefs. Her decisions are binding on all
women in the Chiefdom but not the men; although there are instances where the men are forced to obey
her laws. For example when the Sande devil is passing at a particular night, men are forced to stay
indoors. However she is still under the male Paramount Chief whose laws she is expected to obey;
although she is duly elected by all female adults in much the same way as the Paramount Chief. This
researcher’s mother is also a Mammy Queen of Mandu Chiefdom in the Kailahun District of Sierra Leone.
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Vangahun who was succeeded by Chief Kapuwa Matoe III. The current chief,

Amara Bonya Vangahun succeeded Kapuwa Matoe.65

This historical narrative demonstrates that much as chieftaincy in the pre-

colonial period was founded on establishing polities through warfare, once

established they adopted a system of leadership succession via inheritance by

close blood-relations. There were many ruling houses in the chiefdom; but over

the years, some have been subsumed into other ruling houses to make them

more formidable during chieftaincy elections. According to Chief Kaisamba, the

Kaisamba and Vangahun are supposed to be the only recognised ruling houses

in the chiefdom.66 However, national political interference in the chieftaincy

system has diluted the whole institution and same is continuing today within the

context of the decentralisation process. For example two more ruling houses;

the Gbows and the Ngombulango were both created by the APC regimes of

Stevens and Momoh67. This illustrates how the nature of domestic politics in

post-colonial Sierra Leone has both negatively impacted on the institution of

chieftaincy and reshaped it.

Eastern Case 2: Gbense Chiefdom, Kono District
The Gbense Chiefdom is situated in the Kono District and its chiefdom

headquarters is called Koidu. Kono District is in the Eastern Province, and

borders with Kenema District to the southwest, the Republic of Guinea to the

east, Koinadugu District to the northeast and Kailahun District to the

65 Interview with Alhaji Gassimu Kaisamba, in Kenema, 13th January, 2011.
66 Interview with Chief Foday Soko Kaisamba in Kenema, 14th January, 2011.
67 Interview with Dr. Hindowa Momoh, Institute of Public administration and Management, Tower hill
Freetown, 16th March, 2011.
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southeast.68 Its capital and the largest city is Koidu town. The other major towns

in the district are Motema, Yengema, Tombodu, Jaiama Nimikoro, Sewafe,

Jagbwema, Sedu, Yengema, Yaradu69 with Jiama Sewafe to the South, and

Fandala to the North.

This District is divided into fourteen chiefdoms namely Fiama, Gbane, Gbane

Kandor, Gbense, Gorama Kono, Kamara, Lei, Mafindor, Nimikoro, Nimiyama,

Sandor, Soa, Tankoro, and Toli.70 The population is religiously mixed between

Muslim and Christians and home to many ethnic groups. During the decade

long civil war (1991-2002), heavy fighting caused many people to flee their

homes and there was widespread looting.71 The rich reserves of diamonds in

the area were one of the key issues of the conflict (Rupert, 1999).

Gbense Chiefdom traces its origins in the pre-colonial period to a warrior named

Kaimachiende M’ba, which means “fearsome” in the Kono language (Reed &

Robinson, 2012: 84). During the 19th century, it is claimed that he not only held

authority over Gbense Chiefdom but also the adjacent chiefdom of Fiama (Reed

& Robinson, 2012: 84). Accounts state that he was so powerful that he also

conquered other territories in and out of Kono District (Reed & Robinson, 2012:

84).

During the colonial period, the Gbense Chiefdom had six ruling houses that

were recognised by the colonial administration. These were the Korgbandi

68 Sierra Leone: Kono District People Profile (19, December, 2015). UN Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs Report, 2015.
69 Sierra Leone: Kono District People Profile (19, December, 2015). UN Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs Report, 2015.
70 Sierra Leone: Kono District People Profile (19, December, 2015). UN Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs Report, 2015.
71 Sierra Leone: Kono District People Profile (19, December, 2015). UN Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs Report, 2015.
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ruling house, the Njaakui ruling house, the M’ba ruling house, the Thorlier ruling

house, the Bona ruling house and the Tao Kabba ruling house.72

The current Paramount Chief of the Gbense Chiefdom is Honourable P. C Sahr

Fengeh Kabonde Kamanchendeh. He gave a brief historical account of how

chieftaincy came about and how it is being practiced at the moment. He

described how the people used to have great respect for the chief before the

advent of colonial rule. According to him, life was very peaceful and people

went about their business without any fear or hindrance until the Whiteman

came. “The colonial powers knew nothing about administration and hence they

decided to use existing chieftaincy structures to lubricate the engine of their

colonial project”.73 The colonial authorities were acutely aware of the fact that

these traditional leaders wielded a lot of political and spiritual authority among

their people. Thus, the colonial authorities looked around for those chiefs who

were amenable to their project and gave them a certificate which is why they

were called certified chiefs in Kono.74

After some time, the colonial authorities introduced the idea of a “staff of office”

for the chiefs with the British coat of arms on it which signified colonial control

over the traditional leaders.75 The serious issue was that the colonial powers,

who were mere strangers, now took upon themselves to decide who should be

chief. At the same time, however, they tended to interfere only selectively in

chieftain affairs once appointed.76 The election of chiefs had been done by the

72 Interview with Aiah Quiwa indigene of Koidu town, Kono, 20th January, 2011.
73 Interview with P.C S.F Kamanchendeh, in Koidu, Kono District, 15th January, 2011.
74 Interview with P.C S.F Kamanchendeh, in Koidu, Kono District, 15th January, 2011.
75 Interview with P.C S.F Kamanchendeh, in Koidu, Kono District, 15th January, 2011.
76 Interview with P.C S.F Kamanchendeh, in Koidu, Kono District, 15th January, 2011.
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supporters of each chiefly candidate standing behind the candidate he

supported77 although the colonial authorities replaced this with the secret ballot

system78. P. C. Kamanchendeh believes that the change in electoral system

had an impact not anticipated by the colonial government; it reduced

transparency and accountability in the chieftaincy system and enabled the

beginning of corruption. Thus, according to him, a tribal authority can now take

money or bribes from one chieftaincy candidate and not vote for him/her

because it is secret.79 The analysis of his logic is that the old practice of

standing behind your candidate openly to vote would curb the menace of

bribery, corruption and even disloyalty. Equally however, it could be argued that

the reverse on to the old system would make bribery more effective because

you can be certain that the person you have given money to have actually voted

for you.

Chiefs are currently elected based on a tribal authority system. Before the

elections are conducted, a day is set aside for contenders to defend their rights

to the chieftaincy. If a candidate is deemed qualified, he is given a box and a

symbol to contest the elections.80 But this practice had almost always led to

post-election tensions and conflict because in the process of defending their

rights, a lot of vitriolic attacks and invectives are used by candidates against

each other and their family backgrounds. These are major challenges facing the

decentralisation process because each time there are chieftaincy elections,

77 Interview with P.C S.F Kamanchendeh, in Koidu, Kono District, 15th January, 2011.
78 Interview with P.C S.F Kamanchendeh, in Koidu, Kono District, 15th January, 2011.
79 Interview with P.C S.F Kamanchendeh, in Koidu, Kono District, 15th January, 2011.
80 Interview with P.C S.F Kamanchendeh, in Koidu, Kono District, 15th January, 2011.
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these tensions impact negatively on the developmental strides of the

decentralisation process.

The Korgbandi family traces their lineage of Kaimachiende M’ba, and have their

headquarters at Yardu whilst the Njaakui Bona family trace their lineage back to

that of Njaakui Bona, a warrior who fought with Kaimachiende M’ba (Reed &

Robinson, 2012: 84). Bona was elected chief in 1913 after the arrest of Tao

Kabba. His headquarters is also at Yardu (Reed & Robinson, 2012: 84). The

Thorlier family on the other hand trace their origin to Kamoh Thorlier who was

elected chief in 1922 after Njaakui Bona. His family is not related to any others,

but they retain close ties with the other families at Yardu (Reed & Robinson,

2012: 85). The Tao Kabba family trace their origin to Tao Kabba who was a

caretaker Chief under Kaimachiende M’ba, and who ultimately replaced Chief

Kaimachiende after Kaimachiende’s arrest. He was however later deposed in

1913 for financial fraud and corruption.81

He was arrested by the British during the Hut Tax Rebellion. After that, Tao

Kabba was also arrested for financial fraud and Fiama split off from Gbense in

1913, led by Sahr Kontandey M’Brima, who was perhaps a subordinate to

Kaimachiende (Reed & Robinson, 2012: 85). Koidu was a site of intense

fighting during the war, and the chief during the war was forced to flee in 1998.

The chiefdom currently receives revenues from small-scale artisanal diamond

mining. The current Chief is Sahr Fengai Kaimachiende, who was elected in

2002.

81 Interview with Aiah Quiwa indigene of Koidu town, Kono, 20th January, 2011.
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Before the discovery of diamonds in the 1930s, the people in this area were

mostly farmers – both subsistence and substantial cash crop cultivation82.

Farming was displaced after the discovery of alluvial diamond deposits in Kono.

83. The first Sierra Leonean diamond was found in Kono in 1930, and significant

production commenced in 1935 (Smillie, Gberie & Hazleto, 2000:2). In 1935,

the colonial authorities concluded an agreement with De Beers’ Sierra Leone

Selection Trust (SLST), which gave the company exclusive mining and

prospecting rights over the entire country for a huge period of 99 years. By 1956,

however, there were an estimated 75,000 illicit miners in Kono District - the

heart of the diamond area - leading to smuggling on a vast scale, and causing a

general breakdown of law and order (Smillie, et al, 2000: 4) with a serious

impact on the socio-political and cultural landscape of the Chiefdom.84

82 Interview with Joseph Blango, former employee of the Ministry of Works 30th January, 2011.
83 Interview with Joseph Blango, former employee of the Ministry of Works 30th January, 2011.
84 Interview with Joseph Blango, former employee of the Ministry of Works 30th January, 2011.
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5: Chieftaincy Map of Kono District

The civil war was in part, created by conflicting investment interests in alluvial

diamonds. Two major impacts of mining in the Kono District are population

mobility and urbanisation (Maconachie, 2012: 705-723). Although much

attention has been focussed on the social consequences of wartime

displacement from Kono to the capital, Freetown, recent research suggests that

the post-war return of young people to diamond mining regions has had serious

and unexpected consequences (Maconachie, 2012:705-723), such as the
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significant decline in artisanal mining activities and the large scale industrial

mining which has reawakened the interest of young ex-miners in farming,

especially those who enjoy hereditary land rights (Maconachie, 2012: 705-723).

Like the Nongowa Chiefdom, the Gbense Chiefdom was largely dependent on

agriculture for their basic survival before diamond mining commenced. The

introduction of mining had a serious environmental impact; mining pits cover

much of the territory, depleting the fertile top layer of the soil85 and flooding has

become a major issue. Both have impacted on crop cultivation and health

hazards86.

The social profile has been seriously altered by the infiltration of people from all

corners of the country and even from outside Sierra Leone. Hausas and the

Yoruba from Nigeria, the Wolof from the Gambia and Senegal, the Temne,

Susu, Loko, Limba and other tribes from Sierra Leone all converged on Kono to

get rich overnight.87 As observed elsewhere in the Nongowa Chiefdom, this

population movement seriously affected the Kono District particularly the

Gbense Chiefdom. Resources that were barely sufficient for the people in the

chiefdom are now shared with strangers88 who have also built their own

settlements around the mines. The all-powerful Poro society can barely function

there because of their presence89 90.

85 Interview with Braima Quiwa, Koidu town, 20th January 2011.
86 Interview with Braima Quiwa, indigene of Koidu town, 20th January 2011.
87 Interview with Braima Quiwa, Koidu town, 20th January 2011.
88 Interview with Braima Quiwa, Koidu town, 20th January 2011.
89 Interview with Braima Quiwa, Koidu town, 20th January 2011.
90 Interview with Braima Quiwa, Koidu, 20th January 2011.
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The political authority of the chief has been undermined by the arrival of these

“immigrants”. All the various tribes form elect their own tribal headmen whom

they expect to carry out the functions of chiefs.91 These tribal headmen have

wielded so much power in these areas, sometimes with central government

support, that this has gradually undermined the authority of the chief.92 The

reintroduction of decentralisation has not been seen to be of benefit to the

chiefs here which may explain why they seek to resist the Local Council reform

process.93

Like the Nongowa Chiefdom, the mining activity which has brought strangers

from all over the country has led to the evolution and introduction of new cultural

practices. Sodality institutions that are akin to the Northern and Western parts of

the country like the Ojeh, Hunting, Gelehdeh94, and even other social practices

like the lantern parade and paddle have gradually found a way into the cultural

milieu of the people. This has resulted in a cultural fusion between the new

customs and the customs and practices of the indigenous inhabitants.95

Southern Case 1: The Kakua Chiefdom
Bo is both the Provincial and District headquarter town of the Southern province.

It is at the same time the Chiefdom headquarters of the Kakua Chiefdom which

extends eastwards towards Gerihun, and to the north by Mongere. It is bounded

91 Interview with Pa Saffa Boima in Koidu, 21st January, 2o11.
92 Interview with Pa Saffa Boima in Koidu, 21st January, 2o11.
93 Interview with Pa Saffa Boima in Koidu, 21st January, 2o11.
94 Ojeh, Hunting and Gelehdeh are ‘devil-mask’ cultural practices that found their way into the mainstream
cultural practices of Sierra Leone after the official abolition of the Atlantic Slave Trade in 1807. (Alie, 1990).
Most of the people who brought these cultures were those who were captured in Nigeria to be sold into
slavery; but were intercepted by the British Naval squadron and taken to Sierra Leone where a settlement
had been established by the British to resettle freed slaves in Freetown. These cultures on their own have
also become very important secret societies based purely on Nigerian culture and Languages such as the
Yoruba and the Hausa. (Key informant, official in the office of the DO, 22nd January 2011).
95 Interview with Sahr Yambasu in Koidu, 22nd January 2011.
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by two Chiefdoms – the Selenga and the Niawa Lenga Chiefdoms. In the west it

is bounded by the Tikonko Chiefdom, by the north-East by the Bagbwe

Chiefdom and in the North-West by the Gbo Chiefdom.

Figure 6: Chieftaincy Map of Bo District

The Kakua Chiefdom, like the Nongowa Chiefdom in the Eastern Region, is in

the heart of Mendeland; hence the preponderance of Mende speakers, although

the population is highly diversified due to the fact that other ethnic groups

migrated into the Chiefdom in the early 1950s and 1960s (Aruna, 1994: 34).
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These include: the Sherbro from the South and the South-East, Mandingos,

Soso and Fulas respectively; the Koranko, the Temne, and Limba from the

North, the Kissi, the Gbandi and the Konos in the East and other immigrants like

the Europeans, Americans (mostly during the Peace corps era) the Indians, the

Lebanese, the Syrians and others from other parts of West Africa particularly

Guinea, Senegal, Liberia, the Gambia and Nigeria (Van der Laan, 1975: 58).

Like the Nongowa Chiefdom, the arrival of these other ethnic groups into Kakua

Chiefdom greatly altered the socio-cultural, political and even the economic

landscape of the Chiefdom (Aruna, 1994). These broader changes in the Kakua

Chiefdom have drastically altered the political practice in the chiefdom. In Bo,

the capital of the chiefdom, there are various layers of authority structures. The

Provincial Secretary is the head of the provincial administration and is

answerable to Freetown. The District Officer answers to the Provincial

Secretary. With the reintroduction of the Local Councils a Mayor has now been

elected who is the “Governor” of Bo town. The Chief is of lesser importance as

he only deals with issues that relate to ‘traditional’ matters. Prior to these

political changes the Chief exercised a wide range of functions but that is not

the case now in Bo and to a lesser extent the Kayamba Chiefdom too.96

Culturally the cosmopolitan nature of Bo town constrains the conduct of some

cultural and social activities such as those that are associated with the Poro

96 Interview with Key informant, an official of the Native Administration Court, 14th February, 2011, in Bo.
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society and “Gbojo Gomei.”97 Imported cultural practices include masquerades

such as the Ojeh98 and paddle which are Yoruba practices from Nigeria.

The oral history practices have passed down more than one narrative of the

Kakua Chiefdom but there is an overall consensus that the founding of Kakua

can be traced to two Kono hunters who arrived at Farlu, and settled in Gerihun

which is a few miles from Bo. According to Pa Saffa Moiba, known as the

“mobile archive of Kakua,” one of the hunters called Korobombor, who hailed

from Fembeya in Kono, travelled down on his hunting spree and arrived at

Banda which is now Kendeyama in the Kakua Chiefdom.99 While he was

hunting he arrived at a spot near a stream which he named Honiyei because

the area was infested with birds ‘Honi’, meaning birds and ‘Yei’ meaning stream

or river. It was a belief that at the head of that stream, heads of mask devils

appeared there often which made the river muddy or dirty. So when another

hunter, Kagbena arrived at this place, he called this area ‘Koborngor’ meaning

dirty water;100 a name that that stream carries up to today. The two hunters then

decided to build a settlement in this place: “This settlement is currently occupied

97 Gbojo Gomei, is a particular kind of dance in which people are satirized in a very comic way in songs
for wrongs that they have done or for violating some social and cultural norms like stealing, prostitution,
gossip, or generally speaking , going at odds with the dictates of the society. It can take the form of
describing the person without calling names; but done in such a professional way that everybody in that
community gets to know the person. It can also be didactic in the sense that it teaches morals to children
and elders alike about the norms and values of the community. It can also be used as political protest
songs.
98 Ojeh is a Colloquial name for society of Yoruba origin that emerged from among the so-called 'liberated
Africans'[i.e. those rescued from slave ships by the Royal Navy] in Freetown and the villages of the Sierra
Leone peninsula in the course of the 19th century. Its Yoruba name is Egungun which was corrupted by
missionary writers to egugu or agoogoo. Ojeh or Oje, the name by which it is widely known today, is the
term for a society group or lodge. In the 20th century it spread among groups of young migrant workers
outside of the peninsula and Ojeh groups are now to be found widely distributed throughout Sierra Leone,
for example among the Temne. Ojeh 'devils' or masked dancers perform in a brightly variegated costume
of coloured cloth that covers the head and reaches down to the calves. The face of the masker is
concealed behind a grill of netting. (Source: Sierra Leone Heritage .com). Accessed 7th March, 2019.

99 Interview with Pa Saffa Moiba in Bo town, 24th January 2011
100 Interview with Pa Saffa Moiba in Bo town, 24th January 2011.
Interview with Pa F.B Boima, Bo town, 25th January 2o11.
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by the central market of Bo in the angle of Fenton Road and Bojon Street. This

village was called “Bowo” due to the clayey nature of the soil”. Over the years

this name has been corrupted to become what we know today as Bo (Aruna,

1994: 34).

Names, Kakua and Bo represent two different entities, but the Chiefdom, Kakua

emerged as part of their expansion of the small settlement “Bowo”. The

expansion of the chiefdom to include its present borders came about as a result

of the desire for protection against enemies – notably the Kpaa Mendes; the

Bagbwe, the Niawa Lengas, the Selenga, and the Gbos (Aruna, 1994: 34). This

drove the original inhabitants of the region to demand help from Korobombor

and his warriors. It must be noted that it was from Kendeyama which was in the

Tikonko Chiefdom that Korobombor moved to establish his own settlement. In

those days, if a member of a community discovered a new settlement, he owed

allegiance to the mother settlement. This was the nature of the relationship

between the two settlements until the advent of the British in 1890.101 After

successful repulsion of these marauders Korobombor demanded the

inhabitants swear an oath of allegiance. This was accompanied by the

subsequent annexation of the areas bordering Bowo to constitute the chiefdom

as it is today. Thus today, the Chiefdom shares most of its boundaries with

Kpaa- Mende Chiefdoms (Aruna, 1994: 20).

In certain quarters, the chiefdom is referred to as Bo with Kakua as an alias. But

the origin of the name Kakua has been traced to Hotagua I, son of Kai Tamba

101 Interview with Mr. J.K. Boima former History Lecturer at the Bo Teachers College. 4th February, 2012,
Bo town.
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who was the son of Korobombor (Aruna, 1994: 20). In Mende culture, names

are descriptive in the sense that people are named according to what they do,

how they look, and their character. Thus, because this man was a stranger, tall

and hefty, he became known as Hota-Gua; ‘Hota’, in Mende means stranger

and Gua meaning tall (Bangura, 1990). The Konos who were residing in or

merely visiting Bowo revered and respected Hotaguas stature and greatness

and fondly called him “Kaiko” which meant in Kono, “great gentleman”. His

compound and consequently his Chiefdom came to be called “Kaikowa” which

meant the “great gentleman’s home” with slight alteration over the years;

Kaikowa became the exclusive appellation of the chiefdom Kaikowa which is

today known as Kakua (Bangura, 1990: 36).

Before the declaration of the Protectorate Ordinance in 1896, what we know

today as Kakua Chiefdom was under the jurisdiction of Chief Makavoray of

Tikonko.102 On the 18th day of December 1890, a treaty of friendship was signed

by Hotagua a sub- chief to Makarova in Tikonko under the governorship of Sir

James S. Hay. Hay notes, on the signing ceremonies that “whilst the British

government earnestly desired to assist the natives on all matters calculated to

improve the conditions of the people, there was not the slightest desire or

intention of either taking the people’s lands or interfering in any way with

domestic institutions”.103 Of course this turned out to be an outright deceit on the

102 Note that it was from Kendeyama, referred to above which was in Tikonko Chiefdom, which
Korobombor moved to establish his own settlement. In those days, if a member of a community discovers
a new settlement he owes allegiance to the mother settlement. This was the relationship between the two
settlements until the advent of the British in 1890 (Interview with Mr. J.K.Boima, in Bo, February, 2011).
103 Colonial Office Dispatches, Co.267/386/570,Hay to SS, 1890.
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part of this colonial Governor, particularly when the British started removing

chiefs that resisted their colonial policies and projects.104

After the signing of the treaty, Chief Hotagua was now put on a stipend of £10

per month and he also received an annual present worth the same amount and

his territory was separated from Tikonko and recognised by the British

Government (Abraham, 1978: 19). The manner in which these treaties were

signed robbed the chiefs of their authority. For example, the Tikonko under

Makavoray which included the Kakua Chiefdom was not the same after his

death. His successor, Chief Sandi inherited a balkanised polity, and it never

regained its former extent. However, the treaty of 1890 was actually the genesis

of Kakua as an independent entity or chiefdom. Some authors such as Arthur

Abraham (Abraham, 1978), hold the view that what became known as the

Kakua Chiefdom in the southern part of Sierra Leone was not a traditional entity

per se, but part of the fragmentation process driven by the colonial authorities.

This brings to mind the argument that, the central effect of colonialism was one

of dismemberment (Davidson, 1964).

This dismemberment created boundary and land disputes. A very typical

example of this was the boundary dispute between Bo-Jon of Bo and the Kpaa

Mendeland in 1906.105 Such conflicts were effectively an outcome of the

policies pursued by the colonial authorities especially after the declaration of the

protectorate over the interior of Sierra Leone. The effects are still felt today in

the region with some unmitigated problems which have some far reaching

104 Interview with Mr. J.K. Boima former History Lecturer at the Bo Teachers College. 4th February, 2011,
Bo town.
105 See “Decree Book: Bandajuma District” Vol.1, 1903, p.81, Fourah Bay College Archives.
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consequences for the decentralisation process. For example, after the

declaration of the protectorate over the interior of Sierra Leone, the chiefs were

answerable to the new commissioners that were appointed to the five districts

that the Protectorate Ordinance put in place.106 Thus, Kakua like other

chiefdoms became a mere appendage to Bandajuma one of the new districts

created by the colonial government. The colonial government also created two

ruling houses – the Korobombor and the Bongay. Over time, the Korobombor

house has fragmented into other ruling houses such as the Boimas, Hotaguas,

Pessimas, and the Bojons.107

The colonial masters had therefore redrawn the boundaries demarcating each

chiefdom. These boundaries were in most cases characterized and represented

by streams and rivers. For example, the “Manga” river demarcates Kakua from

Selenga Chiefdom and the “Tama” river demarcates the borders between the

Kakua Chiefdom and the Niawa Lenga Chiefdom. The “Kendema” river divides

the Bagbwe and the Kakua Chiefdom. The “Bebe” river serves as a boundary

between the Baoma Chiefdom and the Kakua Chiefdom and finally the

“Njagboi” forms the boundary between the Kakua and the Tikonko Chiefdom. At

this present moment, Bo remains the Provincial, District and Chiefdom

headquarters.

Southern Case 2: Kayamba Chiefdom, Moyamba District

Kayamba Chiefdom is situated in the heart of Moyamba District and occupies

some three hundred square miles of land in South-Western Sierra Leone. (Alie,

106 Interview with Hindowa Momoh, in Bo, 5th February, 2011.
107 Interview with Hindowa Momoh, in Bo, 5th February, 2011.
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1984: 38). This chiefdom shares its boundary with six other chiefdoms: Fakunya,

Kori, Bagruwa, Dasse, and Kongbora Chiefdoms. These Chiefdoms and many

more like them, were originally part of a large Mende speaking polity known as

the Kpaa Mende Confederacy, which at the close of the 19th Century, was

under the suzerainty of a famous Mende woman by the name of Madam Yoko

(Alie, 1984:38). The main inhabitants of Kayamba Chiefdom are the Kpaa

Mende sub-group.

Figure 7: Chieftaincy Map of Moyamba District
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The Kpaa Mende and other Mende sub-groups, used to occupy the country to

the east of river Sewa. They however made a dynamic move towards the west

some two or three generations before the last quarter of the 19th century (Alie,

1984) displacing the Banta, the autonomous inhabitants of the present Kpaa-

Mende area, to the South, where they later became the Mendenized state of

Bumpeh (usually referred to as Banta) (Abraham, 1978). The area enjoys a

fairly even distribution of wet and dry seasons which favour the cultivation of

many crops such as rice, cassava maize, millet and yam. Farming is the

principal occupation of the majority of the people (Abraham, 1978), with cash

crops like cocoa, coffee, and ginger grown mainly for export.

The name Kayamba Chiefdom was derived from the founder of Moyamba town

whose name was Kayamba. This town later became the administrative centre of

Kayamba Chiefdom and the Moyamba District. Moyamba town is situated some

seventy-six miles south-east of Freetown (Alie, 1984:14).

Tradition holds that Moyamba was founded by the reputable warrior and hunter

called Kayamba. He was originally Mangowa or Kaagbanda (Alie, 1984). There

are two not dissimilar accounts of the founder’s origins. One tradition maintains

that Kayamba came from Kono country in the mid-1800s. He and another

hunter Margay set out on an adventure which took them to many places. It is

reported that on arrival in Banta country they settled there for some time.

Margay was to later become the father of the Margais (a Europeanised version

of Margay, (Alie, 1984) who today constitute the ruling family in the Banta

Chiefdom. Tradition holds that, Kayamba who was still desirous to visit many
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more places, left Margay in Banta country and journeyed through Sherbro

country and sojourned at Bumpetoke close to the present Timdale Chiefdom in

the Moyamba District (Alie, 1984:15). There are two old villages in this

Chiefdom; Mokaagbanda and Mokaiyamba but no one seems to know for

certain whether they were founded by Kayamba.

The tradition continues that one day, Kayamba’s war boys went hunting for

game when they suddenly came by a river which fascinated them. On their

return they reported what they had seen and immediately, their master became

interested in this “discovery”. It reminded him of a long-time prophecy which

claimed that he would one day build an important settlement near a big river.108

The sight of the river filled the warrior with joy and at once his inner voice told

him – ‘Yamba (a shortened form of Kaiyamba) toh bei’ meaning ‘Yamba build

your settlement here’ (Alie, 1984:15). In less than three weeks after this

discovery, a new settlement was established by the river and was christened

Moyamba.109

Another account which is popular amongst many people that this researcher

spoke to informally, states that the first settlement on the site of Moyamba town

was built by a Mende warrior by the name of Kayamba, who came from the east.

It further goes on to state that Kayamba was born in Yandu, a small village

situated between Mongheri in the Valunia Chiefdom and Gondama in the

Kamajei Chiefdom. After some years, Kayamba grew tired of waging war on his

own people and thus decided to go to faraway places to declare war on other

108 Interview with Chief Las Lamin regent Chief of Kayamba Chiefdom, February 2011.
109 In the Mende language, the prefix “Mo” is generally used when towns are named after an
important personality like a warrior or a Chief. Hence Mo –Yamba.
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people so as to create new settlements. He went in a southerly direction until he

reached the town of Njama in Kowa Chiefdom, where he heard rumours

concerning a great soothsayer, by the name of Solonto, who hailed from

Gbamgbama in the Imperi Chiefdom.110

When he eventually met Solonto, tradition describes their meeting as successful

because the great soothsayer prophesied that Kaiyamba would be a great ruler

and his children after him. He thus asked Kayamba to “journey until he came to

a place between two hills by a river with many tributaries, for such a place

would bring prosperity.111 Kaiyamba believed him and he took off with his

warriors until he came to the place that was described by the soothsayer and

built a settlement there calling it Moyamba and the river yambatui after the

founder Kayamba.112

It is important to point out that warfare was an important feature in the

hinterland of 19th century Sierra Leone and it was a major factor in determining

the nature of Mende settlements; a key feature of empire building in pre-colonial

times (Abraham, 1978) such as the ancient empires of Ghana, Mali, and

Songhai. Thus Moyamba was built in a manner of a typical war town. It was well

stockaded; and other war towns around the Moyamba vicinity included,

Gondama Tawoveihun (old Gondama), Gondama Taninihun (new Gondama),

Lungi, Gbonjeima and Yoyema (Abraham, 1978: 41). However, it is widely

accepted by many people113, that Kayamba may have only lived ten years after

110 Interview with Joe A.D.Alie, Fourah Bay College, Mount Aureol, Freetown. 12th March, 2011.
111 Interview with Joe A.D.Alie, Fourah Bay College, Mount Aureol, Freetown. 12th March, 2011.
112 Interview with Joe A.D.Alie, Fourah Bay College, Mount Aureol, Freetown. 12th March, 2011.
113 Informal discussion with one local resident by name of Muana Kolobay in Moyamba town on 10th March
2011.
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founding Moyamba in the 1860s and his last days were spent defending the

settlement from enemies (also see Alie, 1984:15).

By the time of Kayamba’s death, he had many children, some of whom he did

not even know, but who now constitute the main chieftaincy ruling houses in the

Kayamba Chiefdom today; one of the problematic issues about the right to

chieftaincy. Some of the notable children of Kaiyamba were, Mboyawa,

Kegibomeh, Gulama, Kondogai, and Blango. Some of these names are alien in

Mende culture as they were mostly European creations. Surnames in Mende

culture tend to be largely descriptive; such as what one does or their character

and so on. Some of the names of these ruling houses came about as a result of

some event and/or development. For example, Mboyawa was named so

because he was a very likeable and generous person hence “Mboya” which in

Mende means generosity or a willing giver. Similarly, Kegibomeh literally in

Mende means, I would rather eat bush yam.114

The significance of these historical narratives is that they shed light on how

chieftaincy evolved over time and how it was practiced before and after

colonialism. The nature of chieftaincy was co-opted into the central governance

system. The fact that these histories of different chieftaincies are still known and

recorded, also illustrates the continued importance to many people of

chieftaincy and the mythologisation of the chieftaincies of the past represents a

frame of reference by which contemporary chiefs and chieftaincy practices may

be judged.

114 Interview with sub Chief Bockarie Lasayo, Moyamba. 10th March, 2011.
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Northern Case 1; Bombali Shebora Chiefdom

Makeni, like Bo Kakua is the provincial headquarter town of the Northern

Province, the Bombali District headquarter town and the chiefdom headquarter

town of Bombali Shebora Chiefdom. It is one of the largest chiefdoms in the

Northern Province. The town is about a hundred miles from the capital

Freetown and it is bounded on the north by Fodia and Kamakwie, and on the

north-east by Kindia and Bumbuna which hosts Sierra Leone’s only large

hydroelectric plant. Immediately around the Makeni Township are other

important towns such as Wari, Konta and Magbas.

Figure 8: Chieftaincy Map of Bombali District

Like Bo, Makeni is in the heartland of the Temne ethnic group in Sierra Leone

and hence there is a preponderance of native Temne speakers; although there

are other ethnic groups such as the Fulas, the Mandingos, the Lebanese and a
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few Mendes. The relative absence of Mendes is explained in the popular

imagination by the notion that the typical Mende man likes to stay in his own

community, unlike the Temnes who are present right across the country, mostly

selling used clothing known as “junks” and other items.115

Together with their Fula and sometimes their Mandingo counterparts, the

Temne dominate commerce throughout the country. The educated ones are in

Freetown either working in the civil service or in other professions. Culturally,

Bombali Shebora Chiefdom has the Poro and the Sande society for women. Not

all chiefdoms in the North have the rigid culture that is rooted in the Poro; but

the Kantha induction ceremony is a must for all parts of the north except the

Limba and Fula Chiefdoms such as Gbinti, Binkoloh, Kamakwie and Sanda.116

The history of Bombali Shebora is as problematic as the other case study

chiefdoms in that there are no documented facts, and so this account is a

summary of the oral history narratives shared during fieldwork. There are

various accounts which vary in some ways; one such was recounted by Chief

Alimamy but I have summarised below the account from the current Paramount

Chief Honourable P.C Bai Shebora Kasanga II in detail. One notable point of

departure from the account of Chief Alimamy is that, contrary to the account of

Chief Kasanga which states that the great ancestors came from neighbouring

Guinea, Chief Alimamy states that their great ancestors came from the ancient

empire of Mali.

115 Interview with John Conteh in Makeni, 12th March, 2011.
116 Interview with Honourable P.C Bai Shebora Kasanga II of Bombali Shebora Chiefdom, March, 2011.
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According to Chief Kasanga, the great ancestors who established Bombali

Shebora; Bei Simbo Kayti and Bei Ronk, came from what is now the

neighboring modern Republic of Guinea. Both of them were warriors but Bei

Simbo Kayti was the elder one to Bei Ronk. “These two people came and

fought for our people and settled around Makeni and Masimbo. Because Bei

Simbo settled in Masimbo, the name was used to establish a ruling house.”117

His younger brother Bai Ronk settled in an area that he named after himself and

established the Ronk ruling house. Bei Ronk had a son by the name of Bei

Yeama who settled at Maboleh118 which incidentally is the ruling house where

the current paramount chief comes from.

There are four ruling houses in the Bombali Shebora Chiefdom and they all

emerged with the arrival of the two brothers already mentioned above who also

had two sons; who together with their uncles formed the existing ruling houses.

According to Chief Kasanga this is one reason why they do not have problems

of succession because all the ruling houses believe that they are one and the

same family.119

What happens in the chiefdom is that the chieftaincy practice of succession is

rotational; that is, they all sit together as a family and choose one person to run

as chief and after him some other family member is chosen. In the view of Chief

Kasanga, the process is so democratic that you never hear about chieftaincy

117 Interview with Hon. Chief Bai Shebora Kasanga II of Bombali Shebora Chiefdom, Makeni, 10th March,
2011.
118 Interview with Hon. Chief Bai Shebora Kasanga II of Bombali Shebora Chiefdom, Makeni, 10th March,
2011.
119 Interview with Hon. Chief Bai Shebora Kasanga II of Bombali Shebora Chiefdom, Makeni, 10th March,
2011.
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violence or conflict in the Bombali Shebora Chiefdom120. “Election in our family

is just a matter of convenience because we belong to the same ancestry”.121

There is also a small place known as Konta where they used to have their own

chiefdom, known as Bai Siaray Chiefdom, close to Bombali Shebora; but their

last Chief ceded it to the latter; thus it is now just a unit within the Bombali

Shebora Chiefdom.122 Essentially, what occurred was an amalgamation of the

two chiefdoms - although it was not named as such, formally the two chiefdoms

agreed in principle to stay together and hence Bai Siaray was subsumed into

the Bombali Shebora Chiefdom.123

Once again we see with Bombali District’s thirteen Chiefdoms that chieftaincy

practice is not homogenous. For example, Makari Gbanti is an amalgamated

chiefdom where chieftaincy is rotational (which is part of the proposed reform).

It would lead to smooth democratic transition which the reform should have

explored within the wider context of decentralization and Chieftain Reform. In

this same chiefdom; Makari has Poro which has a very rigid tradition whereas

Gbanti does not have Poro and they do not even go to Kantha.124 The Loko

chiefdoms do not have any rigid traditions; Gbanti Kamarankan, Sanda Tindal,

120 Interview with Hon. Chief Bai Shebora Kasanga II of Bombali Shebora Chiefdom, Makeni, 10th March,
2011.
121 Interview with Hon. Chief Bai Shebora Kasanga II of Bombali Shebora Chiefdom, Makeni, 10th March,
2011.
122 Interview with Hon. Chief Bai Shebora Kasanga II of Bombali Shebora Chiefdom, Makeni, 10th March,
2011.
123 Interview with Hon. Chief Bai Shebora Kasanga II of Bombali Shebora Chiefdom, Makeni, 10th March,
2011.
124 Kantha is a traditional induction ceremony mainly for Chiefs in some parts of the north. Not all northern
Chiefdoms have this ceremony but they may have other versions of the same kind of induction but labeled
differently; for the Limba, their own induction is the Gbangbani. It is not a common practice for non-
members to know what exactly happens in these induction ceremonies that are performed in the bush. All
this researcher was told about it was that it is a ceremony that officially bestows on the Chief both natural
and supernatural powers. This is one fundamental difference between the north and the south/east that do
not have Kantha. (Interview with key informant, an official at the Makeni Town Council, March, 2011)
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Sella Limba and Gbinti do not have any of these traditions. Except for Sella

Limba which goes to Gbangbani bush, the others listed above are Muslims.125

As the chief himself commented, “It is only in areas like Magburaka, Yoni Bana,

Lunsar and Makeni where there is Poro that we really talk about strict traditions;

where it is mandatory to go to Kantha.”126

Northern Case 2: Kafu Bullom Chiefdom – Port Loko District

Unlike the Bombali Shebora, Kafu Bullom is neither a Provincial nor a District

headquarter town; but it holds an important place in the history and politics of

the country as it is the gateway to and from Sierra Leone as it hosts the only

international airport. Visitors to Sierra Leone pass through this chiefdom to enter

Freetown either through a ferry, boat, hovercraft or a helicopter because of the

Rokel River that lies between Targrin127 and the ferry terminal in the Eastern

part of Freetown, in Kissy.

There are various other ethnic groups in this chiefdom principally because of

the airport and other tourist related issues. It is very close to the capital -10

nautical miles and also surrounded by major towns in the Port Loko District such

as Kupr, Gberi, Pepel and Mabung. Other bigger towns near Kafu Bullom are,

Port Loko Songo, Masiaka, Rogberi Junction, Mange, Lunsar and Foredugu.

Figure 9: Chieftaincy Map of Port-Loko

125 Interview with Hon. Chief Bai Shebora Kasanga II of Bombali Shebora Chiefdom, Makeni, 10th March,
2011.
126 Interview with Hon. Chief Bai Shebora Kasanga II of Bombali Shebora Chiefdom, Makeni, 10th March,
2011.
127 Targrin has a very interesting history during the period of the Atlantic slave trade where slave traders
visited to buy slaves to take them to the plantations in America and elsewhere. Some of those slavers who
came in search of slaves would come to the shores and take the slaves physically without paying for them.
The most notorious of them was John Hawkins who came in 1662 captured people by force, and again in
1663. The people had organized themselves to capture him; thus in 1665 they ran after him and he went
away leaving some of his crew members to the mercy of the people. (Wyse, 1990)
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As with the Bombali Shebora Chiefdom and other Chiefdoms in the southeast

study areas there is no strong presence of sodality institutions such as the Poro

and the Sande secret society Kafu Bullom.128 There are societies or groups like

the Ojeh, the Hunting and the Gelehdeh which originated from Nigeria.129 The

Kafu Bullom Chiefdom does not have rigid traditions with regards to chieftaincy.

Although they have some form of chiefly induction, it does not take the form of

rigorous traditional exercise and in fact there is no such thing as Kantha.130

There are various economic activities that the people of Kafu Bullom are

engaged in and a large number of them are fishermen and women because of

128 Observation and informal discussions with some elders in Kafu Bullom in 17th March, 2011.
129 Observation and informal discussions with some elders in Kafu Bullom in 18th March, 2011.
130 Observation and informal discussions with some elders in Kafu Bullom in 19th March, 2011.
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the location of the Chiefdom which is almost surrounded by the River Rokel.131

Other people farm and some are organised in cooperatives.132 Other economic

activities include as cloth making, petty trading, blacksmithing, metal work,

driving taxis, vegetable gardening, airport work, hotel work and commercial sex

working.133

Education is a priority in the Kafu Bullom Chiefdom. There are Muslim and

Christian Schools at both the primary and secondary levels.134 There is also a

preponderance of vocational training centres for those pupils who cannot

progress in mainstream academia; but often with excellent practical skills, or

those who choose an early career.135 There are also some private schools for

those parents who can afford it and also some Adult Education centres.136 The

people of Kafu Bullom also have recreational facilities such as football clubs,

mask dancers, skilled singers, nightclubs and pubs; but most important is that

the people are very active politically.137

Kafu Bullom, also known as the Bullom Shore, stretches from Leopard Island in

the North-west to the Tangrin point (Winterbottom, 1825:77). By the fifteenth

century the people who lived right along the coastal area of Sierra Leone were

the Bullom and Temne (Winterbottom, 1825:77). The official language of the

Bullom people Sherbro. John Macauley one of the first Africans to be trained in

131 Personal observation and careful study by the researcher in the Kafu Bullom area, 20th March, 2011.
132 Personal observation and careful study by the researcher in the Kafu Bullom area, 20th March, 2011.
133 Personal observation and careful study by the researcher in the Kafu Bullom area, 20th March, 2011.
134 Interview with Mr. Mahmood Idriss, Principal, Ahmadiyya Secondary School Lungi, Kafu Bullom
Chiefdom, 20th March 2011.
135 Interview with Mr. Mahmood Idriss, Principal, Ahmadiyya Secondary School Lungi, Kafu Bullom
Chiefdom, March 2011.
136 Interview with Mr. Mahmood Idriss, Principal, Ahmadiyya Secondary School Lungi, Kafu Bullom
Chiefdom, 20th March 2011.
137 Personal observation and careful study by the researcher in the Kafu Bullom area, 20th March, 2011.
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European medicine, hailed from Kafu Bullom and he was the son of the Kafu

Bullom chief; Chief King George who was elected king on 4th March, 1827

(Holman, 1834: 34).

Various migrations into this area altered the socio-cultural and economic

landscape of the Chiefdom. Today, the Susu and the Temne are in the majority

of the population although closely followed by the Krios from the Freetown area

who are mostly employees of government departments, notably at the airport.138

The word “Kafu” means one who does not know, believe or regard God. They

do not recognise the existence of any supreme being; they believe in their own

form of worship through the use of artificial methods and symbols.139 They

believe that anyone can do whatever they like without reference to any supreme

being.140 In the past, these people were doing whatever they liked; no prayers,

mosque or churches. They thought they were for themselves without anything

above them. This is how the chiefdom got the name Kafu Bullom.141 As one

can observe along the peninsula of the Western Area, most of the Bullom

people have now been absorbed into other ethnic groups such as, the Krio of

Freetown, the Susu and Temne. The majority of people in Kafu Bullom today

speak Susu or Temne.

However, there are still hiefdoms carrying the Bullom name; for example

Nongoba Bullom which is found in the South and Kafu Bullom Chiefdom in the

North of which Lungi was founded. It is also important to note that Kafu Bullom

138 Interview with Pa Kotay Bangura at Lungi, Kafu Bullom Chiefdom, 21st March, 2011.
139 Interview with Pa Kotay Bangura at Lungi, Kafu Bullom Chiefdom, 21st March, 2011.
140 Interview with Pa Kotay Bangura at Lungi, Kafu Bullom Chiefdom, 21st March, 2011.
141 Interview with Pa Kotay Bangura at Lungi, Kafu Bullom Chiefdom, 21stMarch, 2011.
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is in the Port Loko District in the Northern region of Sierra Leone and it is very

close to the capital city of Sierra Leone, Freetown.

There are fifteen different paramount chieftaincy ruling houses in Kafu Bullom

chiefdom. The position of paramount chief is usually acquired through

hereditary means and they are elected by the Chiefdom Councillors sometimes

referred to as Tribal Authorities142 (TAs) of the chiefdom through secret ballot

voting. TAs are an Electoral College established by the Chieftaincy Act, 2009,

who are the only ones eligible to vote in Paramount Chieftaincy elections. They

must be above the age of 21 and must have had 19 people whose local tax

he/she must pay plus himself or herself making 20 before qualifying to be TA.

When the Paramount Chief is elected, he will then appoint his deputy known as

the Speaker143 to work with him for the growth and development of the chiefdom.

Below the speaker there are the section chiefs and other layers of chiefs down

to the village heads. This is the same pattern of the administration of chiefdoms

in Sierra Leone from the colonial period to date. Thus this chieftaincy is distinct

from the others in several respects as noted above.

Conclusion

This chapter has explored the oral narratives of the founding and development

of six case study Chiefdoms which offer the potential to give insights into the

142 Note that the tribal authorities are a kind of Electoral College who are the only ones eligible to vote in a
Paramount Chieftaincy elections. They must be above the age of 21 and must have had 19 people whose
local tax he must pay plus himself or herself making 20.(The Local Government Act, 2004) Many views
have however been expressed about the TA system, especially so when the people are poor and cannot
afford the cost to pay. This is one grey area that any meaningful reform should address to ensure that
people are not disenfranchised in Chieftaincy elections because they cannot afford it. (Informal
discussions with some youth groups in Lungi, March, 2011)
143 The Chiefdom speaker is the deputy to the Chief and he is appointed by the Chief on the advice of the
Chiefdom Council. He is called speaker because in earlier days the Chief was so revered that he needed
somebody who would make his decisions public and also the one who reports to the Chief the views of the
people to the Chief.
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values and current practices of chieftaincy in the context of decentralisation. It

has highlighted the range of contrasts in these elements, which will lead into the

next chapter’s assessment of decentralisation and chieftaincy reform in practice.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Chieftaincy Reform in the Context of Decentralisation

Introduction

This chapter continues the focus on the six study chiefdoms introduced in the

previous chapter, which continue to facilitate an analysis of the northern,

southern and eastern regions of Sierra Leone. Here the focus shifts to analysing

the interaction between the Decentralisation process and Chieftaincy reform,

including the role and status of the chiefs, the relationship between the Chiefs,

sub-Chiefs, Local Councils, Mayors, the DO system. The chapter also presents

findings from focus groups of local people from the case study areas.

As outlined in chapters 2 and 3, colonialism introduced a system of rule based

on a relationship between new national political structures and a complex

national network of chiefdoms with long, complicated and varied histories. The

longevity of the system and the way it was re-created after the civil war

suggests that it has quite robust features, even if it has led to a severe under-

provisioning of public goods (Acemoglu, D. et al, 2014).

Under colonial rule the territory was divided into many small ‘Chiefdoms’,

controlled indirectly by the government. Instead of establishing a strong

centralised bureaucracy, the colonial government allowed the most important

chiefs, known as Paramount Chiefs, to have considerable power. The chiefs

played key roles directing local economic activity and exerted authority over the

indigenous population by enforcing their customary rights (Denov 2010).

Competition for the office of Paramount Chief was intense and often violent
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among rival ruling families due to the economic rewards that they would receive

once appointed as the chief (Keen, 2005:10). Tension in rural communities was

not only caused by this rivalry between ruling families but also by resentment of

the rural population of the chiefs’ abuses including ‘excessive cash levies,

unpopular land allocations, forced labour, and the punishment of dissenters’

(Keen 2005: 10). Each Paramount Chief was elected from ruling family

members by an electoral college of councillors composed of representatives

who had been able to pay the tax for 20 tax payers, which thereby excluded

women, youth, and the poor (Denov, 2010). Being neither citizens nor subject in

this system (Fanthorpe, 2001), those excluded under British indirect rule

became more marginalised during the post-colonial period, and particularly the

youth in rural areas (Denov, 2010). Such disaffection of youth has been cited as

one of the major causes of the conflict.

In interviews, all the chiefs did not accept this analysis and considered that

people who blame the chiefs for the war are ignorant. To them, the post-colonial

one party regimes of Siaka Stevens and Joseph Saidu Momoh are to blame for

all the iniquities and transgressions against the youth, the women, the chiefs

and every aspect of the lives of the people. They also believe that those who

think of abolishing chieftaincy or “reforming” it are stooges of the west. Indeed,

to the chiefs, they argue that, the chieftaincy institution has its own inbuilt

mechanisms which reforms itself from within and that such mechanisms are not

even noticed by outsiders (‘through a foreign lens’144).

144 Interview with P.C Amara Bonya Vangahun IV, in Kenema, Nongowa Chiefdom, 5th January, 2011.
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Perspectives from the Chiefs Regarding their Relationship with District
Councils.

Analysis of the views of P.C Amara Bonya Vangahun of Nongowa

He was very critical of the implementation of the whole decentralisation process.

To him, people who think they “know book,” (western education) are creating all

these problems in order to undermine the order of nature. He made reference to

the history of Nongowa Chiefdom and how chieftaincy has been practiced and

revered in the chiefdom in the past and even in the present, as set out in the

previous chapter. To him chiefly authority was created and ordained by the

Almighty God and as such no human being should tamper with it. To Chief

Vangahun, the decentralisation process was designed to take control over the

land away from chiefs asserting, “I am the owner of the land and nobody should

forcefully take the land for any so-called development project; besides they

have elected people they call councillors whom they have put over us.”145 He

complained that many of the councillors are even behaving as though they are

Paramount Chiefs or even above them.146 It was reported by one councillor that

some of his colleagues established their own kangaroo courts and adjudicated

serious felonies such as rape.147 The frustration about the decentralisation

process, and especially the behaviour of some councillors, was prominent in the

responses given by the chief. However, the reactions of some of the councillors

present a completely different picture. Some anonymous respondents (A1&A2)

145 Interview with P.C Amara Bonya Vangahun IV, in Kenema, Nongowa Chiefdom, 5th January, 2011.
146 Interview with P.C Amara Bonya Vangahun IV, in Kenema, Nongowa Chiefdom, 5th January, 2011.
147 Interview with Councillor Guanya Kaisamba, January, 2011 in Kenema.
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believe that much as they like their chiefs and want them to remain, some of

them are not willing to accept the reform.148

Chief Vangahun identified the root of the problem in the relationships between

chiefs and councillors as being the legal and policy framework on

decentralisation: the Local Government Act of 2004 (LGA). As previously noted

in Chapter 3, Part V, Section 20 of the LGA, specifically states that the Local

Councils are the “highest point of political authority in the locality”. The

confusion created by this clause coupled with the illiteracy of many Councillors

compounded the problem and escalated the tension between the chief and the

councils. Also, because local government had ceased functioning for over three

decades, the new Councillors had little experience of governance. This partly

explains why many Councillors do not even seem to know what their functions

are, or their limitations.149

The second problem with the LGA is that the drafters refused to include a

literacy clause requiring councillors to be educated to at least secondary or high

school level. Many councillors that I interviewed such as Councillor Lahai Saffa

could not speak or understand English150. A councillor, who is also a Lecturer

stated categorically that political considerations were the key factors that led to

the appointment of illiterate Councillors.151 One councillor blamed the then Vice

President Solomon Berewa who was alleged to have made it public in Kenema

that no one needed to be literate to become a councillor because he was

148 Anonymous respondents A1&A2, (both of these respondents are Councillors in Kenema), 6th January
2011, in Kenema.
149 Interview with Councillor Guanya Kaisamba, 6th January, 2011 in Kenema.
150 Whilst I speak some local languages, n the North some Councilors were speaking Temne which I do
not understand.
151 Interview with Mr. Patrick Gaojia Lecturer at the Eastern Polytechnique, Kenema, 1st February, 2011.
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aspiring to the presidency and felt the policy would earn him more votes

because the majority of the voters are illiterate.152

The Paramount Chief, Amara Bonya Vangahun also stressed the point that the

councillors were elected by the people to work for them, and not to ‘lord it over

the chiefs’ who are the “natural leaders” and an embodiment of the customs of

the people. According to him: “they have all the facilities and luxury provided for

them by the government through the councils while we as chiefs are living in

penury; without good salary and most times trekking on foot to attend some of

their meetings. They are paid fabulous salary while we languish in poverty”.153

Another bone of contention is the issue of resources. For example, the two

chiefdoms in the Eastern Region have mineral resources and huge agricultural

potential; but the Chiefs in both Nongowa and Gbense complain that since the

reintroduction of local government in 2004, their income from the proceeds of

mining has reduced considerably.154 Agricultural production had also fallen to a

low ebb155.

Analysis of the views of P.C Kamanchendeh of Gbense

According to Chief Kamanchendeh, in the Gbense Chiefdom of the Kono

District, the relationship between the chief and councillors in a diamondiferous

chiefdom is bound to be different: “The councillors are arrogant in the way they

treat us because some believe that aside of the local tax which we collect we

152 Interview with Joseph Blango, former Employee of the Ministry of works, 30th January 2011. Nearly half of the
population of 15 years and above have never been to school (UNFPA, 2015:10).

153 Interview with P.C Amara Bonya Vangahun IV, in Kenema, Nongowa Chiefdom, 5th January, 2011.
154 Interview with Mr. Patrick Gaojia Lecturer at the Eastern Polytechnique, Kenema, 1st February, 2011.
155 To put this in context, the export potential of key agricultural crops according to a World Bank Report of
2000, put cocoa exports at 30,000 tons per year, palm oil at 10,000 per year, coffee at 40,000 tons and
palm kernel at 5,000 tons per year (World Bank, 2000).
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also enjoy the largesse of being a chief in a chiefdom where there are all these

big mining concerns.”156 He affirms the point that there is mounting tension and

continued friction which, if not properly handled as a matter of urgency, will lead

to a serious situation.

Like his counterpart Chief Amara Bonya Vangahun of Nongowa in this Eastern

Region case study, Chief Kamanchendeh also expressed the view that the main

contentious issue that is creating the tension is the Local Government Act, 2004.

Like Chief Vangahun, Chief Kamanchendeh stresses that the provisions in

Section 20, of the Act which states that the councils are the “highest point of

political authority” has undermined their authority in the face of the new

arrangement. The newly constituted councils engage themselves in power

struggle with the chief for roles and functions but more importantly the collection

of the local tax.

In the past, local tax collection was the exclusive domain of the chiefs; but the

introduction of the Councils has posed a threat to what the chief considers to be

one of their biggest sources of income. The situation has been exacerbated by

the introduction of the Local Courts Act, 2011 (LCA) which also brings all justice

delivery mechanisms under the national judicial system headed by the chief

Justice (Section 2 of the Local Courts Act, 2011). By this singular action, the

chief has lost a one-time lucrative source of revenue in the form of fines.

The Chief voiced frustration at the fact that they now go into percentage with the

councils for the local tax revenue. He accuses the councils of monitoring their

156 Interview with P.C S.F Kamanchendeh, in Koidu, Kono District, 15th January, 2011.
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activities and their investments, whilst the chiefs do not have the power to

monitor them.157 “We have appealed to government to normalize this

relationship in terms of identifying and distinguishing roles and functions; but

nothing has happened and everybody seems to do what they want to do”.158

Furthermore, markets that were under the chiefs have now been devolved to

Councils, adding to the tension and rivalry.159

Chief Kamanchendeh also notes with dissatisfaction that even the percentage

system under which chiefs and councils are supposed to share the proceeds of

the local tax, has not resolved the problem and that the government is not

addressing the issue. In his view, instead of the government addressing the

legislation that is supposed to regulate the operations of the councils, they are

circumventing it with the introduction of new language in the decentralisation

policy of 2010; they have changed the problematic clause in the original LGA

from “highest political” to “highest development authority” in the chiefdom (The

Decentralization Policy, 2010). Chief Kamanchendeh points out that, ‘we in

Kono have put it strongly to government that we have very large areas to

develop in our district after the mining activities but nobody at the top seems to

be listening.’160

The chief believes that there is no one in authority who wants to listen to him

and his fellow chiefs in so far as developing mined-out areas is concerned: “We

are very unhappy about the way our land is destroyed on a daily basis for

157 Interview with P.C S.F Kamanchendeh, in Koidu, Kono District, 15th January, 2011.
158 Interview with P.C S.F Kamanchendeh, in Koidu, Kono District, 15th January, 2011.
159 Interview with Dr. Sahr Fillie, Lecturer, department of Geology, Fourah Bay College, University of Sierra
Leone, 16th March, 2011 in Freetown.
160 Interview with P.C S.F Kamanchendeh, in Koidu, Kono District, 15th January, 2011.
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mining activities and no development projects are taking place. No agricultural

activity after mining activity is possible and our people are living in abject

poverty - a situation that has been worsened by the so called decentralisation

that has thrust upon us these people they call councillors.”161 He is of the firm

belief that the chiefs have been manipulated for so long by post-colonial

governments - and even rendered purposeless - that the chiefs have been

actually drained and emptied of agency.

Analysis of the views of P.C Prince K. Boima of Kakua

The Paramount Chief of Kakua Chiefdom is Prince K. Boima. He is an engineer

by profession and he commented that there is a difference in chiefdom

administration compared to that of Freetown as land in the capital is owned and

administered by the government whereas land in the provinces is owned by the

chiefs. He said that neither decentralization policies nor the councils can work

without the chiefs’ co-operation because historically, the chief is the custodian

of his people and it is in him that the heritage and culture of the people

resides.162 The Chief also stressed the responsibility that they have to look after

their people and that the land is held in trust on behalf of the people by the chief.

To underscore this point, the chief made it quite clear that even the land on

which the councils are bringing their development projects is leased to them by

the chief.163

Reacting to the issue of tension in the relationship between him and the

councils on the one hand and his sub chiefs on the other, the chief stated that

161 Interview with P.C S.F Kamanchendeh, in Koidu, Kono District, 15th January, 2011.
162 Interview with Paramount Chief Prince Boima in Bo, Kakua Chiefdom, 27th January, 2011.
163 Interview with Paramount Chief Prince Boima in Bo, Kakua Chiefdom, 27th January, 2011.
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there was a serious problem between all the chiefs and the councils. Like his

counterpart paramount chiefs discussed above, he was of the firm conviction

that the whole tension mounting between himself and the councils emanates

from the fact that the new councillors want to take power from him, due to their

misunderstanding that the councils, based on the LGA, are now the highest

point of political authority in the chiefdom. To Chief Boima, the fundamental

problem with regards to chief-council relations is that many of the councillors do

not even understand the nature of the decentralisation process. In particular,

the councillors do not know their functions and roles.

Like other respondents, he blames the Local Government Act, 2004 and the

illiteracy of councillors for the poor relationships. Some councillors did not even

speak the lingua franca - Krio. The chief, however, describes the relationship as

cordial for as long as the councils and their councillors are ready to recognize

the chiefs and hence as the owners of the land: “I am the owner and custodian

of the land; even the sand under your feet in this chiefdom belongs to me and I

am the traditional leader here and my words are final.164 He pointed out that

even the president is only elected for a period of time but the chief is elected for

life; therefore “any attempt by any council or its councillor to undermine the

authority of the chief will be stoutly resisted- “leh orl man kip nar in lane” literally

interpreted as, let everyone maintain his own driving lane.

Chief Boima is always flanked by his sub-chiefs and other elders in the

chiefdom. He says, “What I always tell these councillors or other people is that

the city of Bo is in my chiefdom therefore as Paramount Chief, I am superior to

164 Interview with Paramount Chief Prince Boima in Bo, Kakua Chiefdom, 27th January, 2011.
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the Mayor of the city because I am the president of this chiefdom. I do things in

the way that suits my people not any council.”165 The Chief pointed out that he is

lucky to have a huge enlightened society over which he governs as paramount

chief. He argues that the majority of his people know what they want and hence

no one can just twist their arms.

Responding to the question that chiefs were responsible for the war, the chief

argued that the problem was caused by the central government. His argument

was that the APC dictatorships of Siaka Stevens and J.S. Momoh affected

every facet of Sierra Leone society which created conditions for war. Bad

governance and weak judicial systems are the main causes identified by the

chief as the major factors that led to war. Perhaps the only role the chiefs may

have played according to Chief Boima, was during elections: but even there, the

principal problem was that they were manipulated by central government. He

points out that there is a direct relationship between central government and

chieftaincy in terms of political interference in traditional governance.

Chief Boima insisted that chiefs remain relevant as custodians of the land, not

least because people have faith and confidence in their chief to mediate

disputes, especially concerning land. He argued that magistrates and judges do

not know anything about the culture of the people and also cases are

unnecessarily delayed in these courts: “That is why, as a chief I do not sit idly

by and see brother and brother go to court; I mediate”166 as “Maada”;167.He

maintains that the chiefs are also custodians of customary law and

165 Interview with Paramount Chief Prince Boima in Bo, Kakua Chiefdom, 27th January, 2011.
166 Interview with Paramount Chief Prince Boima in Bo, Kakua Chiefdom, 27th January, 2011.
167“Maada” is normally a title given to one grandfather. However, in this context the word is associated with
wisdom, reverence, admiration and an embodiment of power and authority.
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knowledgeable in the dispensation of justice, with the assistance of their sub-

chiefs, especially in secret society matters, which he claimed might even result

in capital punishment.

He asserted that the decentralisation process ought to situate itself within the

chieftaincy system because chieftaincy in itself represents a decentralisation of

governance down to the chiefdom and local level. Indeed, at the chiefdom level

there are layers of authority; from the Paramount Chief down to village elders.

For example, because of the size and the cosmopolitan nature of Bo, the

Paramount Chief works closely with the town Chief. The town is divided into

sections and each section has its own chief. There are tribal chiefs each

representing their own ethnic groups and all the 17 ethnic groups are

represented in Bo.168

There are other sub-chiefs who are answerable to the section chiefs and the

section chiefs are in turn answerable to the Paramount Chief. Therefore, for

Chief Boima, if decentralisation is to play any meaningful role in the peace-

building efforts of post conflict Sierra Leone, the process should be able to fully

take on board already established traditional authority structures since

chieftaincy in itself transcends political leadership but all embracing in their

collective identity. He poses the question; how can you expect a non-initiate of

the powerful Poro society to deliberate on matters relating to that society?

One observation made by this researcher is that many of the Paramount Chiefs

are either highly educated or aspiring to be educated. Some have Masters

168 Interview with Emmanuel Gaima, Decentralisation Secretariat, Freetown, 10th March, 2011.
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Degrees and many have their first degrees or some form of qualification. In Bo

district, for example, the Paramount Chief of Kakua is an engineer, the chief of

Lugbu was a senior Permanent Secretary, the chief of Dambala graduated last

year from University whilst the chief of Tomabum is currently in University. Thus,

the chieftaincy is gradually changing from within itself; not predicated on, or

dictated by any external project or so-called reforms. It is the fervent belief of

Chief Boima that if enlightened people took over the mantle of traditional

leadership, this would lead to peace, progress and development.169

Analysis of the views of Chief Las Lamin of Kayamba

This Chiefdom experienced interference from APC governments, as described

in chapter 4, due to it being perceived as pro-SLPP.170 Election of its own chief,

was blocked, and a sitting Paramount Chief P.C Ella Koblo Gulama (who took

over from her late father P.C Julius Gulama), was removed from her throne,

widely believed to be because her father was one of the founding members of

the SLPP in the 1950s.171

A care-taker chief, or Regency172 was in place for over a decade. Chief Las

Lamin was an educated man who had studied outside the country173. On

returning home he was promoted to the position of Senior Superintendent of

169 Interview with Paramount Chief Prince Boima in Bo, Kakua Chiefdom, 27th January, 2011.
170 Interview with Sub-Chief Bockarie Lasayo in Moyamba, 12th March, 2011.
171 Interview with Joe A.D.Alie, Fourah Bay College, Mount Aureol, Freetown. 30th March, 2011.
172 A Regency is a care taker Chief who is usually appointed by the Ministry of Internal Affairs to look after
the smooth running of the Chiefdom until the next Paramount is elected. The Regent does not normally
come from the Chiefdom where there is the vacancy so that there is a fair contest among contestants.
(Interview with Dr. Julius Sandy, Head of the Governance Reform Secretariat in Sierra Leone, March,
2011). The Regent interviewed in Moyamba has since passed away, his interview was one of the most
interesting and enlightening during my field study.
173 He attended the then prestigious Koyeima Secondary School, then studied at Njala University and
Fourah Bay College. From Fourah Bay College, he acquired a scholarship from the government of Sierra
Leone to pursue a higher diploma in Australia in School Management and Administration.
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schools until his retirement in 1980. He was appointed Regent Chief after the

demise of the Paramount Chief.174

When he was asked about the relationship between himself and the councils,

Chief Lamin argued that the whole decentralisation process had been

misunderstood by both the chiefs and the newly elected Councils. On the part of

the chiefs, he stated that there are two reasons why they behave the way they

do. In the first place, there is a lot of political interference by the central

government in chiefdom governance which makes, especially those who are

favoured in the corridors of power, more powerful and corrupt. The use of their

political connections to disrupt the activities of the councils175 suggested that

their actions have led to the bad reputation of chiefs for corruption and

authoritarian behaviour, particularly with regards to the collection and use of

local tax revenue. He viewed many of his colleagues as focussed on personal

gains over the development of the Chiefdom.176

He also accused councillors of deliberately disrupting the decentralisation

process, and claiming power over chiefs177, which they were able to do because

of the ambiguities in the LGA framework described previously as to the balance

of power between Chiefs and Councils. He blamed the low level of education

amongst councillors, combined with the fact that most come from poor

backgrounds and see their election as presenting a once in a lifetime

opportunity; he commented, ‘The Councillors are forever busy extorting money

from people and challenging the Chiefs for supremacy which is why there is this

174 Interview with Chief Las Lamin in Moyamba, March, 11th 2011.
175 Interview with Chief Las Lamin in Moyamba, Kayamba Chiefdom, 11th February, 2011.
176 Interview with Chief Las Lamin in Moyamba, Kayamba Chiefdom, 11thFebruary, 2011.
177 Interview with Chief Las Lamin in Moyamba, Kayamba Chiefdom, 11th February, 2011.
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mounting tension which if not properly handled will lead to serious

consequences.’178

With regards to the DFID reform of the chieftaincy institution, Chief Lamin’s

response was preceded by a long laugh. When he finally stopped, he asked me

to tell him the person who told me that there was any Chieftaincy reform.179 He

claimed that all DFID did was to support and revive the Chieftaincy institution

after the war but they did not reform anything, as could be seen by the fact that

the old ‘power blocks’ remained intact. However he was not aware that UK

DFID only came in to support the government’s Chieftaincy restoration process

after the war.180 Many chiefs ran away to refugee camps whilst others were

internally displaced, some were either killed or died of natural causes. To him

what DFID did was to repatriate internally displaced chiefs “under a skeletal

housing project for fifty chiefs only; but even then only 38 of those shelters were

built and no chief even slept in these houses because they were not built for the

status of chiefs.”181 He emphasised that nothing had really changed; the

functions of the chief remained the same and very bad chiefs remain in position.

He added, ‘There is an urgent need to create confidence between us, the chiefs,

and our sub- chiefs on the one hand and the chief and the people on the other

hand’.182 He added that during the war some chiefs’ positions were occupied by

civil militia groups who created a new power block which persists and has not

178 Interview with Chief Las Lamin in Moyamba, Kayamba Chiefdom, 11th February, 2011.
179 Interview with Chief Las Lamin in Moyamba, Kayamba Chiefdom, 11th February, 2011.
180 Interview with Mr. Emmanuel Gaima, Director, Decentralisation Secretariat, Freetown, 3rd March, 2011.
181 Interview with Chief Las Lamin in Moyamba, Kayamba Chiefdom, 11th February, 2011. This explains
why some of them are generally perceived by many people I spoke to informally, as being used as
brothels by passing travellers.
182 Interview with Chief Las Lamin in Moyamba, Kayamba Chiefdom, 11th February, 2011.
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been part of the reform.183 He also called for the increasing participation of

women in governance at all levels to be reflected in the reform process,

especially in the North where women are still prohibited from becoming

chiefs.184

Reflecting on the colonial legacy, he highlighted the fact that chiefs had helped

the government and still play a significant role in the administration of the

country and could continue to evolve in order to be more effective in this role185

and that the Wonde secret society plays a very crucial role in regulating the

activities of the chief.186 He did not acknowledge that relying on a secret society

to hold the chief to account did not increase the level of transparency.

He asserted that the chiefs were not the creators of the war; but that the war

was a wake-up call to all concerning the ills in the country under the two phases

of the APC. He does not agree that chiefs had previously been autocratic and

he blames the British for corrupting the chieftaincy institution by interfering with

it in the first place.187 That said, whilst the colonial authorities registered a

serious blow to the institution of chieftaincy, post-colonial governments also

treated Chiefs in much the same way as the colonial overlords and perhaps

even worse (Francis, 2006: 37).

My interviewee was quick to point out that it has been the usual habit of people

to accuse and target the chiefs whenever there is unrest in the country. He cites

183 Interview with Chief Las Lamin in Moyamba, Kayamba Chiefdom, 11th February, 2011.
184 Interview with Momoh Taziff Koroma, Makeni, 13th March, 2011.
185 Interview with Chief Las Lamin in Moyamba, Kayamba Chiefdom, 12th February, 2011.
186 Interview with Chief Las Lamin in Moyamba, Kayamba Chiefdom, 12th February, 2011.
187 Interview with Chief Las Lamin in Moyamba, Kayamba Chiefdom, 12th February, 2011.
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the 1955/56 country wide disturbances as the genesis of that behaviour188. He

argued that, like the 1955 uprisings, people and institutions such as schools

were also targeted during the civil war. Indeed, police stations, High Court

Judges, court houses, public buildings, such as the national treasury building,

and even hospitals were all targeted.189 He says that there were reasons why

some of these institutions were targeted. The Koyeima Secondary School for

example, was attacked simply because things had become so difficult that

many youths were not able to go to school because their parents could not

afford to pay their school fees so when the civil war came this renowned school

was attacked. He points out that the police were attacked because they

represented the state, which was blamed by the people for their poor state of

being in the first place.190

On the other hand, the chief accused the councillors of creating confusion in the

whole decentralisation process. According to him, some councillors can even be

rude to the chiefs and behave as though they had now taken over the

governance of the chiefdom.191 The fundamental reason, according to him, is

that many of the councillors did not have formal education and were very poor

188 The 1955/56 country-wide disturbances affected every part of the country. An uprising that started as a
labour revolt for increases in wages especially in the public works department and the mines, ended up
assuming a dimension that affected every facet of Sierra Leonean society including schools. These revolts
were a consequence of attempts by the British state and Labour Department officials to institute a
bargaining machinery that would contain or channel working class agitation into predictable ends (Abdullah,
1997: 87-105). But this new system or machinery was a success. Thus the officials soon discovered that
workers and their unions only cooperated so far as the new machinery met their demands which was for
wage increases (Abdullah, 1997: 87-105). An attempt by the Joint Industrial Council to keep wages down
culminated in three major strikes – two in the mines and a general strike in 1955 with all its concomitant
violence and destruction across the country (Abdullah, 1997: 87-105). These revolts rocked the colony
between 1950 and 1955 and forced officials to grant workers’ demands for wage increases and the right to
negotiate outside the framework of the new organisations (Abdullah, 1997,:87-105). The wave of violence
that characterised the rebel war that was to erupt some 35 years later, were in many respects reminiscent
of the country-wide riots in the second half of the 1950s.
189 Interview with Chief Las Lamin in Moyamba, Kayamba Chiefdom, 11th February, 2011.
190 Interview with Chief Las Lamin in Moyamba, Kayamba Chiefdom, 11th February, 2011.
191 Interview with Chief Las Lamin in Moyamba, Kayamba Chiefdom, 11th February, 2011.
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so they see their election as the highest achievement in their lives which they

wish to take advantage of hence the continued tension that is mounting

between these councillors and the chiefs.

Analysis of the views of Chief Bai Shebora Kasanga of Bombali Shebora

His relationship with the Councils is not good especially the chairman of the

Makeni district council and himself at the time of conducting this research. A

respondent who spoke to me on conditions of anonymity192 opined that this was

due to political reasons. The chief himself was of the view that there is very

serious tension between the chiefs and the councils. One of the main reasons

that he gave was that, some of the newly elected councillors do not even know

what their functions are because it is not clear in the Local Government Act who

should do what. The same problem he expressed is that, the whole tension and

confusion emanates from the legal and policy framework on decentralisation.

“The councils came with power-thirsty councillors and chairmen who did not

even wait to understand their functions and some have still not known their

functions and are still behaving like overlords above the Chiefs and the

people.”193

According to the chief, the Chieftaincy institution is an entity in itself and a form

of decentralisation on its own at the local level. The Councils, according to him

are supposed to be in charge of development whilst the chiefs are expected to

continue to play their traditional functions of maintaining law and order, heading

and regulating the activities of the secret societies and the collection and use of

192 Anonymous respondent here referred to as A2, 10th March, 2011 in Makeni.
193 Interview with Hon. Chief Bai Shebora Kasanga II of Bombali Shebora Chiefdom, Makeni, 10th March,
2011.
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the local tax.194 The local tax has been the exclusive domain of the chiefs and it

is the interference of the councils in the collection and disbursement of the

proceeds of the tax that is creating serious problems.195 Whilst the

government’s Decentralisation Policy of 2009 directed that chiefs and councils

would share the proceeds of the tax, Chief Kasanga and all the other chiefs in

the study area argued that this was not fair because although councils received

resources from central government and other agencies, Chiefs do not.

Chief Kasanga and the others relied on local tax revenue and did not have

monthly salaries, but a small stipend of about £17 at the time of conducting this

research.196 Commenting on the current state of chieftaincy in the country, Chief

Kasanga was very blunt in his response. He argued that before the advent of

colonial rule the people governed themselves through their chiefs who were

natural leaders or most times warriors whom the people relied on for help and

security.

According to him, the chiefs were ordained by God; and they served a useful

purpose of being the representatives or intermediaries between the living and

their departed ancestors.197 He was of the firm belief that the coming of the

white man seriously undermined and abused the Chieftaincy system by

removing the real essence of the existence of the chiefs. The colonial

administration sub-divided large polities to create chiefdoms and also

194 Interview with Hon. Chief Bai Shebora Kasanga II of Bombali Shebora Chiefdom, Makeni, 10th March,
2011.
195 Interview with Joe Conteh, staff member at the Makeni Town Council, Makeni, 11th March, 2011.
196 This policy was later revised to share the revenue differently: 20% retained by the Chief; 20% for the
Chiefdom Development Committees; and the rest to go to the Councils. From this income, Chiefs are
expected to pay Chiefdom staff such as the court clerks, Chiefdom speakers, treasury clerks and the
Chiefdom police
197 Interview with Hon. Chief Bai Shebora Kasanga II of Bombali Shebora Chiefdom, Makeni, 10th March,
2011.
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chieftaincy ruling houses for the ease of their administrative burden. Not only

did this render chieftaincy purposeless, at least at the time, but the meddling

into chieftaincy was a rude and criminal enterprise by the colonial masters

also.198

Based on the above observation, the chief was of the firm conviction that chiefs

are no longer as necessary as they were before. He suggested that the

institution has been so diluted and tampered with, especially by post-colonial

governments, that the real essence of the chieftaincy has been lost: “All what

we are doing is parading as natural leaders without actually even understanding

the tradition that we purport to uphold and preserve. Most of the time, we the

chiefs have even broken our traditional loyalties to meddle in national politics to

make quick money.”199

According to him, many chiefs now see themselves as politicians and can even

openly associate with particular political candidates at elections and there are

those who are elected or removed for political reasons.200 He also observed that

this situation was very different to the one found in many other countries: “I

have travelled to South Africa, Ghana, Liberia and several other countries in

Africa and what I observed in many of these places, especially South Africa,

Uganda and Ghana was that the chief’s role is more ceremonial now than

functional”.201 In fact according to the chief, there is nothing like Chieftaincy in

198 Interview with Hon. Chief Bai Shebora Kasanga II of Bombali Shebora Chiefdom, Makeni, 10th March,
2011.
199 Interview with Hon. Chief Bai Shebora Kasanga II of Bombali Shebora Chiefdom, Makeni, 10th March,
2011.
200 Interview with Hon. Chief Bai Shebora Kasanga II of Bombali Shebora Chiefdom, Makeni, 10th March,
2011.
201 Interview with Hon. Chief Bai Shebora Kasanga II of Bombali Shebora Chiefdom, Makeni, 10th March,
2011.
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the republic of Guinea.202 He recalls an occasion when he went to Ghana and

introduced Chief Kebbie as Paramount Chief and an Honorable member of

parliament in Sierra Leone; the people were so astounded that they retorted

that chiefs in Sierra Leone are given a lot of regard. He further observes that,

although they have a house of Chiefs in Ghana they only perform ceremonial

functions.203

Chief Kasanga even questioned the reason why he is in parliament as a chief.

This lends credence to the nature of domestic politics characterized by

patrimonialism and clientelism. He says, ‘I am in parliament as a Paramount

Chief; sometimes I ask myself what am really doing in parliament? Nothing!

Only to rubberstamp what the government pushes through, otherwise you are

sacked as paramount chief on the grounds of misconduct and

insubordination’;204 something which even the Chieftaincy Act of 2009 could not

define or specify. He concedes that he has never attended parliament himself

and he detests being regarded as a mere agent of the government in power.205

Analysis of the views of Chief Pa Kotay Bangura of Kafu Bullom

The next respondent was Chief Pa Kotay Bangura of the Kafu Bullom Chiefdom.

Asked about the relationship between him and the Councils, he says that he

has a very good relationship with the councils and that they are working

amicably. He observes however that, in any relationship there is bound to be

202 Interview with Hon. Chief Bai Shebora Kasanga II of Bombali Shebora Chiefdom, Makeni, 10th March,
2011.
203 Interview with Hon. Chief Bai Shebora Kasanga II of Bombali Shebora Chiefdom, Makeni, 10th March,
2011.
204 Interview with Hon. Chief Bai Shebora Kasanga II of Bombali Shebora Chiefdom, Makeni, 10th March,
2011.
205 Interview with Hon. Chief Bai Shebora Kasanga II of Bombali Shebora Chiefdom, Makeni, 10th March,
2011.
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misunderstandings and the decentralisation process introduced new

misunderstandings and complications especially in the administration of the

chiefdoms. It was not an easy thing, according to him, to see the newly

introduced councils behaving like parallel authority structures to the Paramount

Chiefs. He is also in agreement with others, this researcher interviewed that, in

principle decentralisation is a very good thing and admits that if it was properly

thought through in the Act, it would not only bring progress and development in

the localities; but also ensure lasting peace and stability in the whole country.

However, the chief maintained that the whole problem that is facing the

decentralisation process and the tension between the chiefs and the Councils in

Kafu Bullom lies with the legal policy framework on decentralisation: the LGA,

2004. The language used in that document especially part V, section 20, is

creating all the problems in the view of the chief. Even the effort at attempting to

address the lacuna in the LGA by the introduction of the Decentralisation Policy

of 2010 only worsened the situation. The language change from “highest

political authority” in the LGA to “highest development and service delivery” did

not address the fundamental issues of roles and functions and remained the

major challenge to the process.

Thus, from evidence in this research, there was a lot of tension at the start of

the implementation of the decentralisation process in the Kafu Bullom Chiefdom.

This tension arose principally as a result of the local tax. The situation got so
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bad that development projects stalled and there was confusion about who

collects local tax and/ or market dues.206

Responding to questions about the nature of chieftaincy in Kafu Bullom in the

North, and the continued relevance of the chiefs, Chief Pa Kotay Bangura

started off by stating that chieftaincy in the North is quite unique. This is

because in the North, chieftaincy has a special place in the overall political set

up in the locality. According to him, the people love and respect their chief

because, aside from the political role they play they also occupy a privileged

position of belonging to a particular ruling house who are eligible to be chiefs

and who are the expression of their collective identity.

In other words, the chiefs are a very special kind of people whom the people

look up to in terms of need and principally for their security because most of

them were either the sons or daughters of warriors or they could have been

warriors themselves.207 He very much believes that the institution of chieftaincy

is as important as the state because chieftaincy is part of collective identity and

the chiefdoms are the real state at the local level whose authority is closer to

the people than the state.208 He argues that there are people in his chiefdom

who have never seen the president or even come close to him but who do know

their chief.

Still in Kafu Bullom Chiefdom, like other chiefdoms in this study, an attempt was

made to also observe and inquire into the relationship between the Councillors

206 Interview with Councillor Soriba Sisco Kamara, Lungi, Kafu Bullom Chiefdom, 13th March, 2011.
207 Interview with Pa Kotay Bangura at Lungi, Kafu Bullom Chiefdom, 12th March, 2011.
208 Interview with Pa Kotay Bangura at Lungi, Kafu Bullom Chiefdom, 12th March, 2011.
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and the Chiefs from the perspective of councillors. This researcher interviewed

Councillor Soriba Sisco Kamara of Ward 185 in the Kafu Bullom and his

reaction was that the councillors are indigenes of the chiefdom and therefore

they are all united to see development in their Chiefdom.209 He argued that the

only way to bring development to one’s locality is to join hands together as one

people. The only way that this could be done was to work with the chief and

cooperate on all development programmes.210 One could actually observe from

an outsider’s point of view that there is a relatively better relationship between

the chief and the particular councillor that I spoke to, compared with the

relationship described by other chiefs and councillors.

However, this chief and councillor agreed that they have sought to understand

each other’s point of view, claiming that they have now been educated

extensively through workshops and various meetings with stakeholders

especially from the Ministry of Local Government and the Decentralisation

Secretariat on the way forward with the decentralisation process. Councillor

Sisco concluded that the lack of enough information and failure to know the

functions of the Councillors and the Chiefs, (a situation largely blamed on the

LGA) was affecting not only Kafu Bullom but chiefdoms right across the

country.211

209 Interview with Councillor Soriba Sisco Kamara of ward 185 in the Kafu Bullom Chiefdom, 13th March
2011.
210 Interview with Councillor Soriba Sisco Kamara of ward 185 in the Kafu Bullom Chiefdom, 13th March
2011.
211 Interview with Councillor Soriba Sisco Kamara, Lungi, Kafu Bullom Chiefdom, 13th March, 2011.
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The Reintroduction of the District Officer System and the Role of Mayors

Perspectives of the Chiefs

The reintroduction of the DO system by the then ruling APC government within

the context of the decentralisation process stimulated great controversy and

public debate. One of the Chiefs said it was a very disruptive move by the

central government. In his view, there were serious problems in the

implementation of the process212. For him, the initiative raised serious questions

– what was to happen to the Chief Administrators (CAs) who were running the

Councils with the District Chairmen? Was it a clever ploy to extend government

control over the councils especially so when councillors are voted on political

party basis?

By contrast Chief Boima was in full support of the reintroduction of the DO

system because, to him, the Chief Administrators (CA) who had taken over from

the DOs, were secretaries to the councils and were servants of the District

Council chairmen who hold on to their position based on political party

patronage and affiliations.213 He argued that, the CAs were mere stooges who

did not have any political functions to perform and that the Provincial

Secretaries (PS) were overburdened with administrative work. The

reintroduction of the DOs to him would ease the administrative burden on the

office of the PS.214

212 Interview Paramount in Bo, Kakua Chiefdom, 10th January, Chief Prince Boima 2011.
213 Interview Paramount in Bo, Kakua Chiefdom, 10th January, Chief Prince Boima 2011.
214 Interview with Paramount Chief Prince Boima in Bo, Kakua Chiefdom, 27th January, 2011.
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Indeed, almost all of the Paramount Chiefs tended to be supportive of the move

to restore the Dos, even though it did provide the opportunity for more direct

control by central government. Civil society, some government agencies and

some experts in decentralisation (such as the former director of the

Decentralisation Secretariat) opposed this move as backward, but the chiefs

seemed comfortable with it. This researcher discovered that the chiefs had

been comfortable with the DOs in the former regimes of Siaka Stevens and J.S.

Momoh before the advent of the war215 because they had worked closely with

the DOs and by extension the central government and so in this sense they

were not so committed to the principles of decentralisation.

The Chief of Kafu Bullom, like other chiefs, observed that the government may

have good reasons for reintroducing the Dos as there had been some serious

political tensions between the Chief Administrators, the Councils and the

Council chairmen. The councillors and the District Chairmen were elected on a

political party basis, which the chief condemned as a serious problem for

decentralisation as he saw it. There are a lot of examples where the CAs have

had serious altercations with the council chairmen which has resulted in the

transfer of a CA to another district; a classic one being that of the Kailahun

District Council. The CA, Boani Bockarie was forcefully transferred to the

Kenema district Council after a very serious confrontation with the District

215 Interview with Mr. Emmanuel Gaima, Director, Decentralisation Secretariat, Freetown, 3rd March, 2011.
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Chairman Retired Lieutenant Tom Nyuma.216 According to the chief, this may be

one of the reasons why the government decided to bring back the DOs.217

Perspectives from the Mayors and Councillors

The first set of respondents were from the eastern region cases of the Nongowa

and the Gbense Chiefdoms. The next set of respondents are Mayors and

Councillors in the southern region case studies of Kakua and the Kayamba

Chiefdoms. The final set of respondents in this category are Councillors and

Mayors in the Bombali Shebora and Kafu Bullom Chiefdoms in the northern

region.

One of the Councillors in the Eastern Region case study of Kenema asserted

that the chiefs do not want progress.218 To him the councils are intended to

bring progress and development in the chiefdom, but the chiefs are refusing to

respond positively to this wind of change. They are repeating the behaviours

which created the situation for war. The youths are generally disgruntled

because they are unemployed and are still facing the wrath of the chiefs.219 One

of the major disappointments of this councillor was the fact that they had

expected that by electing educated chiefs those pre –war practices would

change; rather it has worsened with the election of this new crop of chiefs

whose main interest is personal gain.

216 Interview with former Councillor Janga Braima in Kailahun, 14th January, 2011.
217 Interview with Pa Kotay Bangura at Lungi, Kafu Bullom Chiefdom, 12th March, 2011.
218 Anonymous interviewee, here referred to as (A10) a Councillor in Koidu, 23rd February 2011.
219 Anonymous interviewee, (A10) a Councillor in Koidu, 23rd February 2011
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According to the councillor, their behaviour and actions are really annoying

especially so when they attend council meetings.220 He argued that the whole

problem causing the tension between the chiefs and the councils is the

proceeds of the local tax. As far as the chiefs are concerned, the proceeds from

the local tax is theirs to control and so they are very angry that they are now

forced by the new arrangement to share the local tax proceeds with the

Councils. This councillor further states that the chiefs do not want to recognize

councillors as the highest point of political authority in the chiefdom as

prescribed by the LGA, 2004.

I also interviewed other significant individuals in this category about relations

between mayors, Chiefs and Councils. This included asking respondents about

the controversy over the allocation of local tax revenues between chiefs and

councils. Part IV sub sections 58 and 59 of the Local Government Act, 2004,

gives both the local councils and the chiefdom councils powers to raise revenue

including local taxes, property rates, licenses, fees and charges and to receive

mining revenues, interests and dividends. The late town council Mayor of

Kenema, Braima Kargbo indicated that he was willing to see receipts from the

local tax divided between chiefs and the council with the Chiefs receiving 20%;

the Chiefdom Ward Development Committees (CWDC) also 20%; and the rest

was to go to the councils.221 According to Councillor Janga Braima, there have

been instances where chiefs have collected the local tax and stole it with no

repercussions, especially where the chief is supportive of and favoured by the

220 Anonymous interviewee, (A10) a Councillor in Koidu, 23rd February 2011.
221 Interview with Chief Braima Kargbo former Mayor of Kenema, 15th January 2011, in Kenema.
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central government. Consequently, the current relationship between the

councils and the chiefs is one of political tension and suspicion.222

I asked the Mayor whether he thinks that the institution of chieftaincy was still

relevant or whether it should be abolished. Before he could respond, one of the

sub- Chiefs, Jusu Moijueh Koroma, jumped to the defence of chiefs by saying

that, hatred of the chiefs is only being perpetrated by the outside world and their

agents sitting in Freetown. He believed that chieftaincy, as far as local people

are concerned, transcends mere political leadership and relates to collective

identity. He argued that the land belongs to the Paramount Chief and in

essence even the whole country belongs to the chiefs.223 In contrast, however,

there were some respondents (councillors) who spoke to me on conditions of

anonymity, who stated that the chiefs are no longer relevant. Some even

claimed that the old traditional values that were inherent in chiefs have

disappeared such as traditional ceremonies and rituals.224

The Mayor of Kenema considered that the decentralisation process had no

future if the chiefs refuse to cooperate. As a traditionalist, he also believed that

the chiefs were very relevant in the running of the country and more especially

the post-conflict peace building efforts.225 He conceded that since the inception

of the decentralisation process there has been mounting tension between the

councils and the chiefs and this is continuing up to the present. However, he

pointed out that there was on-going discussion to try to mend fences between

222 Interview with former Councillor Janga Braima in Kailahun, 14th January, 2011.
223 Interview with Jusu Moijueh Koroma, a sub-Chief in the Nongowa Chiefdom, January, 2011.
224 Three Anonymous respondents in Kenema, one from civil society and the other two are primary school
teachers referred to here as A3, A4 A5, 12th January, 2011.
225 Interview with Chief Braima Kargbo former Mayor of Kenema, 15th January 2011, in Kenema.
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the councils, Mayors and Chiefs so as to bring progress and development to the

chiefdom. He actually confessed that the whole problem emanated from the fact

that, even up to the present, the chiefs have not fully understood how the

process of decentralisation works. He also stated that the problems they face

were created by the framers of the LGA; which did not clearly distinguish

between the functions of the councils and the place of the chiefs.

As stated in chapter 3, the National Decentralisation Policy (NDP) of 2010 also

did not adequately address these fundamental issues. The change from

‘highest point of political authority’ in the Act to “highest development and

service delivery” has prolonged the confusion and resulting tension, and as this

view came up in many of the interviews one might say that the fundamental

problem with decentralisation is the legal and national policy framework.

Councillor Esther Guanya Kaisamba of constituency 10 ward 34, in the

Nongowa Chiefdom, responding to questions about their relationship with the

chief and how the process is going on so far discloses that there are some

problems. She says that what they have resolved to do is to let the chiefs

understand their own roles as well as the councillors.226 To her, this is the only

way that peace can be achieved in the whole chiefdom. Another observation

that she makes is that the problem is not entirely the unwillingness of the chiefs

to cooperate with the councils but the overzealousness of some councillors to

perform all the functions, including those of the chiefs.227 To her, it is not

uncommon to see some councillors posing as local tax officials; supervising the

226 Interview with Councillor Esther Guanya Kaisamba, constituency 10, ward 34, 14th January, 2011.
227 Interview with Councillor Esther Guanya Kaisamba, constituency 10, ward 34, 14th January, 2011.
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collection and worse, some acting as arbiters in criminal offences in their

houses.228

The first person that was interviewed in the Kakua Chiefdom was the Mayor of

Bo. Asked about the relationship between himself and the Councils, he noted

that he enjoys working with the councils and all the councillors in his

municipality. He acknowledges the fact that there are times when minor

problems erupt; but according to him, these are always dealt with amicably in

the interest of everyone.229 He acknowledged that there were some problems

between the councils and the chiefs, and that the real issues underlying this are

the lack of clear distinction between functions/roles and control over the local

tax. This researcher believes that although there are other issues at stake, such

as equitable distribution of development programmes across chiefdoms, these

two issues are a constant source of tension and the LGA actually created this

problem in that notorious section 20 of the Act which stated that the Councils

are the ‘highest point of political authority in the locality’ and was not resolved

by the National Decentralisation Policy (NDP) of 2010.

The Mayor of Kayamba Chiefdom is quite clear in his critique of the whole legal

framework on the decentralisation process. According to him, the legal

framework is unclear about the identification of functions and the National

Decentralisation Policy 2010, merely ended up complicating matters. He

suggested that there is now a misconception and misunderstanding on the part

228 Interview with Councillor Esther Guanya Kaisamba, constituency 10, ward 34, 14th January, 2011.
229 The Mayor of Bo city, 15th February, 2011 in Bo.
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of both parties as to who is the highest point of authority in the locality.230 The

mayor argued that, this misunderstanding has increased the tension between

the chiefs and the councils and that this has the potential to bring about serious

conflict.

One of the councillors who spoke to me on conditions of anonymity argued that

the whole issue leading to tension is the deliberate avoidance by central

government of stating clearly that chiefs are not cooperating with the

decentralisation process.231 He stated that most of the chiefs who behave

problematically do so especially because they have political affiliations with

central government and so they are protected. His view is that until the

government stops interfering with the operations of the councils, the

decentralisation process will never work and there will emerge new triggers for

a conflict situation.

Councillor Janga Braima commented that the relationship cannot be described

as good. He blames some of the councillors for being overzealous and in the

process, according to him, they even go beyond their remit as councillors. In his

opinion, the “level of illiteracy among some of us councillors is not helping the

situation. There had been a series of workshops to train and educate the

councillors but because most of the councillors are illiterate, they either do not

attend or if they do, they do not understand the English Language and by

extension the program itself”.232 However, he also accused the chiefs of

refusing to recognise the councils. One of the reasons for this, he suggested,

230 Interview with the Mayor of Makeni, 12th March 2011.
231 Anonymous interviewee A10, a Councillor in Koidu, 2nd February 2011.
232 Interview with Councillor Janga Braima constituency 005, Kailahun, 18th January 2011.
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was the greed and selfishness of some of the chiefs; the burning issue is that of

the local tax which he says the chiefs have been keeping to themselves for their

own personal benefit and aggrandizement.233 Finally he blamed the

government for pampering the chiefs because they are used in national

elections to gain votes for the government.234

The Mayor of Makeni observed that the relationship with the chief was not very

cordial at the start of the process; but that the relationship has improved over

time. “When this whole process started, there were problems between the

chiefs and the newly constituted councils; but it came to a time that, with very

good sensitisation the chiefs gradually started responding positively, especially

so when our paramount chief is highly educated”.235

Variation in the quality of the performance and behaviour of chiefs was

assumed by some interviewees to correlate with levels of the chiefs’ education,

but others recognised that even educated chiefs engaged in the same

problematic practices. The Mayor of Makeni admitted that there may be some

problems and disagreements but on the whole he considers that the councils

and the chiefs are moving on smoothly. The only major issue which still remains

unresolved in his view, is that of the collection and allocation of the local tax

revenue. According to him, even where the percentage system has been

introduced, some chiefs view the local tax as their own exclusive domain.236 In

his view, no authority should interfere with the local tax as it is the only major

233 Interview with Councillor Janga Braima constituency 005, Kailahun, 18th January 2011.
234 Interview with Councillor Janga Braima, Kailahun. 18th February, 2011.
235 Interview with the Mayor of Makeni, 12th March 2011.
236 Interview with the Mayor of Makeni, 12th March 2011.
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source of income for the chiefs because the stipend that the government gives

to them is ludicrously low.237

The Mayor pointed out that decentralisation has been very helpful for the

development of the country down to the local level. With the decentralisation

process, his own community is now getting development projects such as

bridges, roads, water supply, and electricity without having to go to Freetown.

The only major problem is that the hand of central government is still very

visible in the allocation of contracts for these development projects; and in many

instances the awardees of these contracts do not perform satisfactorily.238

Asked about the challenges that are facing the operations of the councils the

Mayor of Makeni also responded that challenges are always present; how they

are handled is what matters. In his view, one of the serious challenges

associated with the process of decentralisation was that of working with some of

the chiefs who were already not in favour of the process in the first place.

According to the Mayor, another major challenge was the attitude of some of

the councillors; most of them, in his opinion, were just overzealous and failed to

work within the confines of their legitimate functions.239 Some councillors were

not respectful and they even challenged the chiefs or tried to perform the

functions of even the Mayor; some did not even go to their offices or to the

ordinary people that elected them.240

237 Interview with the Mayor of Makeni, 12th March 2011.
238 Interview with the Mayor of Makeni, 12th March 2011.
239 Interview with the Mayor of Makeni, 12th March 2011.
240 Interview with the Mayor of Makeni, 12th March 2011.
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Ahmed Sesay, one of the Councillors in Makeni, also suggested that the

problems facing the Councils were a result of the problems produced by the

LGA. Like many other people interviewed before him, he was of the view that

the Act did not clearly specify the respective functions of the chiefs and the

councils. Moreover, not many of the councillors had ever seen decentralisation

in practice because some of them were born after 1972; the year Siaka Stevens

abolished local government. According to Sesay, there had been a series of

meetings with the Ministry of Local Government, the chiefs and councils to iron

out some of these issues but there were still some grey areas to get over.241

Asked about the reintroduction of the DOs and the implications for the councils,

Sesay observed that it is the decision of the central government and therefore

would not like to make much comment on it.

Responding to questions relating to other challenges faced by the councils, the

Mayor identified absenteeism as one of the major problems facing the Councils,

especially in the North.242 Some Councillors live in remote villages with poor

road networks and have to trek on foot long distances to attend council

meetings. Some simply do not attend meetings; while some have physically

relocated to the towns thus becoming detached from their constituents.243

Perspectives of the Sub-Chiefs

Whilst the chiefdom is the lowest political entity in the decentralisation process,

the sub-chiefs are supposed to be the cogs in the wheels of the process at the

local level. While the chiefs are blaming the councils for the apparent loss of

241 Interview with Councillor Ahmed Sesay, Makeni Town Council. 13th March, 2011.
242 Interview with the Mayor of Makeni, 12th March, 2011.
243 Interview with the Mayor of Makeni, 12th March, 2011.
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much of their chiefly authority, the sub chiefs also have their own side of the

story. I spent time listening to some of the sub-chiefs and elders of the

chiefdoms talk about their relationship with the paramount chiefs. Some are

bold and liberated whilst there are those who do not want to make a single

negative comment about the Chief.

A section chief, who spoke to me on conditions of anonymity, registered his

frustration about the way they are treated by the chief.244 He opined that the

chiefs and the councils conspire to exploit them when it comes to resources. He

notes that most times the chiefs come from council meetings without even

telling them what transpired in those meetings.245 He would collect his own

share of the local tax and keep it to himself and in most cases the chief still

takes crucial decisions without sufficient consultation with them.246

Another lower level chief lambasted the paramount chief on the grounds that

the chiefs are merely self-seeking and inward looking.247 He stated that the

decentralisation process was a welcome development but that the paramount

chiefs were not responding positively; they were only interested in their own

individual pockets. This he says is affecting all the other chiefdoms.248

There are other sub-chiefs who said they really believe in the process of

decentralisation, but that both the councils and the hiefs need to collaborate

better on issues of development at the local level. There was a common view

that the councils are not respecting the chiefs and always try to lord it over the

244 Anonymous respondent (A7) a section Chief in Nongowa Chiefdom, 14th January, 2011.
245 Anonymous respondent (A7) a section Chief in Nongowa Chiefdom, 14th January, 2011.
246 Anonymous respondent (A7) a section Chief in Nongowa Chiefdom, 14th January, 2011.
247 Anonymous respondent, (A8) a sub-Chief, in Kenema, 14th January, 2011.
248 Anonymous respondent, (A8) a sub-Chief, in Kenema, January, 2011.
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chiefs.249 However, some also said that the chiefs themselves should respect

their sub-chiefs down to the village heads which would actually ensure

decentralisation at the chiefdom and at all local levels. Chiefs Lansana Bockarie

Kaisamba, Mustapha Massaquoi, Ibrahim Kamara, Jusu Moijueh Koroma, and

Chief Momoh Dorgboo all belong to this school of thought.

However, in all the chiefdoms, it was made quite clear that the chief is held in

very high esteem by some of the sub-chiefs and the ordinary people that this

researcher interviewed. In the Gbense chiefdom for example, Sub-chief Sahr

Fanday spoke about the good relationship between the sub-chiefs and the

Paramount Chief Kamanchendeh, although he did note that there are times

when the chief takes certain unilateral decisions without consulting them.250 On

average the chief spends most of his time in Freetown because he is also a

member of parliament representing his colleague chiefs from the Kono

district.251

Local People and the Decentralisation Process

This is another very important category of respondents that I have labelled, the

“Ordinary People” for the purposes of this analysis. Indeed, it is important to

point out from the outset that, the number of my respondents in this category is

quite limited and that there are limits to how far one can generalise about the

views of ordinary people from this sample. They may, however provide a

tentative indication of views common amongst the ordinary people.

249 Interview with Mariatu Sesay, Student at Eastern Polytechnic, 15th January, 2011.
250 Interview with Sahr Fanday in Kono, 23rd February 2011.
251 Interview with Sahr Fanday in Kono, 23rd February 2011.
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The respondents in this category are neither chiefs nor councillors and thus this

researcher believes that they could provide a different perspective on the

activities of the chiefs and the implementation of the decentralisation process.

They were selected from a mix of purposive sampling and snowballing with the

aim to get independent knowledge of the ways the reform processes have

progressed. I have categorized them into Male, Female, Youths and others;

each category represented by two respondents. The latter, (others) includes

one Lecturer in the Eastern Polytechnic and one midwife in the government

hospital in Kenema. These people are only labelled “ordinary people” for

analytical convenience of this research.

In the male category, I interviewed Joseph Sesay a former primary school

teacher and Ishmael Sinneh who is running a small carpentry workshop by

Dakiya Street in Kenema. Responding to questions about the need to reform

the chieftaincy system and to decentralize governance at the local level Mr.

Sesay considered that decentralization was a very important move to curb the

menace of centralization which led to the war in the first place. He stated, “In

those days there was local government in this country but Siaka Stevens did not

like anybody to challenge him that was why he removed it in the 1970s and this

is one reason that led to war”.252

Now that decentralisation has been introduced, he was of the opinion that it can

sustain the peace if properly implemented and also if the councils respect the

chiefs. Like Mr. Sesay, Ishmael also believed that decentralisation was a good

idea but that it had generated more poverty because in the past the people only

252 Interview with Mr. Joseph Sesay St. Charles Luanga Primary School, Kenema, 5th January, 2011.
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paid local tax; but now he claims that the local populace are overburdened with

all types of taxes and there is hardship in the country.253 There is local tax,

market dues, building tax and council tax. Asked about the continued relevance

of the chiefs both of my respondents considered that the institution remained

very relevant to the socio-cultural and political stability of the society and by

extension an expression of their collective identity.

Mariama Kamboima and Wuyata Momoh were both of the view that

decentralisation was good but that its excesses far outweighed the benefits to

the people and worse of all the Councillors can be so disrespectful even to the

chiefs. Mariama argued that councils are too far removed from the people; a

classic case of presenting oneself to the public as the be all and end all.254

About the reintroduction of the DO system, Wuyata considered that it was a

clever ploy to exploit the people and bring back the old practice of rigging

elections which was characteristic of A.P.C. governments.255

Bockarie Kallon is an ex-combatant who claims that both the chiefs and the

councils are marginalizing the youth. He believes that these two categories are

putting a lot of pressure on the youth and youths constitute the largest chunk of

the unemployed and the working population of the country. According to

Bockarie, “We have no jobs and you see these councilors living in luxury whilst

we are suffering. Even the chiefs are at their old tricks and have no sympathy

for the youth.”256

253 Interview with Ishmael Sinneh, carpenter, Dakiya Street Kenema, 4th January 2011.
254 Interview with Mariama Kamboima, Kenema, 4th January 2011.
255 Interview with Wuyata Momoh, Kenema, 5th January, 2011.
256 Interview Bockarie Kallon former RUF combatant, 7th January, Kenema, 2011.
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In all chiefdoms in this thesis, the story is the same. The youth accused the

chiefs of being very harsh and oppressive. They believe that the same bad

ways of doing chieftaincy which affected the youths are still prevalent and are

thus finding it very difficult to live their normal lives. On the other hand, the

youth are disgruntled with the councils which they claim are marginalizing them

and refusing to give jobs to them.

In the category I have called others, because of the nature of their jobs and

level of education are Steven Gaojia a Lecturer and Nurse Jane Yambasu.

Steven had faith in the decentralisation process as a peace-building mechanism

in Sierra Leone. What he questioned was the level of accountability and the

snail’s pace at which developmental projects were implemented. He also raised

the issue of literacy as a very serious obstacle to the workings of the councils as

some councilors cannot even understand the English Language.257 He also

suggested that many of the councilors are also absentee councilors who do not

even attend training workshops to get to know how council works.258 About the

reintroduction of the District Officers (DOs), Steven argued that it was absolute

nonsense because they were expunged from the 2004 Local Government Act

for the same reason why they had been reinstated; central government

interference.259

Jane also welcomed the idea of decentralisation on condition that the councils

are run transparently for the benefit of all the sectors. As a nurse and a midwife,

she was really concerned about the state of the health sector and the level of

257 Interview with Steven Gaojia, Lecturer Eastern Polytechnic, Kenema, 4th January 2011.
258 Interview with Steven Gaojia, Lecturer Eastern Polytechnic, Kenema, 4th January 2011
259 Interview with Steven Gaojia, Lecturer Eastern Polytechnic, Kenema, 4th January 2011
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neglect the hospitals were facing.260 There were no drugs in the hospitals and

the maternity department, according to her, was in bad shape having to make

do with obsolete equipment.261 The councils and the government are accused of

not doing much for the health sector; a situation that she felt even the

government was to be blamed for. The government has made a lot of promises

about free Medicare for pregnant women and lactating mothers but even that is

not working as there are virtually no drugs in the hospitals.262 It was evident to

me that many people had concerns about the re-introduction of the DO system

within the context of the decentralisation process.

Against the backdrop of a mixed experience of direct government intervention

into local administration and politics, the majority of local people in the case

study regions regarded the decentralisation process and its implementation in

the chiefdoms as important but were critical of the way the decentralisation

process was being implemented. They considered that it was further

undermining their already impoverished livelihoods, particularly as a result of

many new taxes. My respondents opined that they had only been accustomed

to the local tax; which was already a serious challenge for many to pay. The

addition of market dues, road tax and so on, had generated more poverty and

financial demands on the people. Local respondents had not seen any benefits

from this taxation.

However, a survey conducted by the Centre for Economic Research and

Capacity Building (CERCB) to gauge taxpayer’s perceptions of formal and

260 Interview with Jane Yambasu, a midwife at the Kenema Government Hospital. 5th January, 2011.
261 Interview with Jane Yambasu, a midwife at the Kenema Government Hospital. 5th January, 2011.
262 Interview with Jane Yambasu, a midwife at the Kenema Government Hospital. 5th January, 2011.
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informal taxation in the decentralisation process arrived at more nuanced

conclusions. Three findings were particularly notable:

 There is low–level trust in the then government; therefore, people see

high tax rates or the introduction of new taxes as unfair,

 There has been no fairness in the imposition of property taxes, as some

are taxed higher than others and

 Tax compliance increases when people have a positive perception of the

quality and quantity of services provided (CERCB, 2015:1).

Conclusion

This chapter has examined the core issues with regards to chieftaincy and the

decentralisation process, chiefdom by chiefdom in the three regions in Sierra

Leone. The chapter has also explored the various power constellations in the

study regions within the wider context of chieftaincy practices and

decentralisation reform. Here, an analytical assessment of how the chiefs and

the councils operate and interact has been undertaken paying special attention

to the very challenges that are facing such relationships. The chapter has also

paid attention to other layers of relationship in the decentralisation process such

as the relationships between the mayors and the chiefs, the sub-chiefs and the

chiefs, the ordinary people, youth, as well as the views of chiefs and the

decentralisation process.

The evidence from respondents regarding decentralisation and chieftaincy

reform are:
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 That decentralisation had the potential for positive change regarding

excessive control by central government.

 It has not achieved this due in part to poor planning and design and

implementation of the whole process was flawed and resulted in two

competing authority structures in the chiefdoms.

 Political tension was increased between the chiefs and the councils

especially regarding roles and functions. This situation was first created

by the Local Government Act, 2004 and the Local Government Policy of

2010 failed to resolve the problem.

 Changes to the use of local tax from being in the exclusive control of the

chiefs to a confused sharing arrangement with councils led to confusion

at best and serious tension in some places.

 The imposition of new taxes does not seem to have brought benefits to

local people, who mostly remain with low standards of living.

The next chapter brings together all the evidence and analysis to answer the

research questions.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION

Overall Context

This thesis has focussed on decentralisation in Sierra Leone, as a concept and

policy from the liberal canon. The latter asserts that when war ends the

establishment of imported models of governance institutions and

democratisation should be a priority, and this was followed in Sierra Leone. The

main research question, ‘How effective was decentralisation, via local

government and chieftaincy reform in contributing to effective local governance

and peacebuilding in post-conflict Sierra Leone?’ was derived from this

perspective.

Such ‘liberal peacebuilding’ approaches have been subject to much debate and

this thesis is one of many case studies which explore the processes of

peacebuilding on the ground rather than engage at an abstract theoretical level.

The underlying assumption throughout is that if decentralisation, and its

attendant reforms, is not effective then peacebuilding itself is at risk and the

chances of a recurrence of widespread violence increased, not least as the

behaviour of chiefs and the over-dominance of centralised power, emerged as

two of the key factors that caused and prolonged the war.

A key element of decentralisation has been the roles and functioning of the

chieftain system, and its potential implications for peacebuilding in Sierra Leone.

This study has traced how the institution of chieftaincy was co-opted as part of

the colonial governance system, and again as a part of a post-independence

domestic politics based on neo-patrimonialism and clientelism. In particular, the
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ways in which the relationship between local councils and chiefs has been

operationalised has been highlighted, and the nature of council and chiefdom

dynamics as understood by a range of key actors, including chiefs and the rural

populace in the chiefdoms, and the representatives of elected councils.

Political debate persists in the country about whether or not local, ‘traditional’

institutions such as chieftaincy are useful for such political transformation, and if

so what types of reform are most appropriate. What has occurred is a complex

and varied implantation of decentralisation which gives rise to further debate.

Findings from this research have highlighted ways in which the relationship

between the chief and the people is sometimes not well understood by

‘outsiders’263. Sometimes the relationship constitutes an expression of collective

identity and refuge from the oppression of the state, particularly during the

colonial period. Chieftaincy is still held in high regard by many people (as

evidenced by the DFID-led survey and my own interviews set out in Chapter 5)

irrespective of the many criticisms levied against the office holders themselves,

many of whom are seen as having played a key role in causing the war and are

still not prioritising the best interests of local people.

In this case, DFID as a leading donor, adopted a ‘hybridity’ approach, as

identified in the Liberal Peace academic debates, in seeking to combine locally-

existing systems of decentralised governance via enhanced chieftaincies, with a

new and strengthened local council system and conforming to a more

263 Much criticism has also been made of DFID housing project for chiefs intended as a stop-gap measure
to quickly repatriate internally displaced paramount chiefs, as a means of encouraging their subjects also
to return to their rural homes. Their poor design, which did not provide appropriate compound buildings for
the conducting of chiefly duties led to widespread allegations that outsiders did not understand the
responsibilities of chiefs.
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conventional liberal mechanism for the promotion of democracy and good

governance. DFID played a highly influential role in supporting the government

in the decision to strengthen rather than abolish the chieftaincies, and in

passing new legislation, although it is unclear how much DFID is responsible for

the key error in the wording of the LGA in 2004 which is held as being the

trigger for so many problems in this endeavour (see below).

DFID supported the Paramount Chiefs Restoration Program (PCRP), the Local

Governance Reform (LGR) and Public-Sector Reform. The main idea of the

PCRP was to address allegations of chiefs contributing to the grievances that

led to the war. It was also meant to restore the dignity of the chieftaincy

institution which had been destroyed during the war and also to reform the

institution to meet acceptable modern standards without interfering with its

traditional ethos. In practice, instead of a post-conflict reform of chieftaincy,

what actually took place was a programme of DFID support to chieftaincy

restoration. Under the Governance Reform Secretariat (GRS), DFID

established the Chiefdom Restoration Programme. The chiefs were thus to be

an integral part of the implementation of decentralisation not least because

chieftaincy in itself represents a form of decentralisation at the local level.

As the GRS was to handle the issues of chieftaincy reform it conducted a

country-wide consultation on the continued relevance of chieftaincy and how the

institution could be merged with the current decentralisation process. The

findings from this consultation overwhelmingly indicated support for retaining

the chieftaincy system. Subsequent elections for unfilled paramount chief
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positions ushered in a new group of people who were highly educated for the

first time. The hope that levels of education would increase conformity to the

new standards and expectations of governance seems not to have been fulfilled,

as evidenced by many respondents. Educated chiefs in some cases were seen

to be more concerned with the personal gains obtained via their office than

improving the welfare of their people.

Key Findings from Fieldwork Data

The qualitative research methodology was set out in Chapter One. Of the 149

chiefdoms in Sierra Leone six case study chiefdoms were selected for analysis,

two from each region. The northern region was represented by the Bombali

Shebora and Kafu Bullom chiefdoms whilst the Kakua chiefdom and the

Kayamba chiefdoms were selected to represent the southern region. In the

eastern region, the Nongowa and the Gbense chiefdoms were studied. Ideally

the research would have been undertaken in all 149 chiefdoms, but time and

resources prevented such a comprehensive approach. Nonetheless the careful

selection of the sites allows for some probability that the common features at

least might be generalizable over the whole country. It is also a contribution to

knowledge about the lived experience of decentralisation at a local scale in

somewhat remote rural areas, across of range of different perspectives.

The existence of oral traditions in all these cases had been instrumental in

passing down through generations the founding narratives and in some cases

even the way that the practices of political authority (especially succession) and

responsibility changed over time. In these non-literate societies their histories
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have literally been stored in the memory of people. Oral testimonies as

recounted by the chiefs were set out in Chapter Four, supplemented with the

views of other key actors where appropriate. Further research might usefully

focus on the roles of chiefs and secret societies in controlling the accepted

narratives which are recognised and passed on, as this was only slightly

touched on here.

The research was challenging in terms of the insider-outsider ethical dilemmas

and the difficulties in obtaining the views of women directly. Nonetheless the

value in recording the testimonies is considerable, as this was the first time that

an outsider has undertaken a systematic attempt to codify the historiographies

of these chiefdoms.

This recorded history provides the context for my analysis of chieftaincy and

decentralisation and demonstrates that there were common features between

the cases, particularly in: their founding myths; the extent of authority given to

different offices, and how these changed over time; and the changes that took

place as a result of colonial rule. Nonetheless, there were also key differences

between them and the legacies at independence were also different. Such

notable difference is their cultural set up based on sodality institutions. This

analysis stands as a strong counter-argument to the view (e.g. promoted by

Mamdani (1996); and Fallers (1995)) that African Chieftaincies are all organised

in the same way regarding rights and constitutions. Even within one region it is

clear that chieftaincy practices have had different histories and experience

different changes over time. Furthermore, the intervention of national politics in

these local settings since independence has had dramatically different
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implications for the office holders and the local people. Later in the thesis we

see how these differences connect with the decentralisation and reform

attempts made by governments and donors.

In Chapter Five the lived experience of political tension on the ground is

explored via testimonies from chief and council officials, as well as from

selected ordinary people. This highlights the ways in which national political

institutions and interests affected the outcomes and impacts of the

decentralisation process in the relevant chiefdoms and districts, particularly in

the phases of decentralisation in the period 2008-2012.

The findings suggest that the major factor responsible for this tension was the

confusion concerning the relative importance of the roles and functions of the

chiefs and the councils created by the 2004 Local Government Act (LGA). The

LGA gave powers to the Local Councils to provide basic social services to the

local populace and to collect taxes to pay for (LGA, 2004: 16). The Act also

established structures such as the District Councils, the Local Councils,

Chiefdom Councils, and the Chiefdom Ward Development Committees. But at

the same time, perhaps in an attempt to clarify the balance of power between

these new organisations and the pre-existing offices related to chieftaincies, it

sowed confusion in stating that Local Councils are the “highest point of political

authority in the locality”. (LGA 2004, Part V, Section 20) which again and again

respondents pointed to as the reason that councillors were seen to ‘over-step’

their authority, especially concerning the collection and use of tax revenue, and

a major source of resentment by chiefs who considered that the government
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had intended to leave this role to them. The further effort by government to

resolve this problem through the 2010 Decentralization Policy, which ‘clarified’

that the Local Councils should be not the “highest political authority” but the

“highest development and service delivery authority” in the chiefdom did not

ease, and in many respondents’ opinion actually exacerbated, the tension.

Further Overall Conclusions

Chiefs and Councils being in conflict with each other was not an outcome

anticipated by DFID or other international donors and partners. The twin policy

goals of decentralisation: i.e., strengthening local councils, and restoring

chieftaincy, were principally enacted through strengthening these two

competing institutions of local governance simultaneously. That is not to say

that conflict was inevitable had there been better co-ordination. The restoration

of the DO was seen by many respondents as adding yet more confusion and

tension and, whether or not intended by the government, it also increased

central political influence over the local, i.e. the opposite of decentralisation, and

was much resented by councillors and chiefs.

The level of concern about these tensions expressed in all the cases studied is

sufficiently strong to signal that, in spite of the legal changes and investment

intended to improve governance at a local level, very high levels of poverty;

youth unemployment; and criticisms of the behaviour of local leaders, including

chiefs, is on the rise. It was not lost on these respondents that these are the

very same issues that are said to have caused the war.
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APPENDIX
DEVOLUTION UPDATE as at 2010

The matrix below illustrates the functions and their activities that were stated for

the MDAs to have devolved by May, 2010 and the status of devolution.

NAME OF MDA FUNCTION WHAT HAS
BEEN
DEVOLVED

OUTSTANDING
ISSUES

Ministry of Health and
Sanitation

1. Registration of Births and Death

2. Public Health Information,

Education and Communication

3. Environmental Health Care

4. Maintenance of Non-technical

Equipment

5. Primary health Care

6. Facilities Management

7. Procurement of Equipment and
Medicines

8. Secondary Health Care

All functions except one
(Hospitals)

Secondary Health Care

a. Control and maintain
the hospitals
effectively

b. Ensure that hospital
objective objectives
and plans meet
community needs

c. Ensure strict control
over income and
expenditures

d. Monitor performance
against plans and
budget

Ministry of Internal Affairs,
Local Government and Rural
Development

1. Sensitisation and education on

fire prevention

2. Basic non-technical fire fighting

3. Community Development

All functions fully
devolved

None

Ministry of Social Welfare,
Gender and Children’s
Affairs

1. Family case work

2. Probation

None All
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3. Disability issues

4. Child welfare

5. Community based organisations

6. Gender issues

Sierra Leone Roads
Authority

1. Maintenance of primary feeder
roads

2. Maintenance of chiefdom

roads/tracks

None All functions

Ministry of Information and
Communication

1. Information Services

2. Sale of Gazettes and Receipts

All functions None

Ministry of Mineral
Resources

1. Establishment and management

of Community Development

Funds

2. Coordination of mining licenses

3. Rehabilitation of mined-out areas

None All functions

Ministry of Fisheries and
Marine Resources

1. Licensing of small canoes and

attendant fishing gear

2. Establishment and

management of fish ponds and

inland lakes

All functions devolved None

Administrator and Registrar-
General’s Department

1. Celebration and registration of

civil marriages

2. Administration of Estates

and Gratuities

None All functions

Ministry of Works, Housing,
Technical Maintenance and
Infrastructure

1. Maintenance of Council

buildings/premises

None Maintenance of Council
buildings/premises

Ministry of Lands, Country
Planning and the
Environment

1. Land surveying

2. Land Registration and Control of

Sand dues Seven of functions have not
been devolved
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illegal sale of land

3. Leasing Government land

4. Strategic local plans

5. Issuance of building permits

6. Sand dues

7. Preparation of land use plans

8. Education and sensitisation on

environmental issues

Ministry of Education, Youth
and Sports

1. District Education

Schools

2. Primary to Mid-Secondary School
(JSS

III)

3. School supervision

4. Government Libraries

5. Youth Affairs

6. Local Sports

District Education

Schools

Primary to Mid-
Secondary School (JSS
III)

School supervision

Government Libraries

Local Sports

Youth Affairs

Ministry of Tourism and
Culture

1. Local Museums

2. Cultural Villages

None All functions listed

Ministry of Energy & Power
and Water Resources

1. Rural Water Supply

2. Urban Water Supply

3. Peri-Urban Water Supply

None All functions listed

Ministry of Labour and
Employment

1. Man Power Planning

2. Enterprise development

3. Trust fund based safety net

schemes

None All functions listed

Ministry of Agriculture, FORESTRY DIVISION All functions listed None
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Forestry and Food Security 1. Conservation of national Forests

2. Community Forest woodlots

3. Fire prevention and control

4. Sensitisation campaigns on

forest conservation

5. National production forests

6. National production forests

catchments

7. Central nurseries

CROP DIVISION

1. Extension services

2. Tree/Cash Crop Nurseries

3. Plantation development and

maintenance

4. Seed production/multiplication

5. Produce inspection grading and

licenses

6. Input delivery services

7. Off-farm income generation etc.

8. Staff training

9. Farmers Training

11. Marketing

12. Post-Harvest and agro-

processing

13. Food Science and Nutrition

14. Vegetable Production
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LAND AND WATER DIVISION

1. Small scale IVS/Upland

Rehabilitation

2. Small scale Swamp

Development

LIVESTOCK DIVISION

1. Animal Health

2. Animal Production

3. Cattle settlement schemes

4. Administration of livestock

markets

5. Settlement of crop/livestock

Disputes

SUMMARY

Functions - 80

Devolved - 48 (including SLRA feeder roads which were not
properly devolved)

Not devolved - 34

Source: The Decentralisation Secretariat, Youyi Building, Freetown, Sierra Leone.
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APPENDIX

DEVOLUTION UPDATE As at 2010/2011

The matrix below illustrates the functions and their activities that were stated
for the MDAs to have devolved by May, 2010 and the status of devolution.

SUMMARY

Functions - 80

Devolved - 48 (including SLRA feeder roads which were not
properly devolved)

Not devolved - 34

Source: The Decentralisation Secretariat, Youyi Building, Freetown, Sierra
Leone.
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